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INVITATION TO BID
Sealed proposals for the Lyons-South Fork Watershed Forest Resiliency Project Mastication
Units 1-4 addressed to the Tuolumne Utilities District, 18885 Nugget Boulevard, Sonora,
California 95370, will be received at the office of the District until 2:00 p.m., local time, on Tuesday,
March 19th, 2019, and will then be publicly opened and read.
The project will consist of mechanically thinning approximately 42 acres of forest land, separated
into 4 separate mastication units located about 3 miles North of Twain Harte, CA. The project
area is located on the east side of South Fork Road on Forest Service property located about one
mile south of the South Fork Stanislaus River and further described in the bid documents and in
accordance with the Mastication Specifications listed in Appendix A. There are several marked
areas to avoid.
The Contract for the work will be awarded upon the basis of the total base bid price of the Bid
Schedule.
Drawings and Specifications may be examined in the office of the Tuolumne Utilities District,
18885 Nugget Boulevard, Sonora, California 95370. To request an Invitation to Bid and a digital
copy of the plans and specifications, please contact Mrs. Makayla Dillon at (209) 532-5536
ext. 512 or mdillon@tudwater.com. Project information and addenda can be found on the
District’s website: https://tudwater.com/development-services/bids/.
A pre-bid conference will be held at 18885 Nugget Boulevard, Sonora, California at 8:00 a.m. on
Friday, March 8th, 2019. This pre-bid conference is encouraged but not mandatory.
This is a public works project and the contractor's and all subcontractor's employees must be
provided certain benefits pursuant to Section 1720 et. seq. of the Labor Code, including the
payment of prevailing wage rates, if prevailing wage rates have been established by DIR. The
Owner has obtained from the Director of the Department of Industrial Relations the prevailing
wage rates applicable to the work. Copies are on file at the Owner's office. The contractor is
responsible for determining which wage classifications are applicable to this project. (Labor Code
Section 1773.2.)
Contractor may also obtain them at the DIR website:
http://www.dir.ca.gov/OPRL/dprewagedetermination.htm
All contractors and subcontractors who bid or work on any public works project must be registered
with the Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) and pay an annual fee. No contractor or
subcontractor may be listed on a bid proposal for a public works project or be awarded a public
works contract unless registered with DIR. The contractor must post all job site notices required
by regulation. This project is subject to compliance monitoring and enforcement by DIR.
In order to be considered a responsive bidder, the selected contractor shall comply with the
Disadvantage Business Enterprise Requirements included in the specifications.
For information concerning the proposed work contact: Mr. Glen Nunnelley, Associate Civil
Engineer, extension 514 at the Tuolumne Utilities District (209) 532-5536.
Payment for the work accomplished will be made in accordance to Section 01010 1.08 UNIT
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INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS
1.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
a.

FORMAT
The Contract Documents are divided into parts, divisions, and sections for
convenient organization and reference. Generally, there has been no attempt to
divide the Specification sections into work performed by the various building
trades, work by separate subcontractors, or work required for separate facilities in
the project.

b.

DOCUMENT INTERPRETATION
The Contract Documents governing the work proposed herein consist of the Bid
Documents, Contract, and Drawings and Specifications, all material bound
herewith, addenda to the foregoing, and material incorporated by specific
reference. The Contract Documents are intended to be mutually cooperative and
to provide all details reasonably required for the execution of the proposed work.
Should there be any doubt as to the meaning or intent of the Contract Documents,
the Bidder should request, in writing, at least 6 working days prior to bid opening,
an interpretation from the Engineer. Any interpretation or change in the Contract
Documents will be furnished to all Bidders receiving a set of the documents.
Bidders shall submit with their Proposals, or indicate receipt of, all Addenda. The
Owner will not be responsible for any other explanation or interpretations of said
Documents.

2.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
A general description of the work to be done is contained in the Invitation to Bid. The
scope is indicated on the accompanying Drawings and specified in other parts of these
Contract Documents.

3.

LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTORS
Bidders and their proposed subcontractors shall hold such licenses as may be required
by the laws of the State for the performance of the work specified in the Contract
Documents, including a Class A license or its equivalent for the type of work called for
under this Contract. Any Bid submitted to the Owner by a Contractor who is not licensed
in accordance with the California Contractors State License Law, Business and
Professions Code Section 7000 et seq., or in violation of Business and Professions Code
Section 7028.15, shall be considered non-responsive and will be rejected by the Owner.

4.

BIDDER'S UNDERSTANDING
Each Bidder must be aware of the conditions relating to the execution of the work, and it
is assumed that they will inspect the site and make themselves thoroughly familiar with
the site and of all the Contract Documents. Failure to do so will not relieve the successful
Bidder of their obligation to enter into a Contract and complete the contemplated work in
strict accordance with the Contract Documents. The Bidder's attention is called to the
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General Conditions and the Site Conditions section of the Technical Specifications
regarding Bidder's obligation to verify the complete satisfaction of all information
concerning site and subsurface conditions. Each Bidder shall be informed of, and the
Bidder awarded a Contract shall comply with, Federal, State and local laws, statutes, and
ordinances relative to the execution of the work. This requirement includes, but is not
limited to, applicable regulations concerning minimum wage rates, nondiscrimination in
the employment of labor, protection of public and employee safety and health,
environmental protection, the protection of natural resources, fire protection, burning and
non-burning requirements, permits, fees, and similar subjects.
5.

TYPE OF PROPOSAL
LUMP SUM
When the Proposal for the work is submitted on a lump sum basis, a total lump sum price
shall be submitted in the appropriate place along with amounts for the individual portions
of the work. The total amount to be paid to the Contractor shall be the amount of the lump
sum proposal as adjusted for additions or deletions resulting from changes in construction;
however, no changes in contract price will be made for any variance between installed
quantity and quantity shown on the Drawings if such variance is less than two (2) percent
for quantities in any separate bid item. The Bidder shall furnish a breakdown on the lump
sum bid if required in the Proposal.

6.

PREPARATION OF PROPOSALS
All blank spaces in the Proposal form must be filled in, preferably in BLACK ink, in both
words and figures where required. No changes shall be made in the phraseology of the
forms. Written amounts shall govern in case of discrepancy between the amounts stated
in writing and the amounts stated in figures. In case of discrepancy between unit prices
and totals, unit prices will prevail.
Any Proposal shall be deemed non-responsive and not in compliance which contains
omissions, erasures, alterations, or additions of any kind, lack of signatures on the
appropriate documents, or prices uncalled for, or in which any of the prices are obviously
unbalanced, or which in any manner shall fail to conform to the conditions of the published
Invitation to Bid.
The Bidder shall sign the Proposal in the blank spaces provided. If Bidder is a corporation,
the legal name of the corporation shall be set forth above, together with the signature of
the officer or officers authorized to sign contracts in behalf of the corporation. If signature
is by an agent, other than an officer of a corporation or a member of a partnership, a
notarized power-of-attorney must be on file with the Owner prior to opening of Proposals
or submitted with the Proposal, otherwise the Proposal will be regarded as not properly
authorized.

7.

STATE AND LOCAL SALES AND USE TAXES
State and local sales and use taxes, as required by the laws and statutes of the State and
its political subdivisions, shall be paid by the Contractor. Prices quoted in the Proposal
shall include all sales and use taxes.
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8.

SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS
All Proposals must be submitted at the time and place and in the manner prescribed in
the Invitation to Bid. Proposals must be made on the Proposal forms provided herein or
photocopies of same. Each Proposal must be submitted in a sealed envelope, so marked
as to indicate its contents without being opened and addressed in conformance with the
instructions in the Invitation to Bid. The envelope shall also be marked to indicate the
Bidder's name and mailing address and the project title.

9.

FACSIMILE OR WRITTEN MODIFICATION OF PROPOSAL
Any Bidder may modify their bid by facsimile or written communication at any time prior to
the scheduled closing time for receipt of bids, provided such communication is received
by the Owner prior to the closing time. The facsimile or written communication should
state the addition or subtraction or other modification so that the final prices or terms will
be clear to the Owner when the sealed bid is opened.

10.

NAMING OF SUBCONTRACTORS
Bidder shall submit with Proposal, the names and business addresses of each
subcontractor who will perform work under this Contract in excess of one-half of one (1)
percent of the amount of the total bid and shall list the portion of the work which will be
done by such subcontractor. If the Bidder fails to specify a subcontractor for any portion
of the work to be performed under the Contract, the Bidder agrees to perform that portion
of the work themselves.

11.

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSAL
Any Proposal may be withdrawn prior to the scheduled time for the opening of Proposals
either by facsimile or written request. No Proposal may be withdrawn after the time
scheduled for opening of Proposals, unless the time specified in Article, AWARD OF
CONTRACT, of these Instructions to Bidders shall have elapsed.

12.

BID SECURITY
Proposals must be accompanied by a bid bond issued by a Surety authorized to issue
such bonds in the state where the work is located, in an amount not less than 10 percent
of the total amount of the Proposal. This bid security shall be given as a guarantee that
the Bidder will not withdraw Proposal for a period of 90 days after bid opening, and that if
awarded the Contract, the successful Bidder will execute the attached Contract and
furnish the required Performance Bond, Payment Bond, and Insurance Certificates.
Cash or certified checks will not be accepted as bid security.
The Attorney-in-Fact who executes this bond in behalf of the Surety must attach a
notarized copy of their power-of-attorney as evidence of their authority to bind the Surety
on the date of execution of the Bond.
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13.

AWARD OF CONTRACT
Within 90 calendar days after the opening of Proposals, the Owner expects, but is not
required, to award the contract to the lowest responsive responsible bidder, unless all or
some of the bids are rejected. The award will be by written notice, mailed or delivered to
the office designated in the Proposal. In the event of failure of the lowest responsible
Bidder to sign and return the Contract with acceptable bonds and evidence of required
insurance, the Owner may award the Contract to the next lowest responsible Bidder.

14.

BASIS OF AWARD
Owner is not required to award on the basis of the lowest bid; although, the award will
likely be made on the basis of the lowest bid received from a responsible Bidder which, in
the Owner's sole and absolute judgment, will best serve the interest of the Owner. When
projects are paid for in part with state or federal funds, the award will be made on the basis
of that Proposal submitted by the responsible Bidder submitting the lowest bid acceptable
to the financing agency.
The Owner reserves the right to accept or reject any or all Proposals, and to waive any
informalities and irregularities in said Proposals.
The lowest bid shall be determined by the lowest total bid price of the lump sum bid.

15.

EXECUTION OF CONTRACT
The successful Bidder shall, within 10 business days, not including legal holidays, after
receiving notice of award, sign and deliver to the Owner the Contract hereto attached
together with the acceptable bonds and insurance certificates as required in these
Documents. Within 10 business days, not including legal holidays, after receiving the
signed Contract with acceptable bonds and insurance certificates from the successful
Bidder, the Owner's authorized agent will sign the Contract. Signature by both parties
constitutes execution of the Contract.

16.

CONTRACT BONDS
a.

PERFORMANCE BOND
The successful Bidder shall file with the Owner, at the time of execution of the
Contract, a Performance Bond acceptable to Owner in the full amount of the
Contract, as security for the faithful performance of the Contract for the
construction of the work, and to cover all guarantees against defective
workmanship or materials, or both, for a period of 2 years after the date of final
acceptance of the work by the Owner. Said Bond shall also provide that any
modification or changes to the contract terms, including changes in the completion
date, shall not affect or reduce the obligations of the surety, and that surety waives
any notice thereof. The surety furnishing this bond shall have a sound financial
standing, a record of service satisfactory to the Owner, and shall be authorized to
do business in the State.

b.

PAYMENT BOND
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The successful Bidder shall file with the Owner at the time of execution of the
Contract, a Public Works Payment Bond satisfactory to Owner in the full amount
of the Contract, as security for the payment of all persons supplying labor and
materials for the construction of the work which shall contain provisions which
satisfy Sections 3247 through Section 3252 of the California Civil Code. The
surety furnishing these bonds shall have a sound financial standing, a record of
service satisfactory to the Owner, and shall be authorized to do business in the
State.
c.

POWER-OF-ATTORNEY
The Attorney-in-Fact (Resident Agent) who executes the Performance Bond or
Payment Bond in behalf of the surety must attach a notarized copy of their powerof-attorney as evidence of the authority to bind the surety on the date of execution
of the bonds.

17.

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE
The successful Bidder shall file with the Owner, at the time of delivery of the executed
Contract, a Certificate of Insurance evidencing insurance coverage satisfactory to Owner,
which insurance shall be maintained at Bidder's own cost and expense during the life of
the Contract, or longer when required, all as set forth in Article 5.3 of the General
Conditions and SC-2 et. seq. of the Supplementary Conditions bound herewith.

18.

FAILURE TO EXECUTE CONTRACT AND FURNISH BONDS AND INSURANCE
CERTIFICATES
The Bidder who has a Contract awarded and who fails to promptly and properly execute
the Contract and furnish the prescribed bonds and Certificates of Insurance shall forthwith
pay and forfeit to the District, as penalty and liquidated damages, the amount of the
furnished Bid Bond. It is agreed that this said sum is a fair estimate of the amount of
damages the Owner will sustain in case the bidder fails to enter into a Contract.

19.

PREVAILING WAGE RATES
This is a Public Works Construction Project requiring that the Contractor and all
subcontractors comply with Sections 1770 - 1815 of the Labor Code concerning payment
of prevailing wage rates, hiring of apprentices, etc. A summary of those conditions is
attached to the Agreement to be executed by the District and the successful Bidder, in
Part 2 of this Bid Package.

20.

TIME OF COMPLETION AND LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
The time of completion of the work to be performed under this Contract is of the essence
to the Contract. Delays and extensions of time may be allowed in accordance with the
provisions stated in the General Conditions. The time allowed for the completion of the
work is 45 calendar days from the date set in a Notice to Proceed. Failure to timely
complete said work, unless excused under the terms of the Contract, shall entitle Owner
at its option to collect liquidated damages in the amount of $500.00 each calendar day
until completed. Contractor understands and agrees that this public works project will
create public benefits, the delay of which will cause incalculable losses to the District and
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the public, and that the above sum is a reasonable attempt by the District to quantify such
losses. The Contractor and Owner agree to the afore stated amount.
Owner shall have the right to deduct the liquidated damages from any money in its hands,
otherwise due, or to become due, to Contractor, or to sue for and recover compensation
for damages for nonperformance of this contract within the time stipulated.
21.

DISCRIMINATION
No discrimination shall be made in the employment of persons upon public works because
of the race, religious creed, color, national origin, ancestry, physical disability, mental
disability, medical condition, marital status, sex of such persons, except as provided in
Section 12940 of the Government Code, and every contractor for public works violating
this section is subject to all the penalties imposed for a violation of this chapter.

22.

BID PROTESTS
Any bid protest must be submitted in writing to the Owner before 4:00 p.m. of the 3rd
business day following bid opening. The initial bid protest document shall contain a
complete statement of the basis for the protest.
The protest shall refer to the specific portion of the document which forms the basis for
the protest. The protest shall include the name, address and telephone number of the
person representing the protesting party.
The party filing the protest shall concurrently transmit a copy of the initial protest document
and any attached documentation to all other parties with a direct financial interest which
may be adversely affected by the outcome of the protest. Such parties shall include all
other Bidders who appear to have a reasonable prospect of receiving an award depending
upon the outcome of the protest.
The Owner will issue a decision on the protest. If the Owner determines that a protest is
frivolous, the party originating the protest may be determined to be irresponsible and that
party may be determined to be ineligible for future contract awards.
The procedure and time limits set forth in this section are mandatory and are the Bidder’s
sole and exclusive remedy in the event of Bid protest and failure to comply with these
procedures shall constitute a waiver of any right to further pursue the bid protest, including
filing a Government Code Claim or legal proceedings.
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BIDDER'S CHECKLIST
This checklist has been prepared and furnished to aid Bidders in including all necessary
supporting information that should be submitted with the bid. The Bidder’s signature is required
on all of the documents indicated below. Omission of signature may be grounds for rejection of
the bid. Bidder’s submittals should include, but are not limited to, the following:
ITEM
1.

Proposal (Bid Form & Bid Schedule)

2.

Bidder's Checklist

3.

Bidder's Bond

4.

Power-of-Attorney for Surety's Agent to execute Bidder's Bond

5.

Authority to sign Proposal if signature is by agent other than officer
of corporation, partner, or owner

6.

Acknowledgment of any Addenda

7.

List of Subcontractors

8.

Non-Collusion Declaration

9.

Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) Number

10.

Contractor Safety Agreement

Signature of Bidder

⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧
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BID FORM
To:

Tuolumne Utilities District
18885 Nugget Boulevard
Sonora, CA 95370

For:

Lyons-South Fork Watershed Forest Resiliency Project Mastication Units 1-4

Submitted by:

□ A Corporation
□ A Partnership
□ An Individual
Principal office:

Person to contact for additional information on this submittal:
Name:

Address:

Phone:
Email: _______________________________________________________________________
BIDDERS DECLARATION AND UNDERSTANDING
THE UNDERSIGNED BIDDER having familiarized themselves with the Work required by the
Contract Documents, all site conditions where the Work is to be performed, local labor conditions
and all laws, regulations, and other factors affecting the performance of the Work, and having an
understanding of the expense and difficulties attending performance of the Work.
HEREBY PROPOSES and agrees, if this Bid is accepted, to enter into Agreement in the form
attached and to perform all Work, including the assumption of all obligations, duties, and
responsibilities necessary to the successful completion of the contract and the furnishing of all
materials and equipment required to be incorporated in and form a permanent part of the Work,
tools, equipment, supplies, transportation, facilities, labor, superintendence, permits and services
required to perform the Work, to the satisfaction of Owner and to provide all required Bonds,
insurance and submittals.
The undersigned Bidder agrees to furnish the required bonds and evidence of insurance and to
execute the contract and deliver the same to Owner within ten (10) business days after receipt
of Notice of Award by the Owner.
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Lyons-South Fork Watershed Forest Resiliency Project Mastication Units 1-4
BID SCHEDULE
All Bid Schedules must be completed
Mastication Areas
Mechanically thin overstocked conifer and reduce fuels in natural stands by mechanically
shredding/cutting/chipping live and dead brush, new and old slash, small dead conifers, knobcone pines, live conifers in accordance with the enclosed specification/work statement
(Appendix A, B and C) for the following Mastication Units listed below and further described in
the attached map of Mastication Areas.
Estimated
Item

Mastication Unit

Unit

No.

Quantity

Unit

Estimated

Acres

Price

Price

1

Mastication Unit 1

EA

10.6

2

Mastication Unit 2

EA

8.9

3

Mastication Unit 3

EA

20.5

4

Mastication Unit 4

EA

2.7

Total

Total

42.7

TOTAL BASE BID PRICE

TOTAL LUMP SUM BID PRICE
$

(figures)

$

(words)

Owner expects, but is not required, to award the contract to the lowest responsive responsible
Bidder upon the basis of the lowest total bid price of the lump sum, unless all or some of the bids
are rejected.
In case of discrepancy between words and figures, the words shall prevail.
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The undersigned Bidder acknowledges receipt of the following Addenda, which have been
considered in preparation of this Bid:
No.:

Dated:

No.:

Dated:

No.:

Dated:

Dated in

this

day of

, 20

.

BUSINESS ADDRESS OF BIDDER:

SIGNATURE OF BIDDER:

Contractor's License Number:

Expiration Date:

License Classification:
DIR Number:

A.

If an Individual:

, doing business

as:

B.

If a Partnership:
By:

, partner

If a Corporation:
(a

Corporation)

By:
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(SEAL &)
Title:
C.

(ATTEST)

If Bidder is a joint venture, appropriate parties must sign below.

Contractor's License Number:
If managing partner is an Individual:

doing business as
If managing partner is a Partnership:

By:

Title:

If managing partner is a Corporation:

(a

Corporation)

(SEAL &)
Title:

(ATTEST)

* Attached hereto and made a part hereof is:
1.
2.
3.

Statement and Bidder's Bond
List of Subcontractors
Non-collusion Declaration
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BID BOND
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
That we,
, as Principal,
and
, as Surety, are held and firmly bound, unto
the Tuolumne Utilities District as Obligee in the penal sum of
dollars for the payment of which the Principal and the Surety bind themselves, their heirs,
executors, administrators, successors and assign, jointly and severally, these presents.
The condition of this obligation is such that if the Obligee shall make any award to the Principal
for construction of the Lyons-South Fork Watershed Forest Resiliency Project Mastication Units
1-4 according to the terms of the proposal or bid made by the Principal therefore, and the Principal
shall duly make and enter into a contract with the Obligee in accordance with the terms of said
proposal or bid and award and shall provide evidence of required insurance and give bond for
payment of material and laborers and for the faithful performance thereof, with Surety and
Sureties approved by the Obligee; or if the Principal shall, in case of failure so to do, pay and
forfeit to the Obligee the penal amount of the deposit specified in the call for bids, then this
obligation shall be null and void; otherwise it shall be and remain in full force and effect and the
Surety shall forthwith pay and forfeit to the Obligee, as penalty and liquidated damages, the
amount of this bond.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DATED THIS

day of

Principal

Surety
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, 20

.

LIST OF SUBCONTRACTORS
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 4100 to 4133, inclusive, of the Public Contract Code of the
State of California, every Bidder shall in their Bid set forth:
a.

The name and location of the place of business of each Subcontractor who will
perform work or labor or render service to the Bidder in or about the work in amount
in excess of one-half (1/2) of one percent (1%) of the Bidder's total bid and the
portion of the work which will be done by each such subcontract. If the Bidder fails
to specify a contractor for any portion of the work, the Bidder agrees to perform
that portion themselves. The successful Bidder shall not, without the consent of
the Owner, either:
1.

Substitute any person as Subcontractor in place of the Subcontractor
designated in the original Bid.

2.

Permit any subcontract to be assigned or transferred or allow it to be
performed by anyone other than the original Subcontractor listed in the Bid.

3.

Sublet or subcontract any portion of the work in excess of one-half (1/2) of
one percent (1%) of the total Bid as to which the original bid did not
designate a Subcontractor.

Portion of Work

Name of
Subcontractor

Business Address

Signature of Bidder
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DIR Number

NON-COLLUSION DECLARATION TO BE EXECUTED
BY BIDDER AND SUBMITTED WITH BID

The undersigned declares:
I am the

of

, the party making the foregoing bid.

The bid is not made in the interest of, or on behalf of, any undisclosed person, partnership,
company, association, organization, or corporation. The bid is genuine and not collusive or sham.
The bidder has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other bidder to put in a false or
sham bid, and has not directly or indirectly colluded, conspired, connived, or agreed with any
bidder or anyone else to put in a sham bid, or to refrain from bidding. The bidder has not in any
manner, directly or indirectly, sought by agreement, communication, or conference with anyone
to fix the bid price of the bidder or any other bidder or to fix any overhead, profit, or cost element
of the bid price, or of that of any other bidder. All statements contained in the bid are true. The
bidder has not directly or indirectly, submitted his or her bid price or any breakdown thereof, or
the contents thereof, or divulged information or data relative thereto, to any corporation,
partnership, company association, organization, bid depository, or to any member or agent
thereof to effectuate a collusive or sham bid, and has not paid, and will not pay, any person or
entity for such purpose.
Any person executing the declaration on behalf of a bidder that is a corporation, partnership, joint
venture, limited liability company, limited liability partnership, or any other entity, hereby
represents that he or she has the full power to execute, and does execute, this declaration on
behalf of the bidder.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the law of the State of California that the foregoing is true
and correct and that this declaration is executed on
[date], at
[city],
[state].

Signature of Bidder
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Tuolumne Utilities District
Contractor Safety Agreement
Tuolumne Utilities District (TUD) wishes to ensure that all work done on our site will be performed in
accordance with all applicable environmental health and safety laws, codes, and regulations. The
Contractor is required to provide all documentation indicated in the appropriate box(es). Failure to
provide information as required may result in disqualification.
Contractor Safety Requirement Acknowledgement
1. Contractor will provide a written Injury and Illness Prevention Plan compliant with 
8 CCR 3203.
Yes
No
or
2. Contractor is an individual contractor. All work will be performed in compliance

with all laws, codes, regulations, and best practices to protect personnel, property, Yes
No
and the environment.
Initial each item for acknowledgement of Safety Requirement. If the item is not applicable, write “N/A”.
Initials or
Item Description
N/A
3. Contractor will provide TUD with a copy of their Hazard Communication program if
their employees will be using any chemicals on the job.
4. Contractor will provide TUD with a copy of the MSDS for each chemical brought
onto the site.
5. Contractor will provide TUD with a copy of the Hazardous Waste Disposal Plan for
any hazardous waters generated during the job.
6. Contractor will provide TUD with a copy of their Lockout/Tagout program if any
N/A
work is to be performed on any sources of hazardous energy.
7. Contractor will provide TUD with a copy of their Electrical Safety program if any
N/A
electrical work is being performed.
8. Contractor will provide TUD with a copy of their Fall Protection program if any
N/A
work is to be performed that would require it.
9. Contractor will provide TUD with a copy of the Confined Space program if any
confined spaces are to be entered, including a list of employees that are certified
N/A
for confined space entry.
10. Contractor will provide TUD with a copy of their accident investigation report for
each accident that occurs during the performance of the contract.
11. Contractor will provide TUD with documentation of required training as per
8 CCR 1541, Excavation and Trenching Standard, for all employees involved in
excavation and trenching operations, including certification of the competent
person in charge of excavation and trenching operations.
12. Contractor will provide TUD with documentation of required training as per the
latest edition of the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway
Administration, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and
Highways and MUTCD 2003 California Supplement for all employees involved in
traffic control and flagging operations.

Contractor Company Name

Representative Signature
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Date

NOTICE OF AWARD
To:
Address:
Project:

The Total Price of your contract is $

.

One copy of the proposed Contract Documents accompanies this Notice of Award.
Upon commencement of the work, you and each of your subcontractors shall certify and make
available for inspection payroll records on forms provided by the Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement, in accordance with section 1776 of the California Labor Code.
You must comply with the following conditions precedent within ten (10) business days following
the receipt of this Notice.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You must deliver to the District two fully executed counterparts of the Contract.
You must deliver to the District the Faithful Performance Bond.
You must deliver to the District the Payment Bond.
You must deliver to the District the Insurance Certificates required by Article 5.3 of this
Contract.
You must deliver to the District the Workers Compensation Certificate required by
Section 1861 of the Labor Code.
You must sign and deliver to the District the Contractor Safety Agreement.
You must deliver to the District Proof of Registration with the Department of Industrial
Relations (DIR) per Labor Code Section 1771.1.
Work Plan as outlined in Appendix B, Mastication Specifications C.10 (a)
Fire Safety Plan

Failure to comply with these conditions within the time specified will entitle District to consider
your bid abandoned, void this Notice of Award, and award the Contract to the next responsible
and responsive bidder. Within ten (10) days after you comply with the above conditions, the
District will return to you one fully signed counterpart of the Contract with the Contract documents
attached.
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AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, made the
, by and between, Tuolumne Utilities District,
California, sometimes referred to in these Contract Documents as "District", "TUD", or "Owner",
and
referred to in these Contract Documents as "Contractor":
WITNESSETH:
THAT WHEREAS: in accordance with law, Owner has caused Contract Documents to be
prepared for and in connection with the Lyons-South Fork Watershed Forest Resiliency Project
Mastication Units 1-4; and
WHEREAS, Contractor, in response to the Invitation to Bid, has submitted to Owner, in the
manner and at the time specified, a sealed Bid in accordance with Instructions to Bidders; and
WHEREAS, Owner, in the manner prescribed by law, has publicly opened, examined, and
canvassed the Bids submitted, and has determined Contractor to be a responsible Bidder for the
Work and has duly awarded to Contractor a contract therefore, for the sum or sums named in
Contractor's Bid.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the compensation to be paid to Contractor and of the
mutual agreements herein contained, the parties to these presents have agreed and hereby
agree, Owner for itself and its successors, and Contractor for itself, or themselves, and its, his,
hers or their successors and assigns, and its, or their executors and administrators, as follows:
ARTICLE I. The Contractor shall perform and complete all work in a good and workmanlike
manner to the reasonable satisfaction of the Owner, including the assumption of all obligations,
duties and responsibilities necessary to the successful completion of the contract and the
furnishing of all materials and equipment required to be incorporated in and form a permanent
part of the Work, including tools, equipment, supplies, transportation, facilities, labor,
superintendence, services and permits required to perform the Work; and Bonds, insurance and
submittals; all as indicated or specified in the Contract Documents to be performed or furnished
by Contractor for the Work included in and covered by Owner's official award of this contract to
Contractor, such award being based on the acceptance by Owner of Contractor's Bid.
ARTICLE II. Owner shall pay to Contractor for performance of the Work embraced in this
contract, and Contractor shall accept as full compensation therefore, the sum (subject to
adjustment as provided in the Contract Documents) of
($
) for all
work covered by and included in the contract award and designated in the foregoing Article I;
payment thereof to be made in current funds in the manner provided in the Contract Documents.
ARTICLE III. Contractor shall complete all Work within 45 calendar days after the date set in the
written Notice to Proceed.
ARTICLE IV. The Contract Documents which comprise the contract between Owner and
Contractor, attached hereto and made a part hereof, consist of this Agreement and that bound
document entitled "Contract Documents for the Lyons-South Fork Watershed Forest Resiliency
Project Mastication Units 1-4", and the documents identified below.
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Bid Documents
Addenda Numbers
Notice of Award
Contract
Certificates of Insurance, Payment Bond, Performance Bond
Notice to Proceed
Any Modifications (as defined in the General Conditions) duly delivered after execution of this
Agreement.
All Specifications including Appendix A and Drawings numbered M1, M2 including in Appendix B
with each sheet bearing the following general title:
Lyons-South Fork Watershed Forest
Resiliency Project Mechanical Thinning Areas Mastication Units 1-4
Notices of Substantial Completion
Notices of Final Completion and Acceptance
ARTICLE V. Contractor shall comply with, and shall require compliance from all Subcontractors,
with the requirements of Sections 1770 through 1815 of the California Labor Code, and as
summarized in the "Public Works Contract Conditions" attached hereto and made a part hereof
by this reference.
ARTICLE VI. In accordance with Section 22300 of the Public Contracts Code, if the Contractor
so requests, Owner shall deliver to Contractor any retainage withheld by Owner if Contractor
secures at Contractor’s own expense and deposits with the District or a state or federally
chartered bank as escrow agent, acceptable securities equivalent to the amount withheld.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement the day and year first
above written.
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Name of Contractor:
Date:
Business Address:

Telephone:
Fax:

CONTRACTOR
(SEAL &)
(ATTEST)

By:
License No.

Expiration Date

License Classification

JOINT VENTURE
(SEAL &)
(ATTEST)

By
Title

Date:

TUOLUMNE UTILITIES DISTRICT

By
Edwin R. Pattison
General Manager
ATTEST:

Melissa McMullen
Executive Secretary/Board Clerk

*NOTE: Contractor to also execute attached Worker's Compensation Insurance Certificate
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CONTRACTOR'S CERTIFICATE

I am aware of the provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code which require every employer to
be insured against liability for workers' compensation, or to undertake self-insurance in
accordance with the provisions of that code, and I will comply with such provisions before
commencing the performance of the work of this contract.

Date:

By:
Contractor
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PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACT CONDITIONS
GENERAL
The Contractor is responsible for their own compliance, and is responsible for all Subcontractors'
compliance, with all applicable sections of the California Labor Code regarding the payment of
wages, the employment of apprentices, and hours of work, all as set forth in Sections 1770
through Section 1815 of that Code. Those requirements are set forth below. The term
"Contractor" shall hereafter refer to the Prime or General Contractor, with whom the District has
contracted pursuant to this Agreement. The term Subcontractor refers to those persons
contracted with by the Contractor for the purpose of performing this contract.
WAGES
1.

Pursuant to Section 1773.2 of the California Labor Code, the Tuolumne Utilities District,
has on file at its principal office, located at 18885 Nugget Blvd., Sonora, California 95370,
copies of the prevailing rate of per diem wages for each craft, and classification or type of
workman needed to execute the contract, and a copy shall be available to any interested
party upon request.

2.

The Contractor shall post copies of the prevailing per diem wage rates at the job site during
the term of this project.

3.

Pursuant to Sections 1774 and 1775 of the Labor Code, unless the contract price for the
public works contract is under $1,000.00, the Contractor and any Subcontractor, shall pay
not less than the general prevailing rate of per diem wages, including holiday and overtime
pay, to all workers employed in the execution of this contract. Failure to so comply will
result in a forfeiture of up to $50 per day per violation (the amount being determined by
the labor commissioner), and the obligation to compensate each such employee the
difference between the wage actually paid and the prevailing wage applicable to that
employee's craft.

4.

Pursuant to Labor Code Section 1776, the Contractor and each Subcontractor shall keep
accurate payroll records showing the name, address, social security number, work
classification, straight time and overtime hours worked each day and week, and the actual
per diem wages paid each workman employed by Contractor in connection with the public
work. A certified copy of those records shall be made available upon request as required
by Section 1776, to those persons listed in Section 1776, and on the conditions set forth
therein. Failure to comply with these provisions is a misdemeanor and shall also result in
a penalty of $25.00 per calendar day as set forth in subsection (g).

5.

Pursuant to Section 1773.8 of the Labor Code, travel and subsistence payments shall also
be paid to each workman needed to execute such work if such travel and subsistence
payments are set forth in the applicable collective bargaining agreements and filed with
the Department of Industrial Relations thirty days prior to the call for bids.

6.

Unless the contract amount of the general contractor, or the contract amount of a specialty
contractor not bidding for work through a general or prime contractor, is under $30,000 ,
the Contractor shall comply with Section 1777.5 regarding the employment of registered
apprentices upon public works by hiring, and by requiring that all subcontractors hire,
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apprentices at the wage rate and ratio required, if at all, and by requiring the contribution
of funds to apprenticable crafts or trades as applicable under Section 1777.5.
HOURS OF LABOR
7.

Pursuant to Section 1810 through 1815 of the Labor Code, eight hours of labor constitutes
a legal day's work, and work performed by employees of the Contractor or any
Subcontractor in excess of eight hours per day, and forty hours in any one week, shall be
compensated at not less than one and half times their basic rate of pay. Violation of this
condition shall result in a penalty of $25.00 per day per workman so underpaid.

WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION
8.

Pursuant to Section 1860 of the Labor Code, the Contractor and any Subcontractor shall
secure the payment of compensation to Contractor’s employees, in accordance with the
provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code.

CALIFORNIA LABOR CODE: REQUIRED PROVISIONS IN PUBLIC WORK PROJECT
CONTRACTS (Current as of February 19, 2015)
9.

All contractors and subcontractors who bid or work on a public works project must be
registered with the Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) and pay an annual fee. No
contractor or subcontractor may be listed on a bid proposal for a public works project, or
be awarded a public works contract, unless registered with DIR. (Labor Code § 1771.1.)
The contractor must post all job site notices required by regulation. This project is subject
to compliance monitoring and enforcement by DIR. (Labor Code § 1771.4.)
This is a public works project and the contractor’s and all subcontractors’ employees must
be provided certain benefits pursuant to Section 1720 et. Seq. of the Labor Code, including
the payment of prevailing wage rates, if prevailing wage rates have been established by
DIR. The Owner has obtained from the Director of the Department of Industrial Relations
the prevailing wage rates applicable to the work. Copies are on file at the Owner’s office.
The contractor is responsible for determining which wage classifications are applicable to
this project. (Labor Code § 1773.2.) Contractor may also obtain them at the DIR website:
http//www.dir.ca.gov/OPRL/dprewagedetermination.htm

Contractor’s License #:

(Business and Professions Code § 7030.5.)

§ 1771. Payment of General Prevailing Rate
Except for public works projects of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or less, not less than the general
prevailing rate of per diem wages for work of a similar character in the locality in which the public
work is performed, and not less than the general prevailing rate of per diem wages for holiday
and overtime work fixed as provided in this chapter, shall be paid to all workers employed on
public works.
This section is applicable only to work performed under contract and is not applicable to work
carried out by a public agency with its own forces. This section is applicable to contracts let for
maintenance work.
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§ 1775. Penalties for Violations
(a)
(1) The contractor and any subcontractor under the contractor shall, as a penalty to the
state or political subdivision on whose behalf the contract is made or awarded, forfeit not more
than two hundred dollars ($200) for each calendar day, or portion thereof, for each worker paid
less than the prevailing wage rates as determined by the director for the work or craft in which the
worker is employed for any public work done under the contract by the contractor or, except as
provided in subdivision (b), by any subcontractor under the contractor.
(2) (A) The amount of the penalty shall be determined by the Labor Commissioner based
on consideration of both of the following:
(i) Whether the failure of the contractor or subcontractor to pay the correct rate of
per diem wages was a good faith mistake and, if so, the error was promptly and voluntarily
corrected when brought to the attention of the contractor or subcontractor.
(ii) Whether the contractor or subcontractor has a prior record of failing to meet its
prevailing wage obligations.
(B)
(i) The penalty may not be less than forty dollars ($40) for each calendar day, or
portion thereof, for each worker paid less than the prevailing wage rate, unless the failure
of the contractor or subcontractor to pay the correct rate of per diem wages was a good
faith mistake and, if so, the error was promptly and voluntarily corrected when brought to
the attention of the contractor or subcontractor.
(ii) The penalty may not be less than eighty dollars ($80) for each calendar day, or
portion thereof, for each worker paid less than the prevailing wage rate, if the contractor
or subcontractor has been assessed penalties within the previous three years for failing
to meet its prevailing wage obligations on a separate contract, unless those penalties were
subsequently withdrawn or overturned.
(iii) The penalty may not be less than one hundred twenty dollars ($120) for each
calendar day, or portion thereof, for each worker paid less than the prevailing wage rate,
if the Labor Commissioner determines that the violation was willful, as defined in
subdivision (c) of Section 1777.1.
(C) If the amount due under this section is collected from the contractor or
subcontractor, any outstanding wage claim under Chapter 1 (commencing with Section
1720) of Part 7 of Division 2 against that contractor or subcontractor shall be satisfied
before applying that amount to the penalty imposed on that contractor or subcontractor
pursuant to this section.
(D) The determination of the Labor Commissioner as to the amount of the penalty shall
be reviewable only for abuse of discretion.
(E) The difference between the prevailing wage rates and the amount paid to each
worker for each calendar day or portion thereof for which each worker was paid less than
the prevailing wage rate shall be paid to each worker by the contractor or subcontractor,
and the body awarding the contract shall cause to be inserted in the contract a stipulation
that this section will be complied with.
(b) If a worker employed by a subcontractor on a public works project is not paid the general
prevailing rate of per diem wages by the subcontractor, the prime contractor of the project is not
liable for any penalties under subdivision (a) unless the prime contractor had knowledge of that
failure of the subcontractor to pay the specified prevailing rate of wages to those workers or unless
the prime contractor fails to comply with all of the following requirements:
(1) The contract executed between the contractor and the subcontractor for the
performance of work on the public works project shall include a copy of the provisions of
this section and Sections 1771, 1776, 1777.5, 1813, and 1815.
(2) The contractor shall monitor the payment of the specified general prevailing rate of per
diem wages by the subcontractor to the employees, by periodic review of the certified payroll
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records of the subcontractor.
(3) Upon becoming aware of the failure of the subcontractor to pay workers the specified
prevailing rate of wages, the contractor shall diligently take corrective action to halt or rectify the
failure, including, but not limited to, retaining sufficient funds due the subcontractor for work
performed on the public works project.
(4) Prior to making final payment to the subcontractor for work performed on the public
works project, the contractor shall obtain an affidavit signed under penalty of perjury from the
subcontractor that the subcontractor has paid the specified general prevailing rate of per diem
wages to the employees on the public works project and any amounts due pursuant to Section
1813.
(c) The Division of Labor Standards Enforcement shall notify the contractor on a public works
project within 15 days of the receipt by the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement of a
complaint of the failure of a subcontractor on that public works project to pay workers the general
prevailing rate of per diem wages.
§ 1776. Payroll Records: retention; inspection; redacted information; agencies entitled to
receive nonredacted copies of certified records; noncompliance penalties; rules
(a) Each contractor and subcontractor shall keep accurate payroll records, showing the name,
address, social security number, work classification, straight time and overtime hours worked
each day and week, and the actual per diem wages paid to each journeyman, apprentice, worker,
or other employee employed in connection with the public work. Each payroll record shall contain
or be verified by a written declaration that it is made under penalty of perjury, stating both of the
following:
(1) The information contained in the payroll record is true and correct.
(2) The employer has complied with the requirements of Sections 1771, 1811, and 1815
for any work performed by the employees on the public works project.
(b) The payroll records enumerated under subdivision (a) shall be certified and shall be available
for inspection at all reasonable hours at the principal office of the contractor on the following basis:
(1) A certified copy of an employee's payroll record shall be made available for inspection
or furnished to the employee’s authorized representative on request.
(2) A certified copy of all payroll records enumerated in subdivision (a) shall be made
available for inspection or furnished upon request to a representative of the body awarding the
contract and the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement of the Department of Industrial
Relations.
(3) A certified copy of all payroll records enumerated in subdivision (a) shall be made
available upon request by the public for inspection or for copies thereof. However, a request by
the public shall be made through either the body awarding the contract or the Division of Labor
Standards Enforcement. If the requested payroll records have not been provided pursuant to
paragraph (2), the requesting party shall, prior to being provided the records, reimburse the costs
of preparation by the contractor, subcontractors, and the entity through which the request was
made. The public may not be given access to the records at the principal office of the contractor.
(c) Unless required to be furnished directly to the Labor Commissioner in accordance with
paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 1771.4, the certified payroll records shall be on forms
provided by the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement or shall contain the same information
as the forms provided by the division. The payroll records may consist of printouts of payroll data
that are maintained as computer records, if the printouts contain the same information as the
forms provided by the division and the printouts are verified in the manner specified in subdivision
(a).
(d) A contractor or subcontractor shall file a certified copy of the records enumerated in
subdivision (a) with the entity that requested the records within 10 days after receipt of a written
request.
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(e) Except as provided in subdivision (f), any copy of records made available for inspection as
copies and furnished upon request to the public or any public agency by the awarding body or the
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement shall be marked or obliterated to prevent disclosure of
an individual's name, address, and social security number. The name and address of the
contractor awarded the contract or the subcontractor performing the contract shall not be marked
or obliterated. Any copy of records made available for inspection by, or furnished to, a
multiemployer Taft-Hartley trust fund (29 U.S.C. Sec. 186(c)(5)) that requests the records for the
purposes of allocating contributions to participants shall be marked or obliterated only to prevent
disclosure of an individual's full social security number, but shall provide the last four digits of the
social security number. Any copy of records made available for inspection by, or furnished to, a
joint labor- management committee established pursuant to the federal Labor Management
Cooperation Act of 1978 (29 U.S.C. Sec. 175a) shall be marked or obliterated only to prevent
disclosure of an individual's social security number.
(f)
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, agencies that are included in the Joint
Enforcement Strike Force on the Underground Economy established pursuant to Section 329 of
the Unemployment Insurance Code and other law enforcement agencies investigating violations
of law shall, upon request, be provided nonredacted copies of certified payroll records. Any copies
of records or certified payroll made available for inspection and furnished upon request to the
public by an agency included in the Joint Enforcement Strike Force on the Underground Economy
or to a law enforcement agency investigating a violation of law shall be marked or redacted to
prevent disclosure of an individual's name, address, and social security number.
(2) An employer shall not be liable for damages in a civil action for any reasonable act or
omission taken in good faith in compliance with this subdivision.
(g) The contractor shall inform the body awarding the contract of the location of the records
enumerated under subdivision (a), including the street address, city, and county, and shall, within
five working days, provide a notice of a change of location and address.
(h) The contractor or subcontractor has 10 days in which to comply subsequent to receipt of a
written notice requesting the records enumerated in subdivision (a). In the event that the
contractor or subcontractor fails to comply within the 10-day period, they shall, as a penalty to the
state or political subdivision on whose behalf the contract is made or awarded, forfeit one hundred
dollars ($100) for each calendar day, or portion thereof, for each worker, until strict compliance is
effectuated. Upon the request of the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement, these penalties
shall be withheld from progress payments then due. A contractor is not subject to a penalty
assessment pursuant to this section due to the failure of a subcontractor to comply with this
section.
(i) The body awarding the contract shall cause to be inserted in the contract stipulations to
effectuate this section.
(j) The director shall adopt rules consistent with the California Public Records Act (Chapter 3.5
(commencing with Section 6250) of Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code) and the
Information Practices Act of 1977 (Title 1.8 (commencing with Section 1798) of Part 4 of Division
3 of the Civil Code) governing the release of these records, including the establishment of
reasonable fees to be charged for reproducing copies of records required by this section.
§ 1777.5: Employment of registered apprentices; wages; standards; number; apprenticeable craft
or trade; exemptions; contributions; compliance program
(a) Nothing in this chapter shall prevent the employment of properly registered apprentices upon
public works.
(b) Every apprentice employed upon public works shall be paid the prevailing rate of per diem
wages for apprentices in the trade to which they are registered and shall be employed only at the
work of the craft or trade to which they are registered.
(c) Only apprentices, as defined in Section 3077, who are in training under apprenticeship
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standards that have been approved by the Chief of the Division of Apprenticeship Standards and
who are parties to written apprentice agreements under Chapter 4 (commencing with Section
3070) of Division 3 are eligible to be employed at the apprentice wage rate on public works. The
employment and training of each apprentice shall be in accordance with either of the following:
(1) The apprenticeship standards and apprentice agreements under which they are
trained.
(2) The rules and regulations of the California Apprenticeship Council.
(d) When the contractor to whom the contract is awarded by the state or any political subdivision,
in performing any of the work under the contract, employs workers in any apprenticeable craft or
trade, the contractor shall employ apprentices in at least the ratio set forth in this section and may
apply to any apprenticeship program in the craft or trade that can provide apprentices to the site
of the public work for a certificate approving the contractor under the apprenticeship standards
for the employment and training of apprentices in the area or industry affected. However, the
decision of the apprenticeship program to approve or deny a certificate shall be subject to review
by the Administrator of Apprenticeship. The apprenticeship program or programs, upon approving
the contractor, shall arrange for the dispatch of apprentices to the contractor. A contractor
covered by an apprenticeship program's standards shall not be required to submit any additional
application in order to include additional public works contracts under that program.
"Apprenticeable craft or trade," as used in this section, means a craft or trade determined as an
apprenticeable occupation in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the California
Apprenticeship Council. As used in this section, "contractor" includes any subcontractor under a
contractor who performs any public works not excluded by subdivision (o).
(e) Prior to commencing work on a contract for public works, every contractor shall submit contract
award information to an applicable apprenticeship program that can supply apprentices to the site
of the public work. The information submitted shall include an estimate of journeyman hours to
be performed under the contract, the number of apprentices proposed to be employed, and the
approximate dates the apprentices would be employed. A copy of this information shall also be
submitted to the awarding body if requested by the awarding body. Within 60 days after
concluding work on the contract, each contractor and subcontractor shall submit to the awarding
body, if requested, and to the apprenticeship program a verified statement of the journeyman and
apprentice hours performed on the contract. The information under this subdivision shall be
public. The apprenticeship programs shall retain this information for 12 months.
(f) The apprenticeship program that can supply apprentices to the area of the site of the public
work shall ensure equal employment and affirmative action in apprenticeship for women and
minorities.
(g) The ratio of work performed by apprentices to journeymen employed in a particular craft or
trade on the public work may be no higher than the ratio stipulated in the apprenticeship standards
under which the apprenticeship program operates where the contractor agrees to be bound by
those standards, but, except as otherwise provided in this section, in no case shall the ratio be
less than one hour of apprentice work for every five hours of journeyman work.
(h) This ratio of apprentice work to journeyman work shall apply during any day or portion of a
day when any journeyman is employed at the jobsite and shall be computed on the basis of the
hours worked during the day by journeymen so employed. Any work performed by a journeyman
in excess of eight hours per day or 40 hours per week shall not be used to calculate the ratio.
The contractor shall employ apprentices for the number of hours computed as above before the
end of the contract or, in the case of a subcontractor, before the end of the subcontract. However,
the contractor shall endeavor, to the greatest extent possible, to employ apprentices during the
same time period that the journeymen in the same craft or trade are employed at the jobsite.
Where an hourly apprenticeship ratio is not feasible for a particular craft or trade, the Administrator
of Apprenticeship, upon application of an apprenticeship program, may order a minimum ratio of
not less than one apprentice for each five journeymen in a craft or trade classification.
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(i) A contractor covered by this section who has agreed to be covered by an apprenticeship
program's standards upon the issuance of the approval certificate, or who has been previously
approved for an apprenticeship program in the craft or trade; shall employ the number of
apprentices or the ratio of apprentices to journeymen stipulated in the applicable apprenticeship
standards, but in no event less than the 1 to 5 ratio required by subdivision (g).
(j) Upon proper showing by a contractor that he or she employs apprentices in a particular craft
or trade in the state on all of his or her contracts on an annual average of not less than one hour
of apprentice work for every five hours of labor performed by journeymen, the Administrator of
Apprenticeship may grant a certificate exempting the contractor from the 1 to 5 hourly ratio, as
set forth in this section for that craft or trade.
(k) An apprenticeship program has the discretion to grant to a participating contractor or
contractor association a certificate, which shall be subject to the approval of the Administrator of
Apprenticeship, exempting the contractor from the 1 to 5 ratio set forth in this section when it finds
that any one of the following conditions is met:
(1) Unemployment for the previous three-month period in the area exceeds an average of
15 percent.
(2) The number of apprentices in training in the area exceeds a ratio of 1 to 5.
(3) There is a showing that the apprenticeable craft or trade is replacing at least onethirtieth of its journeymen annually through apprenticeship training, either on a statewide basis or
on a local basis.
(4) Assignment of an apprentice to any work performed under a public works contract
would create a condition that would jeopardize his or her life or the life, safety, or property of fellow
employees or the public at large, or the specific task to which the apprentice is to be assigned is
of a nature that training cannot be provided by a journeyman.
(l) When an exemption is granted pursuant to subdivision (k) to an organization that represents
contractors in a specific trade from the 1 to 5 ratio on a local or statewide basis, the member
contractors shall not be required to submit individual applications for approval to local joint
apprenticeship committees, if they are already covered by the local apprenticeship standards.
(m)
(1) A contractor to whom a contract is awarded, who, in performing any of the work under
the contract, employs journeymen or apprentices in any apprenticeable craft or trade shall
contribute to the California Apprenticeship Council the same amount that the director determines
is the prevailing amount of apprenticeship training contributions in the area of the public works
site. A contractor may take as a credit for payments to the council any amounts paid by the
contractor to an approved apprenticeship program that can supply apprentices to the site of the
public works project. The contractor may add the amount of the contributions in computing the
bid for the contract.
(2) At the conclusion of the 2002-03 fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter, the
California Apprenticeship Council shall distribute training contributions received by the council
under this subdivision, less the expenses of the Department of Industrial Relations for
administering this subdivision, by making grants to approved apprenticeship programs for the
purpose of training apprentices. The funds shall be distributed as follows:
(A) If there is an approved multiemployer apprenticeship program serving the same
craft or trade and geographic area for which the training contributions were made to the
council, a grant to that program shall be made.
(B) If there are two or more approved multiemployer apprenticeship programs
serving the same craft or trade and county for which the training contributions were made
to the council, the grant shall be divided among those programs based on the number of
apprentices from that county registered in each program.
(C) All training contributions not distributed under subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall
be used to defray the future expenses of the Department of Industrial Relations for the
administration and enforcement of apprenticeship standards and requirements under this
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code.
(3) All training contributions received pursuant to this subdivision shall be deposited in the
Apprenticeship Training Contribution Fund, which is hereby created in the State Treasury. Upon
appropriation by the Legislature, all moneys in the Apprenticeship Training Contribution Fund
shall be used for the purpose of carrying out this subdivision and to pay the expenses of the
Department of Industrial Relations.
(n) The body awarding the contract shall cause to be inserted in the contract stipulations to
effectuate this section. The stipulations shall fix the responsibility of compliance with this section
for all apprenticeable occupations with the prime contractor.
(o) This section does not apply to contracts of general contractors or to contracts of specialty
contractors not bidding for work through a general or prime contractor when the contracts of
general contractors or those specialty contractors involve less than thirty thousand dollars
($30,000).
(p) An awarding body that implements an approved labor compliance program in accordance with
subdivision (b) of Section 1771.5 may, with the approval of the director, assist in the enforcement
of this section under the terms and conditions prescribed by the director.
§ 1813. Forfeiture for violations; contract stipulation; report of violations
The contractor or subcontractor shall, as a penalty to the state or political subdivision on whose
behalf the contract is made or awarded, forfeit twenty-five dollars ($25) for each worker employed
in the execution of the contract by the respective contractor or subcontractor for each calendar
day during which the worker is required or permitted to work more than 8 hours in any one
calendar day and 40 hours in any one calendar week in violation of the provisions of this article.
In awarding any contract for public work, the awarding body shall cause to be inserted in the
contract a stipulation to this effect. The awarding body shall take cognizance of all violations of
this article committed in the course of the execution of the contract and shall report them to the
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement.
§ 1815. Overtime
Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 1810 to 1814, inclusive, of this code, and
notwithstanding any stipulation inserted in any contract pursuant to the requirements of said
sections, work performed by employees of contractors in excess of 8 hours per day, and 40 hours
during any one week, shall be permitted upon public work upon compensation for all hours worked
in excess of 8 hours per day at not less than 11/2 times the basic rate of pay.
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PUBLIC WORKS PAYMENT BOND
(use standard public works payment bond form)
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PERFORMANCE BOND
(use standard form)
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GENERAL CONDITIONS
ARTICLE I - DEFINITIONS
Wherever used in these General Conditions or in the other Contract Documents, the following
terms have the meanings indicated which are applicable to both the singular and plural thereof:
Addenda - Written or graphic instruments issued prior to the execution of the Agreement which
modify or interpret the bidding documents, including drawings and specifications, by additions,
deletions, clarifications, or corrections. Addenda will become part of the Contract Documents
when the Agreement is executed.
Application for Payment - The Engineer-approved form used by Contractor in requesting
payments, including accompanying documentation required by Contract Documents.
Bid - The offer or proposal of the Bidder submitted on the prescribed form setting forth the prices
for the Work to be performed.
Bidder - Any person, firm or corporation submitting a Bid for the Work.
Bonds - Bid, performance and payment bonds and other instruments of security, furnished by
Contractor and their surety in accordance with the Contract Documents.
Change Order - A written order to Contractor signed by Owner authorizing an addition, deletion
or revision in the work, or an adjustment in the Contract Price or the Contract Time issued after
execution of the Agreement.
Contract Documents -The Agreement, Addenda (whether issued prior to the opening of Bids or
the execution of the Agreement), Invitation to Bid, Instructions to Bidders, Contractor's Bid, the
Bonds, the Notice of Award, the Notice to Proceed, these General Conditions, the Supplementary
Conditions, the Public Works Contract Conditions, the Specifications, Drawings and
Modifications.
Contract Price - The total moneys payable to Contractor under the Contract Documents.
Contract Time - The number of days stated in the Agreement for the completion of the work,
computed as provided in these General Conditions; or the date set forth in the Agreement.
Contractor - The person, firm or corporation with whom Owner has executed the Agreement.
Day - A calendar day of twenty-four hours measured from midnight to the next midnight.
Drawings - The drawings which show the character and scope of the work to be performed and
which have been prepared or accepted by Engineer or Design Engineer and are referred to in the
Contract Documents.
Engineer - The person or firm so designated in the Supplementary Conditions.
Field Order - A written order issued by Engineer which clarifies or interprets the Contract
Documents or orders minor changes in the work but shall not change the Contract Time or
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Modification - (a) A written amendment of the Contract Documents signed by both parties, (b) a
Change Order, (c) a written clarification or interpretation issued by Engineer, or (d) a written order
for a minor change or alteration in the work issued by Engineer or Design Engineer. A
Modification may only be issued after execution of the Agreement.
Notice of Award - The written notice by Owner to the apparent successful Bidder stating that
upon compliance with the conditions precedent to be fulfilled by Contractor within the time
specified, Owner will execute and deliver the Agreement.
Notice to Proceed - A written notice given by Owner to Contractor (with a copy to Engineer)
fixing the date on which the Contract Time will commence to run and on which Contractor shall
start to perform obligations under the Contract Documents.
Owner - A public body or authority, corporation, association, partnership, or individual for whom
the work is to be performed. In this case Owner is the Tuolumne Utilities District, a public entity.
Project - The entire construction to be performed as provided in the Contract Documents.
Resident Project Representative - The authorized representative of Owner or Engineer who is
assigned to the Project site or any part thereof.
Shop Drawings - All drawings, diagrams, illustrations, brochures, schedules and other data
which are prepared by Contractor, a SubContractor, manufacturer, supplier or distributor and
which illustrate the equipment, material or some portion of the work.
Specifications - Those portions of the Contract Documents consisting of written technical
descriptions of materials, equipment, construction systems, standards and workmanship as
applied to the work.
Subcontractor - An individual, firm or corporation having a direct contract with Contractor or with
any other SubContractor for the performance of a part of the Work at the site, including, but not
limited to, any supplier of equipment, products, materials or labor, materialman, specialty
contractors, inspectors, testers.
Substantial Completion - The date as determined by Engineer when the construction of the
Project or a specified part thereof is sufficiently completed, in accordance with the Contract
Documents, so that the Project or specified part can be utilized for the purposes for which it was
intended; or if there be no such determination, the date of final completion.
Work - Any and all obligations, duties and responsibilities necessary to the successful completion
of the Project assigned to or undertaken by Contractor under the Contract Document, including
all labor, materials, equipment and other incidentals, and the furnishing thereof.
As ordered, as directed, as required, as permitted, as allowed - The order, directions,
requirement, permission, or allowance of Owner or Engineer is intended only to the extent of
judging compliance with the Contract Documents. The terms do not imply that Owner or Engineer
or Design Engineer has any authority or responsibility for supervision of Contractor's forces or
construction means, methods, techniques or sequences of operations nor for safety in, on, or
about the site, as these are the sole responsibility of the Contractor and therefore being strictly
reserved for Contractor.
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Reasonable, suitable, acceptable, proper, satisfactory - The terms reasonable, suitable,
acceptable, proper, and satisfactory means such to Owner or Engineer and are intended only to
the extent of judging compliance with the Contract Documents.
Understood and agreed - Whenever in these Contract Documents the expression "it is
understood and agreed" or an expression of like import is used, such expression means the
mutual understanding and agreement of the parties executing the Contract Agreement.

ARTICLE 2 - PRELIMINARY MATTERS
Execution of Agreement
2.1

The Agreement and other Contract Documents will be executed as set forth in the
Instructions to Bidders.

Delivery of Bonds
2.2

When Contractor delivers the executed Agreement to Owner, Contractor shall also
deliver to Owner such Bonds as may be required to furnish in accordance with
Instructions to Bidders.

Copies of Documents
2.3

Owner shall furnish to Contractor the number of copies of the Contract Document
set forth in Supplementary Conditions.

Contractor's Pre-Start Representations
2.4

Contractor represents that they have familiarized self with, and assumes full
responsibility for having familiarized self with the nature and extent of the Contract
Documents, Work, locality, and with all local conditions and federal, state and local
laws, ordinances, rules and regulations that may in any manner affect performance
of the Work, and represents that they have correlated their study and observations
with the requirements of the Contract Documents. Contractor also represents that
they have studied all surveys and investigation reports of subsurface and latent
physical conditions referred to in the Technical Specifications - General
Requirements and made such additional surveys and investigations as Contractor
deems necessary for the performance of the Work at the Contract Price in
accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents and that the results
of all such data with the requirements of the Contract Documents. Contractor
further represents that Contractor currently holds a valid Class A contractor’s
license, which will be valid for the duration of the Project.
2.4.1

CONTRACTOR STATEMENT: Pursuant to Business and Professions
Code Section 7030, Contractors are required by law to be licensed and
regulated by the Contractor’s State License Board which has jurisdiction to
investigate complaints against contractors if a complaint regarding a patent
act or omission is filed within four years of the date of the alleged violation.
A complaint regarding a latent act or omission pertaining to structural
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defects must be filed within 10 years of the date of the alleged violation.
Any questions concerning a contractor may be referred to the Registrar,
Contractors’ State License Board, P.O. Box 26000, Sacramento, CA
95826.
2.4.2

INELIGIBLE CONTRACTORS: Pursuant to Public Contract Code Section
6109, a contractor or subcontractor who is ineligible to bid or work on, or
be awarded, a public works project pursuant to Section 1777.1 or 1777.7
of the Labor Code shall not bid on, be awarded, or perform work on this
Project. No contractor shall perform work on this Project with a
subcontractor who is ineligible to perform work on a public works project
pursuant to Section 1777.1 or 1777.7 of the Labor Code

Commencement of Contract Time; Notice to Proceed
2.5

The Contract Time will commence to run on the day indicated in the Notice to
Proceed; but in no event shall the Contract Time commence to run later than the
ninetieth day after the day of Bid opening or the Thirtieth day after the day on which
Owner delivers the executed Agreement to Contractor. A Notice to Proceed may
be given at any time within thirty days after the day on which Owner delivers the
executed Agreement to Contractor.

Starting the Project
2.6

Contractor shall start to perform their obligations under the Contract Documents
on the date when the Contract Time commences to run. No work shall be done at
the site prior to the date on which the Contract Time commences to run.

Before Starting Construction
2.7

Before undertaking each part of the Work, Contractor shall carefully study and
compare the Contract Documents and check and verify pertinent figures shown
thereon and all applicable field measurements. Contractor shall at once report in
writing to Engineer any conflict, error or discrepancy which they may discover;
however, they shall not be liable to Owner or Engineer for failure to discover any
conflict, error or discrepancy in the drawings or specifications.

2.8

Within ten days after delivery of the executed Agreement by Owner to Contractor,
Contractor shall submit to Engineer for review, an estimated progress schedule
indicating the starting and completion dates for the various stages of the Work,
and a preliminary schedule of Shop Drawing submissions and other specified
schedules.

ARTICLE 3 DOCUMENTS
3.1

CORRELATION,

INTERPRETATION

AND

INTENT

OF

CONTRACT

It is the intent of the Specifications and Drawings to describe a complete Project
to be constructed in accordance with the Contract Documents. The Contract
Documents comprise the entire Agreement between Owner and Contractor. They
may be altered only by a Modification.
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3.2

The Contract Documents are complementary; what is called for by one is as
binding as if called for by all. If Contractor finds a conflict, error or discrepancy in
the Contract Documents, they shall call it to Engineer's attention in writing at once
and before proceeding with the Work affected thereby; however, shall not be liable
to Owner or Engineer for failure to discover any conflict, error or discrepancy in the
Specifications or Drawings. Any Work that may reasonably by inferred from the
Specifications or Drawings as being required to produce the intended result shall
be supplied whether or not it is specifically called for. Work, materials or equipment
described in words which so applied have a well-known technical or trade meaning
shall be deemed to refer to such recognized standards.

ARTICLE 4 - AVAILABILITY OF LANDS; PHYSICAL CONDITIONS; REFERENCE POINTS
Availability of Lands
4.1

Owner shall furnish, as indicated in the Contract Documents and not later than the
date when needed by Contractor, the lands or easements upon which the Work is
to be done, rights-of-way for access thereto, and such other lands which are
designated for the use of Contractor. Easements for permanent structures or
permanent changes in existing facilities will be obtained and paid for by Owner,
unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. If Contractor believes that
any delay in Owner's furnishing these lands or easements entitles Contractor to an
extension of the Contract Time, they may make a claim therefor as provided in
these General Conditions. Contractor shall provide for all additional lands and
access thereto that may be required for temporary construction facilities or storage
of materials and equipment.

Unforeseen Physical Conditions
4.2

Contractor shall promptly notify Owner and Engineer in writing of any subsurface
or latent physical conditions at the site differing materially from those indicated in
the Contract Documents. Engineer will promptly investigate those conditions and
advise Owner in writing if further surveys or subsurface tests are necessary.
Promptly thereafter, Owner shall obtain the necessary additional surveys and tests
and furnish copies to Engineer and Contractor. If Engineer finds that the results
of such surveys or tests indicate that there are subsurface or latent physical
conditions that differ materially from those indicated in the Contract Documents,
and which could not reasonably have been anticipated by Contractor, a Change
Order shall be issued incorporating the necessary revisions. Unforeseen Physical
Conditions do not include rock.

Reference Points
4.3

Owner shall provide Engineering surveys for construction to establish reference
points which in their judgment are necessary to enable Contractor to proceed with
the Work. Contractor shall be responsible for surveying and laying out the Work
(unless otherwise provided in the Supplementary Conditions) and shall protect and
preserve the established reference points and shall make no changes or
relocations without the prior written approval of Owner. Contractor shall report to
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Engineer whenever any reference point is lost or destroyed or requires relocation
because of necessary changes in grades or locations. Contractor shall replace or
accurately relocate all reference points so lost, destroyed or moved.
Construction Interferences
4.4

As used in Article 4, paragraphs 4 through 11, inclusive, the word "utility" shall be
understood to include tracks, overhead or underground wires, cables, pipelines,
conduits, ducts, sewers or storm drains. The term "service connection" shall be
understood to mean all or any portion of a pipeline (including sewer house laterals),
conduit, wire, cable or duct, including meter, between a utility distribution line and
an individual customer, or customers when served by a single service connection.
And the term "construction interference" shall be understood to include any utility
or service connection within the limits of excavation or over-excavation required
for the work under the Contract as shown or as ordered by the Engineer, or any
utility or service connection located in the space which will be required by any of
the work under the Contract.

4.5

In the event any utility or service connection is required to be disturbed or removed
to permit construction of a pipeline or other structure under the Contract, such
disturbance or removal shall be done only with the approval of the Engineer and
following notification to the owner of the interfering utility or service connection.
Any such utility or service connection removed or otherwise disturbed shall be
reconstructed as promptly as possible and returned to its original or other
authorized location in a condition at least as good as prior to such removal or
disturbance, subject to the inspection of the owner of the disturbed utility. The
Contractor's responsibility under this Section to remove or replace shall apply even
in the event such damage or destruction occurs after backfilling or is not
discovered until after completion of backfilling. The owner of the utility or service
connection shall be notified immediately after damage or destruction occurs or is
discovered.

4.6

During the performance of the work under this Contract, the owner of any utility
affected by the work shall have the right to enter when necessary upon any portion
of the work site for the purpose of maintaining service and for making changes in
or repairs to said utility.

4.7

The Drawings show the approximate positions of known utilities in the immediate
vicinity of the work, but neither the Owner, Engineer nor Design Engineer
guarantee that all existing utilities are shown, nor that the locations are accurate.
Service connections normally are not shown on the Drawings. The Contractor,
before commencing any excavation, shall ascertain from records or otherwise, the
existence, horizontal and vertical position, and ownership of all existing utilities and
service connections. If the Contractor discovers any utility in the line of the work
that is not shown on the Drawings, he shall immediately notify the Engineer of the
utilities existence. The Owner shall not be liable for any consequences arising
from a service connection being incorrectly located in the field by the agency
having jurisdiction over said service connection.

4.8

All costs involved in removing, relocating, protecting, supporting, repairing,
maintaining or replacing a main or trunkline utility facility that actually constitutes a
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construction interference, when said utility is not shown with reasonable accuracy
as an interference or is omitted from the Drawings, will be paid for by the Owner
as provided for in Article 11. In such case, the Owner will also compensate the
Contractor for equipment on the project necessarily idled during and by reason of
such work. The Owner’s obligation to repair damage to such a facility and to
compensate the Contractor for idled equipment shall not extend to damage
resulting from the failure of the Contractor to use reasonable care.
4.9

All costs involved in removing, relocating, protecting, supporting, repairing,
maintaining or replacing any utility or service connection other than those
described in Subsection 4.8 herein shall be borne by the Contractor.

4.10

The Contractor shall not be assessed liquidated damages for failure to complete
the work on time to the extent that such delay was caused by failure of the Owner
or of the agency having jurisdiction over the utility or service connection to
authorize or otherwise provide for its removal, relocation, protection, support,
repair, maintenance or replacement.

4.11

The Owner reserves the right, upon determination of the actual position of existing
utilities and service connections, to make changes in alignment or grade of the
Owner’s facilities when, by so doing, the necessity for relocation of existing utilities
or service connections will be avoided. The Engineer will order such changes in
writing. Where applicable, adjustment in the Contract price will be on the basis of
the unit prices stated in the Bidding Schedule. Where unit prices in the Bidding
Schedule are not applicable, adjustment in Contract price will be in accordance
with Article 11.

ARTICLE 5 - BONDS AND INSURANCE
Performance, Payment or Other Bonds
5.1

Contractor shall furnish a 100% Performance Bond, 100% Payment Bond and
other bonds specified in the Instructions to Bidder as security for the faithful
performance and payment of all Contractor’s obligations under the Contract
Documents. Bonds shall be issued by such sureties as are licensed to conduct
business in the state where the Project is located and are named in the current list
of "Surety Companies Acceptable on Federal Bonds" as published in Circular 570
(amended) by the Audit Staff Bureau of Accounts, U.S. Treasury Department. The
surety shall have an "A" minimum rating of performance and a financial rating
strength of five times the Contract Price, all as stated in current "Best's Key Rating
Guide, Property Liability". Each Bond shall be accompanied by a "Power of
Attorney" authorizing the attorney-in-fact to bind the surety and certified to include
the date of the Bond.

5.2

If the surety on any Bond furnished by Contractor is declared a bankrupt or
becomes insolvent or its right to do business is terminated in any state where any
part of the Project is located is revoked, Contractor shall within five days thereafter
substitute another Bond and surety, both of which shall be acceptable to Owner.

Contractor's Liability Insurance
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5.3

Contractor shall purchase and maintain such insurance as will protect them from
claims under workmen's compensation laws, disability benefit laws or other similar
employee benefit laws from claims for damages because of bodily injury,
occupational sickness or disease, or death of employees, and claims insured by
personal injury liability coverage; from claims for damages because of bodily injury,
sickness or disease, or death of any person other than employees including claims
insured by personal injury liability coverage; and from claims for injury to or
destruction of tangible property, including loss of use resulting therefrom - any or
all of which may arise out of or result from Contractor's operations under the
Contract Documents, whether such operations be by Contractor or by any
SubContractor or anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them or for
whose acts any of them may be legally liable. This insurance shall include the
specific coverages and be written for not less than any limits of liability and
maximum deductibles specified in the Supplementary Conditions or required by
law, whichever is greater, shall include contractual liability insurance and shall
include Owner, Engineer, Design Engineer and their consultants, directors,
officers, and employees as additional insured parties. Before starting the Work,
Contractor shall file with Owner, Engineer and Design Engineer certificates of such
insurance, acceptable to Owner; these certificates shall contain a provision that
the coverage afforded under the policies will not be cancelled or materially
changed until at least fifteen days prior written notice has been given to Owner.

ARTICLE 6 - CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES
Supervision and Superintendence
6.1

Contractor shall supervise and direct the Work efficiently and with using best skills
and attention. Contractor shall be solely responsible for the means, methods,
techniques, sequences and procedures of construction, but shall not be solely
responsible for the negligence of others in the design. Contractor shall be
responsible to see that the finished Work complies accurately with the Contract
Documents and is satisfactory to Owner.

6.2

Contractor shall keep on the Work at all times during its progress a competent
resident superintendent, who shall not be replaced without written notice to Owner
and Engineer except under extraordinary circumstances. The Superintendent will
be Contractor's representative at the site and shall have authority to act on behalf
of Contractor. All communications given to the superintendent shall be as binding
as if given to Contractor.

Labor, Materials and Equipment
6.3

Contractor shall provide competent, suitably qualified personnel to survey and lay
out the Work and perform construction as required by the Contract Documents.
Contractor shall at all times maintain good discipline and order at the site.

6.4

Contractor shall furnish all materials, equipment, labor, transportation, construction
equipment and machinery, tools, appliances, fuel, power, light, heat, telephone,
water and sanitary facilities and all other facilities and incidentals necessary for the
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execution, testing, initial operation and completion of the Work.
6.5

All materials and equipment shall be new, except as otherwise provided in the
Contract Documents. If required by Engineer, Contractor shall furnish satisfactory
evidence as to the kind and quality of materials and equipment.

6.6

All materials and equipment shall be applied, installed, connected, erected, used,
cleaned and conditioned in accordance with the instructions of the applicable
manufacturer, fabricator or processors, except as otherwise provided in the
Contract Documents.
6.6.1

Pursuant to Section 3400 of the Public Contract Code, the Contract does
not limit the bidding or call for the supplying of any material, product, thing
or service to a specific concern. Wherever an item is specified by brand,
trade name, or specific concern, the item shall be deemed to be followed
by the term "or equal" unless the Specifications provide that use of the item
listed is necessary in the public interest or to match other such items in use
or to be used.

6.7

Contractor shall be fully responsible for all acts and omissions of their
SubContractors and of persons and organizations directly or indirectly employed
by them and of persons and organizations for whose acts any of them may be
liable to the same extent that Contractor is responsible for the acts and omissions
of persons directly employed. Nothing in the Contract Documents shall create any
obligation, contractual or otherwise by Owner, Design Engineer or Engineer toward
any SubContractor, their employees or other person or organization having a direct
contract with Contractor, nor shall it create any obligation on the part of Owner,
Design Engineer or Engineer to pay or to see to the payment of any moneys due
any SubContractor, employee or employees unions or trust fund or other person
or organization, except as may otherwise be required by law. Owner or Engineer
may furnish to any SubContractor or other person or organization, to the extent
practicable, evidence of amounts paid to Contractor on account of specific Work
done in accordance with the schedule of values.

6.8

The division and sections of the Specifications and the identification of any
Drawings shall not control Contractor in dividing the Work among SubContractors
or delineating the Work to be performed by any specific trade.

6.9

Contractor agrees to bind specifically every SubContractor to the applicable terms
and conditions of the Contract Documents for the benefit of Owner, Engineer and
Design Engineer, including but not limited to 5.3 Insurance and 6.22, 6.23, 6.24.

6.10

All Work performed for Contractor by a SubContractor shall be pursuant to an
appropriate agreement between Contractor and the SubContractor which shall
contain provisions that waive all rights, including, but not limited to rights of
subrogation, the contracting parties and insurers may have against one another
and Owner, Engineer and Design Engineer for damages caused by fire or other
perils covered by insurance, except such rights as they may have to the proceeds
of such insurance. Contractor shall pay each SubContractor a just share of any
insurance moneys received by Contractor.
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Patent Fees and Royalties
6.11

Contractor shall pay all license fees and royalties and assume all costs incident to
the use in the performance of the work of any invention, design, process, product
or device which is the subject of patent rights or copyrights held by others. If a
particular invention, design, process, product or device is specified in the Contract
Documents for use in the performance of the Work and if to the actual knowledge
of Owner or Engineer its use is subject to patent rights or copyrights calling for the
payment of any license fee or royalty to others, the existence of such rights shall
be disclosed by Owner in the Contract Documents. Contractor shall indemnify and
hold harmless Owner, Engineer and Design Engineer and anyone directly or
indirectly employed by either of them from and against all claims, damages, losses
and expenses (including attorneys' fees) arising out of any infringement of patent
rights or copyrights incident to the use in the performance of the Work or resulting
from the incorporation in the Work of any invention, design, process, product or
device not specified in the Contract Documents, and shall defend all such claims
in connection with any alleged infringement of such rights.

Permits
6.12

Contractor shall obtain and pay for all construction permits and licenses, shall
comply with the terms of all permits (including encroachment permits, unless
otherwise stated in the Supplementary Conditions), and shall pay all governmental
charges and inspection fees necessary for the prosecution of the Work, which are
applicable at the time of his or her Bid. Owner shall assist Contractor, when
necessary, in obtaining such permits and licenses. Contractor shall also pay all
public utility charges.

Laws and Regulations
6.13

Contractor shall give all notices and comply with all laws, ordinances, rules and
regulations applicable to the Work. If Contractor observes that the Specifications
or Drawings are at variance therewith, Contractor shall give Engineer prompt
written notice thereof, and any necessary changes shall be adjusted by an
appropriate Modification. If Contractor performs any Work contrary to such laws,
ordinances, rules and regulations Contractor shall bear all costs arising therefrom
including Owners internal cost, cost for additional engineering services, testing and
observations; however, it shall not be Contractor’s primary responsibility to make
certain that the Specifications and Drawings are in accordance with such laws,
ordinances, rules and regulations.
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Prevailing Wages and Payroll Records
6.14

In accordance with the provisions of Section 1770 et. seq. of the California Labor
Code, the general prevailing wage rates applicable to the work have been
determined by the Director of Industrial Relations, State of California. Such
determination is on file at the office of the Owner, and a copy will be made available
to any interested party on request.
The Contractor shall comply with the provisions of Section 1775 of the California
Labor Code, one of which is that the Contractor shall forfeit as penalty up to $50
for each calendar day or portion thereof for each workman, whether employed by
the Contractor or SubContractor, paid less than the stipulated prevailing rates for
any work done under the Contract in violation of the provisions of the California
Labor Code and, in particular, Sections 1770 to 1780, inclusive.
The Owner will not recognize any claim for additional compensation because of
the payment by the Contract or any wage rate in excess of the prevailing wages
set forth in the Contract Documents. The possibility of wage increases is one of
the elements to be considered by the Contractor in determining the Proposal and
will not under any circumstances be considered as the basis of a claim against the
Owner on the Contract.
Section 1776 of the Labor Code enumerates certain requirements concerning the
Contractor's and SubContractor’s payroll records. This section stipulates that
responsibility for compliance shall be fixed upon the Contractor. Payroll records
shall be maintained, be available for inspection and copies furnished to the Owner
upon request and in accordance with Section 1776, and in the event of
noncompliance with the requirements, the Contractor is subject to the penalties as
described in Section 1776.
All contractors and subcontractors who bid or work on a public works project must
be registered with the Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) and pay an annual
fee. No contractor or subcontractor may be listed on a bid proposal for a public
works project or be awarded a public works contract unless registered with DIR.
(Labor Code § 1771.1.)
The contractor must post all job site notices required by regulation. This project is
subject to compliance monitoring and enforcement by DIR. (Labor Code §
1771.4.)
This is a public works project and the contractor’s and all subcontractors’
employees must be provided certain benefits pursuant to Section 1720 et. Seq. of
the Labor Code, including the payment of prevailing wage rates, if prevailing wage
rates have been established by DIR. The Owner has obtained from the Director
of the Department of Industrial Relations the prevailing wage rates applicable to
the work. Copies are on file at the Owner’s office. The contractor is responsible
for determining which wage classifications are applicable to this project. (Labor
Code § 1773.2.) Contractor may also obtain them at the DIR website:
http//www.dir.ca.gov/OPRL/dprewage determination.htm
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Taxes
6.15

Contractor shall pay all sales, consumer, use and other similar taxes required to
be paid by Contractor in accordance with the law of the place where the Work is
to be performed.

Use of Premises
6.16

Contractor shall confine equipment, the storage of materials and equipment and
the operations of contractor’s workmen to areas permitted by law, ordinances,
permits or the requirements of the Contract Documents, and shall not
unreasonably encumber the premises with materials or equipment.

6.17

Contractor shall not load nor permit any part of any structure to be loaded with
weights that will endanger the structure, nor shall Contractor be subject to any part
of the Work to stresses or pressures that will endanger it.

Record Drawings
6.18

Contractor shall keep one record copy of all Specifications, Drawings, Addenda,
Modifications, and Shop Drawings at the site in good order and annotated to show
all changes made during the construction process. These shall be available to
Engineer and shall be delivered to Contractor for Owner upon completion of the
Project. (Note: Further provisions in respect of such record drawings are included
in the Technical Specifications - General Requirements.)

Safety and Protection
6.19

Contractor shall be solely responsible for initiating, maintaining and supervising all
safety precautions and programs in connection with the Work. Contractor shall
take all necessary precautions for the safety in, on and about the site, and shall
provide the necessary protection to prevent damage, injury or loss to:
6.19.1 All employees, guests and visitors to the site and other persons who may
be affected thereby.
6.19.2 All the Work and all materials or equipment to be incorporated therein,
whether in storage on or off the site, and
6.19.3 other property at the site or adjacent thereto, including trees, shrubs, lawns,
walks, pavements, roadways, structures and utilities not designated for
removal, relocation or replacement in the course of construction.
Contractor shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and
orders of any public body having jurisdiction for the safety of persons or property
or to protect them from damage, injury or loss. Contractor shall erect and maintain,
as required by the conditions and progress of the Work, all necessary safeguards
for its safety and protection. Contractor shall notify Owners of adjacent utilities
when prosecution of the Work may affect them. All damage, injury or loss to any
property caused directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, by Contractor, any
SubContractor or anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them or anyone
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for whose acts any of them may be liable, shall be remedied and paid for by
Contractor. Contractor's duties and responsibilities for the safety and protection of
the Work shall continue until such time as all the Work is completed and Engineer
has issued a notice to Owner and Contractor in accordance with Supplementary
Conditions that the Work is acceptable.
6.20

Contractor shall designate a responsible member of their organization at the site
whose duty shall be the prevention of accidents. This person shall be Contractor's
superintendent unless otherwise designated in writing by Contractor to Owner.

Emergencies
6.21

In emergencies affecting the safety of persons or the Work or property at the site
or adjacent thereto, Contractor, without special instructions or authorization from
Engineer or Owner, is obligated to act, at their discretion, to prevent threatened
damage, injury or loss. Contractor shall give Engineer prompt written notice of any
significant changes in the Work or deviations from the Contract Documents caused
thereto, and a Change Order shall thereupon be issued covering the changes and
deviations involved. If Contractor believes that additional work done in an
emergency which arose from causes beyond Contractor’s control entitles them to
an increase in the Contract Price or an extension of the Contract Time, Contractor
may make a claim therefor.

Indemnification
6.22

Contractor shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless Owner, Engineer and
Design Engineer and their consultants, directors, officers, agents and employees
from and against all claims, damages, losses and expenses including attorneys'
fees arising out of or resulting from, in whole or in part, the performance of or the
failure to perform the Work of Contractor, any SubContractor, anyone directly or
indirectly employed by any of them or anyone for whose acts any of them may be
liable, regardless of whether or not it is caused in part by a party indemnified
hereunder except to the extent that such damage or injury is caused by the sole
negligence, active negligence, or willful misconduct of Owner. Contractor shall pay
all attorney’s fees and cost of Owner, Engineer and Design Engineer to enforce
this and any indemnity provision in this Agreement

6.23

In any and all claims against Owner, Engineer or Design Engineer or any of their
agents or employees by any employee of Contractor, any SubContractor, anyone
directly or indirectly employed by any of them or anyone for whose acts any of
them may be liable, the indemnification obligation shall not be limited in any way
by any limitation on the amount or type of damages, compensation or benefits
payable by or for Contractor or any SubContractor under workmen's compensation
acts, disability benefit acts or other employee benefit acts.

6.24

The indemnification obligation of Contractor shall extend to the fullest extent
permissible under California law.

6.25

As required by Section 6705 of the California Labor Code and in addition thereto,
whenever work under the Contract exceeds $25,000 and involves trench
excavation five (5) feet or more in depth, the Contractor shall submit for
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acceptance by a registered Civil or Structural Engineer representing the Owner, in
advance of excavation, a detailed Drawing showing the design of shoring, bracing,
sloping, or other provisions to be made for worker protection from the hazard of
caving ground during the excavation. Drawings shall be furnished at least five (5)
days before the Contractor intends to begin trench work. If such Drawing varies
from the shoring system standards established by the Construction Safety Orders
of the Division of Industrial Safety, a registered Civil or Structural Engineer shall
prepare the Drawing.
Nothing in this Section shall be deemed to allow the use of a shoring, sloping or
other protective system less effective than that required by the Construction Safety
Orders. Nothing in this Section shall be construed to impose tort liability on the
Owner, the Engineer, the Design Engineer or any of their consultants, directors,
officers, agents or employees.
6.26

As required by Section 7104 of the Public Contracts Code and in addition thereto,
whenever work under the Contract involves digging trenches or other excavations
that extend deeper than four feet below the surface, the Contractor shall promptly,
and before conditions are disturbed, notify the Owner, in writing, of any: (1)
Material that the Contractor believes may be material that is hazardous waste, as
defined in Section 25117 of the Health and Safety Code, that is required to be
removed to a Class I, Class II, or Class III disposal site in accordance with
provisions of existing law; (2) Subsurface or latent physical conditions at the Work
Site differing from those indicated by information about the site made available to
bidders prior to the deadline for submitting bids; or (3) Unknown physical
conditions at the Work Site of any unusual nature, different materially from those
ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inherent in the work of the
character provided for in the Contract.
Upon written notice, the Owner shall promptly investigate the conditions, and if it
finds that the conditions do materially so differ, or do involve hazardous waste, and
cause a decrease or increase in the Contractor’s cost of, or the time required for,
performance of any part of the work shall issue a Change Order under the
procedures described in Article 10 of this Contract.
In the event that a dispute arises between the District and the Contractor whether
the conditions materially differ, or involve hazardous waste, or cause a decrease
or increase in the Contractor’s cost of, or time required for, performance of any
part of the work, the Contractor shall not be excused from any scheduled
completion date provided in the Contract, but shall proceed with all work to be
performed under the Contract. The Contractor shall retain any and all rights
provided either by Contract or by law that pertain to the resolution of the dispute
between the parties.

Damage to Work
6.27

Pursuant to Section 7105 of the Public Contract Code, the Contractor shall not be
responsible for the cost of repairing or restoring damaged portions of the work
determined to have been proximately caused by an act of God, in excess of five
(5) percent of the Contract amount, provided, that the work damaged was built in
accordance with accepted and applicable building standards and the
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Specifications and Drawings. The Contractor shall obtain insurance to indemnify
(and name as additional insureds) the Owner, Engineer and Design Engineer for
any damage to the work caused by an act of God if the premium for said insurance
coverage is called for as a separate Bid item in the Bidding Schedule for the work.
For purposes of this Section, the term "acts of God" shall include only the following
occurrences or conditions and effects: earthquakes in excess of a magnitude 3.5
on the Richter Scale, and tidal waves. Except as herein provided, damage to all
Work (including temporary construction), utilities, materials, equipment and plant
shall be repaired to the satisfaction of the Owner at the Contractor's expense,
regardless of the cause of such damage.

ARTICLE 7 - WORK BY OTHERS
7.1

Owner may perform additional work related to the Project or may let others direct
contracts therefor which shall contain General Conditions similar to these.
Contractor shall afford the other Contractors who are parties to such direct
contracts, (or Owner if performing the additional work themselves) reasonable
opportunity for the introduction and storage of materials and equipment and the
execution of work and shall properly connect and coordinate the Work with theirs.

7.2

If any part of Contractor's Work depends for proper execution or results upon the
work of any such other Contractor (or Owner), Contractor shall inspect and
promptly report to Engineer in writing, any defects or deficiencies in such work that
render it unsuitable for such proper execution and results. Failure to so report shall
constitute an acceptance of the other work as fit and proper for the relationship of
the Work except as to defects and deficiencies which may appear in the other work
after the execution of the Work.

7.3

Contractor shall do all cutting, fitting and patching of their Work that may be
required to make its several parts come together properly and fit it to receive or be
received by such other work. Contractor shall not endanger any work of others by
cutting, excavating or otherwise altering their work and will only cut or alter their
work with the written consent of Engineer and of the other Contractors whose work
will be affected.

7.4

If the performance of additional work by other Contractors or Owner is not noted
in the Contract Documents prior to the execution of the contract, written notice
thereof shall be given to Contractor starting any such additional work. If Contractor
believes that the performance of such additional work by Owner or others involves
Contractor in additional expense or entitles them to an extension of the Contract
Time, Contractor may make a claim therefor.

ARTICLE 8 - OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITIES
8.1

Owner shall issue all communications to Contractor through Engineer.

8.2

In case of termination of the employment of Engineer, Owner shall appoint an
Engineer against whom Contractor makes no unreasonable objection, whose
status under the Contract Documents shall be that of the former Engineer. Any
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dispute in connection with such appointment shall be subject to arbitration.
8.3

Owner shall furnish the data required under the Contract Documents promptly after
they are due.

8.4

In addition to the rights to request changes in the Work, Owner shall be obligated
to execute Change Orders therefor.

ARTICLE 9 - ENGINEER'S STATUS DURING CONSTRUCTION
Owner's Representative
9.1

Engineer will be Owner's representative during the construction period. The duties
and responsibilities and the limitations of authority of Engineer as Owner's
representative during construction are set forth in the agreement between Owner
and Engineer and such authority does not include the right or obligation to advise,
direct or review Contractor’s means, methods, sequences or techniques of
construction nor safety in, on or about the site as these are solely Contractors
responsibilities. The duties and responsibilities and the limitations of authority of
Design Engineer, during construction are set forth in the agreement between
Owner and Design Engineer and such authority does not include the right or
obligation to advise, direct or review Contractor’s means, methods, sequences or
techniques of construction nor safety in, on or about the site as these are solely
Contractors responsibilities. Engineers cannot stop or direct Contractor’s work.

Clarifications and Interpretations
9.2

Engineer will issue with reasonable promptness such written clarifications or
interpretations of the Contract Documents (in the form of Drawings or otherwise)
as may determine necessary, which shall be consistent with or reasonably
inferable from the overall intent of the Contract Documents. If Contractor believes
that a written clarification and interpretation entitles them to an increase in the
Contract Price, they may make a claim therefor.

Rejecting Defective Work
9.3

Engineer will have authority to reject Work which is "defective" (which term is
hereinafter used to describe Work that is unsatisfactory, faulty or defective, or does
not conform to the requirements of the Contract Documents or does not meet the
requirements of any inspection, test or approval referred to in the Specifications,
or has been damaged prior to Engineer's recommendation of final payment).
Engineer will also have authority to require special inspections or testing of the
Work whether or not the Work is fabricated, installed or completed.

Decisions on Disagreements
9.4

Engineer or Design Engineer will be the interpreter of the requirements of the
Contract Documents and the judge of the performance thereunder. In their
capacity as interpreter and judge they will exercise their quasi-judicial efforts to
ensure faithful performance by both Owner and Contractor. They will not show
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partiality to either and will not be liable for the results of any interpretation or
decision rendered in good faith. Claims, disputes and other matters relating to the
execution and progress of the Work or the interpretation of or performance under
the Contract Documents shall be referred to Engineer for decision: which will be
rendered in writing within a reasonable time.
9.5

Either Owner or Contractor may demand arbitration with respect to any such claim,
dispute or other matter that has been referred to Engineer, except any which have
been waived by the making or acceptance of final payment, such arbitration to be
in accordance with these General Conditions. However, no demand for arbitration
of any such claim, dispute or other matter shall be made until the earlier of (a) the
date on which Engineer has rendered their decision or (b) the tenth day after the
parties have presented their evidence to Engineer if the rendered decision has not
been made before that date. No demand for arbitration shall be made later than
thirty days after the date on which Engineer rendered the written decision in
respect of the claim, dispute or other matter as to which arbitration is sought; and
the failure to demand arbitration within said thirty days period shall result in
Engineer's decision being final and binding upon Owner and Contractor. If
Engineer renders a decision after arbitration proceedings have been initiated, such
decision may be entered as evidence, but shall not supersede the arbitration
proceedings, except where the decision is acceptable to the parties concerned.

Limitations on Engineer's and Owner's Responsibilities
9.6

Neither Engineer's or Design Engineer’s authority to act under this article or
elsewhere in the Contract Documents nor any decision made by them in good faith
either to exercise or not exercise such authority shall give rise to any duty or
responsibility of Engineer or Design Engineer to Contractor, any SubContractor,
any material man, fabricator, supplier or any of their agents or employees or any
other person performing any of the work.

9.7

Engineer, Design Engineer or Owner will not be responsible for Contractor's
means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures of construction, or the
safety precautions and programs incident thereto, and they will not be responsible
for Contractor's failure to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents.

9.8

Engineer, Design Engineer or Owner will not be responsible for the acts or
omissions of Contractor, or any SubContractors, or any of their agents or
employees or any other persons at the site or otherwise performing any of the
Work.

ARTICLE 10 - CHANGES IN THE WORK
10.1

Without invalidating the Agreement, Owner may, at any time or from time to time,
order additions, deletions or revisions in the Work, these will be authorized by
Change Orders. Upon receipt of a Change Order, Contractor shall proceed with
the Work involved. All such Work shall be executed under the applicable
conditions of the Contract Documents. If any Change Order causes an increase
or decrease in the Contract Price or an extension or shortening of the Contract
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Time, an equitable adjustment will be made as provided in these General
Conditions on the basis of a claim made by either party.
10.2

Engineer may authorize minor changes or alterations in the Work not involving a
change in the Contract Price or Contract Time and not inconsistent with the overall
intent of the Contract Documents. These may be accomplished by a Field Order.
If Contractor believes that any minor change or alteration authorized by Engineer
entitles them to an increase in the Contract Price, Contractor shall make a claim
therefor before proceeding with the work.

10.3

Additional Work performed by Contractor without authorization of a Change Order
will not entitle them to an increase in the Contract Price or an extension of the
Contract Time, except as otherwise provided herein.

10.4

Owner shall execute appropriate Change Orders prepared by Engineer covering
changes in the Work to be performed as provided herein and any other claim of
Contractor for a change in the Contract Time or the Contract Price which is
confirmed by Engineer.

10.5

It is Contractor's responsibility to notify their Surety of any changes affecting the
general scope of the Work or Change in the Contract Price and the amount of the
applicable Bonds shall be adjusted accordingly.

ARTICLE 11 - CHANGE OF CONTRACT
11.1

The Contract Price constitutes the total compensation payable to Contractor for
performing the Work. All duties, responsibilities and obligations assigned to or
undertaken by Contractor shall be at their expense without change in the Contract
Price.

11.2

The Contract Price may only be changed by a Change Order. Any claim for an
increase in the Contract Price shall be based on written notice delivered to Owner
and Engineer within fifteen days of the occurrence of the event giving rise to the
claim. Notice of the amount of the claim with supporting data shall be delivered
within forty-five days of such occurrence unless Engineer allows an additional
period of time to ascertain accurate cost data. All claims for adjustments in the
Contract Price shall be determined by Engineer if Owner and Contractor cannot
otherwise agree on the amount involved. Any change in the Contract Price
resulting from any such claim shall be incorporated in a Change Order.

11.3

The value of any Work covered by a Change Order or of any claim for an increase
or decrease in the Contract Price shall be determined in one of the following ways:
11.3.1 Where the Work involved is covered by unit prices contained in the
Contract Documents, by application of unit prices to the quantities of the
items involved.
11.3.2 Where the Work involved is covered by a lump sum contained in the
Contract Documents, by application of the lump sum to the item(s)
involved, or by mutual acceptance of a lump sum.
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11.3.3 On the basis of the Cost of the Work, plus a Contractor's Fee for overhead
and profit (determined in accordance with the following paragraph).
Cost of the Work
11.4

The term Cost of the Work means the sum of all costs necessarily incurred and
paid by Contractor in the proper performance of the Work. Except as otherwise
may be agreed to in writing by Owner, such costs shall be in amounts no higher
than those prevailing in the locality of the Project, shall include the following items.
11.4.1 Payroll costs for employees in the direct employ of Contractor in the
performance of the Work under schedules of job classifications agreed
upon by Owner and Contractor. Payroll costs for employees not employed
full time on the Work shall be apportioned on the basis of their time spent
on the Work. Payroll costs shall include, but not be limited to salaries and
wages plus the cost of fringe benefits which shall include social security
contributions, unemployment, excise and payroll taxes, workmen's
compensation, health and retirement benefits, bonuses, sick leave,
vacation and holiday pay applicable thereto. Such employees shall include
superintendents and foremen at the site. The expenses of performing work
after regular working hours, on Sunday or legal holidays shall be included
in the above to the extent authorized by Owner.
11.4.2 Cost of all materials and equipment furnished incorporated in the Work,
including costs of transportation and storage thereof, and manufacturers'
field services required in connection therewith. All cash discounts shall
accrue to Contractor unless Owner deposits funds with Contractor with
which to make payments, in which case the cash discounts shall accrue to
Owner. All trade discounts, rebates and refunds, and all returns from sale
of surplus materials and equipment shall accrue to Owner and Contractor
shall make provisions so that they may be obtained.
11.4.3 Payments made by Contractor to the SubContractors for Work performed
by SubContractors. If required by Owner, Contractor shall obtain
competitive bids from SubContractors acceptable and shall deliver such
bids to Owner who will then determine with the advice of Engineer, which
bids will be accepted. If a Subcontract provides that the SubContractor is
to be paid on the basis of Cost of the Work Plus a Fee, the SubContractor's
Cost of the Work shall be determined in the same manner as Contractor's
Cost of Work. All SubContractors shall be subject to the other provisions
of the Contract Documents insofar as applicable.
11.4.4 Cost of special consultants (including, but not limited to, engineers,
architects, testing laboratories, surveyors, lawyers and accountants)
reasonably required and employed for services specifically related to the
Work.
11.4.5 Supplemental costs including the following:
11.4.5.1 The proportions of necessary transportation, traveling and
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subsistence expenses of Contractor's employees incurred in
discharge of duties connected with the Work
11.4.5.2 Costs, including transportation and maintenance of all materials,
supplies, equipment, machinery, appliances, office and
temporary facilities at the site and hand tools not owned by the
workmen, which are consumed in the performance of the Work,
and costs less market value of such items used but not consumed
which remain the property of the Contractor.
11.4.5.3 Rentals of all construction equipment and machinery and the
parts thereof whether rented from Contractor or others in
accordance with rental agreements approved by Owner with the
advice of Engineer, and the costs of transportation, loading,
unloading, installation, dismantling and removal thereof - all in
accordance with items of said rental agreement. The rental of any
such equipment, machinery or parts shall cease when the use
thereof is no longer necessary for the work.
11.4.5.4 Sales, use or similar taxes related to the Work, and for which
Contractor is liable, imposed by any governmental authority.
11.4.5.5. Deposits lost for causes other than Contractor's negligence,
royalty payments and fees for permits and licenses.
11.4.5.6 The Cost of utilities, fuel and sanitary facilities at the site.
11.4.5.7 Minor expenses such as telegrams, long distance telephone calls,
telephone service at the site, expressage and similar petty cash
items in connection with the Work.
11.4.5.8 Cost of premiums for additional bonds and insurance required
because of changes in the Work.
11.5

The term Cost of the Work shall not include any of the following:
11.5.1 Payroll costs and other compensation of Contractor's officers, executives,
principals (of partnership and sole proprietorships), general managers,
Engineers, architects, estimators, lawyers, auditors, accountants,
purchasing and contracting agents, expediters, timekeepers, clerks and
other personnel employed by Contractor whether at the site or in
Contractor’s principal or branch office for general administration of the
Work and not specifically included in the agreed upon schedule of job
classifications - all of which are to be considered administrative costs
covered by the Contractor's Fee.
11.5.2 Expenses of Contractor's principal and branch office other than their office
at the site.
11.5.3 Any part of Contractor's capital expenses, including interest on Contractor's
capital employed for the Work and charges against Contractor for
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delinquent payments.
11.5.4 Cost of premiums for all bonds and for all insurance policies whether or not
Contractor is required by the Contract Documents to purchase and
maintain the same (except as otherwise provided above).
11.5.5 Costs due to the negligence of Contractor, any SubContractor, or anyone
directly or indirectly employed by any of them or for whose acts any of them
may be liable, including but not limited to, the correction of defective work,
disposal of materials or equipment wrongly supplied and making good any
damage to property.
11.5.6 Other overhead or general expense costs of any kind and the costs of any
item not specifically and expressly included in the cost of the Work.
11.5.7 Losses, damages and expenses, not compensated by insurance or
otherwise, sustained by Contractor in connection with the execution of, and
to the Work, provided they have resulted from causes other than the
negligence of Contractor, any SubContractor, or anyone directly or
indirectly employed by any of them or for whose acts any of them may be
liable. Such losses shall include settlements made with the written consent
and approval of Owner. No such losses, damages and expenses shall be
included in the Cost of the Work for the purpose of determining Contractor's
Fee. If, however, any such loss or damage requires reconstruction and
Contractor is placed in charge thereof, shall be paid for services a fee
proportionate to that stated under Contractor's Fee.
Contractor's Fee
11.6

The Contractor's Fee which shall be allowed to Contractor for overhead and profit
shall be determined as follows:
11.6.1 a mutually acceptable fixed fee, or if none can be agreed upon:
11.6.2 a fee based on the following percentages of the various portions of the Cost
of the Work:
11.6.2.1 for payroll costs and the cost of all materials and equipment
included in the Work, the Contractor's Fee shall be ten percent.
11.6.2.2 for payment to SubContractors, the Contractor's Fee shall be five
percent; and if a subContractor is on the basis of Cost of the Work
Plus a Fee, the maximum allowable to the SubContractor as a fee
for overhead and profit shall be ten percent, and
11.6.2.3 no fee shall be payable on the basis of costs of special
consultants or supplemental costs.

11.7

Whenever the cost of any Work is to be determined pursuant to preceding
paragraphs, Contractor will submit in form prescribed by Engineer an itemized cost
breakdown together with supporting data.
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Deleted Work
11.8

When work is deleted, where the work does not frustrate the completion of the
project as a whole but merely deletes non-major items subsequently found
unnecessary to the Work, the estimated costs of such uncompleted work shall also
be deleted. Owner reserves the right to delete any portion of the Work without
constituting grounds for any claim by Contractor for payment or allowance for
damages.

ARTICLE 12 - CHANGE OF THE CONTRACT TIME
12.1

The Contract Time may only be changed by a Change Order. Any claim for an
extension in the Contract Time shall be based on written notice delivered to Owner
and Engineer promptly and not later than fifteen days of the occurrence of the
event giving rise to the claim. Notice of the extent of the claim with supporting data
shall be delivered promptly and not later than forty-five days of such occurrence
unless Engineer allows an additional period of time to ascertain more accurate
data. Engineer shall determine all claims for adjustment in the Contract Time if
Owner and Contractor cannot otherwise agree. Any change in the Contract Time
resulting from any such claim shall be incorporated in a Change Order.

12.2

The Contract Time will be extended in an amount equal to time lost, on the critical
path, due to delays beyond the control of Contractor if he makes a claim therefor
as provided in the preceding paragraph. Such delays shall include, but not be
restricted to, acts of neglect by any separate Contractor employed by Owner, fires,
floods, labor disputes, epidemics, abnormal weather conditions, or acts of God.

12.3

All time limits stated in the Contract Documents which require performance by the
Contractor are of the essence of the Agreement. The provisions of this article shall
not exclude recovery for damages (including compensation for additional
professional services) for delay by either party.

12.4

To the fullest extent allowed by California law, no claim for damages or any claim
other than for an extension of time shall be made or asserted against Owner,
Engineer, or Design Engineer by reason of any delays caused by Owner,
Engineer, or Design Engineer. Contractor is on notice that reasons for such delays
can include the inability to obtain permits, rights-of-way, or other authorizations
from other private or governmental entities. The Contractor shall not be entitled to
an increase in the contract sum or payment or compensation of any kind from the
Owner, Design Engineer or Engineer for any direct, indirect, consequential, impact
or other costs, expenses or damages, including but not limited to costs of
acceleration or inefficiency, arising because of delay, disruption, interference or
hindrance from any cause whatsoever; provided however that this provision shall
not preclude recovery of damages by the Contractor from Owner for hindrances or
delay due solely to the active negligence of the Owner, Engineer, or Design
Engineer. Otherwise, the Contractor shall be entitled only to extensions of the
contract time as the sole and exclusive remedy for such resulting delay, in
accordance with and to the extent specifically provided for above.
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ARTICLE 13 - WARRANTY AND GUARANTEE, TESTS AND INSPECTIONS, CORRECTION,
REMOVAL OR ACCEPTANCE OF DEFECTIVE WORK
Warranty and Guarantee
13.1

Contractor warrants and guarantees to Owner, Design Engineer and Engineer that
all materials and equipment will be new unless otherwise specified and that all
Work will be of good quality and free from faults or defects and in accordance with
the requirements of the Contract Documents and of any inspections, tests or
approvals referred to in the Tests and Inspection paragraph. All unsatisfactory
Work, all faulty or defective Work, and all work not conforming to the requirements
of the Contract Documents at the time of acceptance thereof or of such
inspections, tests or approvals, shall be considered defective. Prompt notice of all
defects shall be given to Contractor. All defective Work, whether or not in place,
may be rejected, corrected or accepted as provided in this article.

Tests and Inspections
13.2

If the Contract Documents, laws, ordinances, rules, regulations or orders of any
public authority having jurisdiction require any Work to specifically be inspected,
tested or approved by some public body, Contractor shall assume full responsibility
therefor, pay all costs in connection therewith and furnish Engineer the required
certificate of inspection, testing or approval. All other inspections, tests and
approvals required by the Contract Documents shall be performed by
organizations acceptable to Owner and Contractor and the costs thereof shall be
borne by Owner unless otherwise specified.

13.3

Contractor shall give Engineer timely notice of readiness of the Work for all
inspections, tests or approvals. If any such Work required so to be inspected,
tested or approved is covered without written concurrence of Engineer, it must, if
requested by Engineer, be uncovered for observation, and such uncovering shall
be at Contractor's expense unless Contractor has given Engineer timely notice of
their intention to cover such Work and Engineer has not acted with reasonable
promptness in response to such notice.

13.4

Neither observations by Engineer, Design Engineer nor inspection tests or
approvals by person other than Contractor shall relieve Contractor from their
obligations to perform the Work in accordance with the requirements of the
Contract Documents.

Access Work
13.5

Engineer and other representatives of Owner will at reasonable times have access
to the Work. Contractor shall provide proper and safe facilities for such access
and observation of the Work and also for any inspection or testing thereof by
others.

Uncovering Work
13.6

If any Work is covered contrary to the written request of Engineer, it must, if
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requested by Engineer be uncovered for observations and replaced at Contractor's
expense.
13.7

If any Work has been covered which Engineer has not specifically requested to
observe prior to its being covered, or if Engineer considers it necessary or
advisable that covered work be inspected or tested by others, Contractor, at
Engineer's request, shall uncover, expose or otherwise make available for
observation, inspection or testing as Engineer may require, that portion of the Work
in question, furnishing all necessary labor, material and equipment. If it is found
that such work is defective, Contractor shall bear all the expense of such
uncovering, exposure, observation, inspection and testing and of satisfactory
reconstruction, including compensation for additional professional services, and
an appropriate deductive Change Order shall be issued. If however, such Work is
not found to be defective, Contractor shall be allowed an increase in the Contract
Price or an extension of the Contract Time, or both, directly attributable to such
uncovering, exposure, observation, inspection, testing and reconstruction, if
Contractor makes a claim therefor.

Owners May Stop the Work
13.8

If the Work is defective, or Contractor fails to supply sufficient skilled workmen or
suitable materials or equipment, or if Contractor fails to make prompt payments to
SubContractors or for labor, materials or equipment, Owner may order Contractor
to stop the Work, or any portion thereof, until the cause for such order has been
eliminated: however, this right of Owner to stop the Work shall not give rise to any
duty on the part of Owner to exercise this right for the benefit of Contractor or any
other party.

Correction or Removal of Defective Work
13.9

If required by Engineer prior to recommendation of final payment, Contractor shall
promptly, without cost to Owner and as specified by Engineer, either correct any
defective Work, whether or not fabricated, installed or completed, or if the Work
has been rejected by Engineer, remove it from the site and replace it with
nondefective Work. If Contractor does not correct such defective Work or remove
and replace such rejected Work within a reasonable time, all as specified in a
written notice from Engineer, Owner may have the deficiency corrected or the
rejected Work removed and replaced. Contractor shall pay all direct or indirect
costs of such correction or removal and replacement, including compensation for
additional professional services, and an appropriate deductive Change Order shall
be issued. Contractor shall also bear the expense of making good all Work of
others destroyed or damaged by Contractor’s correction, removal or replacement
of the defective Work.

Correction Period
13.10 If, after final payment and prior to the expiration of one year after the date of
Substantial Completion (unless a longer period is set forth in Supplementary
Conditions) or such longer period of time as may be allowed by law or by the terms
of any applicable special guarantee required by the Contract Documents, any
Work is found to be defective, Contractor shall promptly, without cost to Owner and
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in accordance with Owner's written instructions, either correct such defective Work
or, if it has been rejected by Owner, remove it from the site and replace it with
nondefective Work. If Contractor does not promptly comply with the terms of such
instructions, Owner may have the defective Work corrected or the rejected Work
removed and replaced, and Contractor shall pay all direct and indirect costs of
such removal and replacement, including compensation for additional professional
services.
Acceptance of Defective Work
13.11 If, instead of requiring correction or removal and replacement of defective Work,
Owner (and, prior to final payment, also Engineer) prefers to accept it, they may
do so. In such case, if acceptance occurs prior to final payment, a Change Order
shall be issued incorporating the necessary revisions in the Contract Documents,
including appropriate reduction in the Contract Price; or, if the acceptance occurs
after final payment, Contractor shall pay an appropriate amount to Owner.
Neglected Work by Contractor
13.12 If Contractor should fail to prosecute the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents, including any requirements of the progress schedule, Owner, after
seven days written notice to Contractor may, without prejudice to any other remedy
may have, make good such deficiencies and the cost thereof (including
compensation for additional professional services) shall be charged against
Contractor if Engineer agrees with such action, in which case a Change Order shall
be issued incorporating the necessary revisions in the Contract Documents
including an appropriate reduction in the Contract Price. If the payments then or
thereafter due Contractor are not sufficient to cover such amounts, Contractor shall
pay the difference to Owner.

ARTICLE 14 - PAYMENTS AND COMPLETION
Application for Progress Payments
14.1

On or before the first day of each month, Contractor shall submit to Engineer for
review the Engineer-approved Application for Payment form filled out and signed
by Contractor covering the Work completed as of the date of the Application and
accompanied by such data and schedules as Engineer may reasonably require.

Contractor's Warranty of Title
14.2

Contractor warrants and guarantees that title to all Work, materials and equipment
covered by any Application for Payment, whether incorporated in the Project or
not, will pass to Owner at the time of payment free and clear of all liens, claims,
security interests and encumbrances (hereafter in these General Conditions
referred to as "Liens").

Review of Application for Payment
14.3

Pursuant to Public Contract Code Section 20104.50, Engineer will, within seven
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days after receipt of each Application for Payment, either recommend payment
and present the Application to Owner, or return the Application to Contractor
indicating in writing reasons for refusing to recommend payment. In the latter case,
Contractor may make the necessary corrections and resubmit the Application.
Owner shall within thirty days, which includes the seven day review period, after
receipt of an undisputed and properly submitted payment request pay Contractor
the amount recommended by Engineer.

14.4

14.3.1

In accordance with Public Contract Code Section 20104.50, Owner shall
pay interest at the legal rate set forth in Code of Civil Procedure Section
685.010 on any Progress Payment that is undisputed, properly
submitted, and not paid within 30 days.

14.3.2

Pursuant to Public Contract Code Section 9203, Owner will retain from
each progress payment not less than five (5) percent of the estimated
value of work done and materials and equipment furnished. Amounts
retained will not be paid to the Contractor until the time of final payment
and release on the Contract.

14.3.3

On progress payments after ninety-five (95) percent of work has been
completed, if Owner determines that the Contractor is making satisfactory
progress, Owner may reduce the funds retained to an amount not less
than one hundred twenty-five (125) percent of the estimated value of
work yet to be completed, as determined by Owner. The sureties on the
performance and payment bonds may make such reduction upon the
written request of the Contractor and approval in writing.

14.3.4

Pursuant to Section 22300 of the Public Contract Code, the Contractor
may request substitution of securities for moneys withheld by the Owner
and shall receive interest on the securities posted. Alternatively,
Contractor may request, and the Owner shall make payment of retentions
earned directly to an escrow agent at the expense of the Contractor.
Securities eligible for investment under this Section shall include those
listed in Section 16430 of the Government Code, bank or savings and
loan certificates of deposit, interest-bearing demand deposit accounts,
standby letters of credit, or any other security mutually agreed to by the
Contractor and the Owner.

Engineer's recommendation of any payment requested in an Application of
Payment will constitute a representation to Owner, based on Engineer's on-site
observations of the Work in progress as an experienced and qualified design
professional and on review of the Application for Payment and the accompanying
data and schedules that the Work has progressed to the point indicated; that, to
the best of knowledge, information and belief, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents (subject to an evaluation of the Work as
a functioning Project upon Substantial Completion to the results of any subsequent
tests called for in the Contract Documents and any qualifications stated in
recommendation): and that Contractor is entitled to payment of the amount
indicated. However, by recommending any such payment, Engineer will not
thereby be deemed to have represented that Engineer made exhaustive or
continuous on-site inspections to check the quality or the quantity of the Work, or
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that Engineer has reviewed the means, methods, techniques, sequences, and
procedures of construction, or that Engineer has made any examination to
ascertain how or for what purpose Contractor has used the moneys paid or to be
paid on account of the Contract Price, or that title to any Work, materials or
equipment has passed to Owner free and clear of any Liens.
14.5

Engineer's recommendation of final payment will constitute an additional
representation to Owner that the conditions precedent to Contractor's being
entitled to final payment have been fulfilled.

14.6

Engineer may refuse to recommend the whole or any part of any payment if, in
Engineer’s opinion, it would be incorrect to make such recommendation to Owner.
Engineer may also refuse to recommend any such payment, or, because of
subsequently discovered evidence or the result of subsequent inspections or tests,
nullify any such payment previously recommended, to such extent as may be
necessary in their opinion to protect Owner from loss because:
14.6.1

the work is defective or completed Work has been damaged requiring
correction or replacement.

14.6.2

claims or Liens have been filed or there is reasonable cause to believe
such may be filed.

14.6.3

the Contract Price has been reduced because of Modifications.

14.6.4

Owner has been required to correct defective Work or complete the Work
in accordance with paragraphs 13.11 or

14.6.5

of unsatisfactory prosecution of the Work, including failure to furnish
acceptable submittals or to clean up.

Application for Final Payment
14.7

Upon written notice from Engineer that Work is completed and acceptable as
provided in Supplementary Conditions, Contractor shall make application for final
payment following the procedure for progress payments. The final Application for
Payment shall be accompanied by all other documents called for in the Contract
Documents and such other data and schedules as Engineer may reasonably
require.

Final Payment, Notice of Completion
14.8

If, on the basis of the Engineer’s observations and review of the Work during
construction, the final inspection and review of the final Application for Payment all as required by the Contract Documents, Engineer is satisfied that the Work has
been completed and Contractor has fulfilled all obligations under the Contract
Documents, Engineer will, within seven (7) days after receipt of the final
Application for Payment, indicate in writing the recommendation of payment and
present the Application to Owner for payment. Thereupon Engineer will give
written notice to Owner and Contractor that the Work is acceptable subject to the
provisions of the paragraph regarding waiver of claims. Otherwise, Engineer will
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return the Application to Contractor, indicating in writing the reasons for refusing
to recommend final payment, in which case Contractor shall make the necessary
corrections and resubmit the Application. Assuming Engineer has recommended
final payment of Contractor to Owner, Owner's Board of Directors shall review
Engineer's approval for final payment at its next Board meeting and if approved,
Owner shall record a “Notice of Completion” in the County Recorder’s office within
ten (10) calendar days after date of acceptance of the work by Owner, as required
by the California Civil Code 3093, and Owner shall pay Contractor within 30 days
after Owner receives the final payment request, as required by Public Contract
Code 20104.50.
Release of Retention
14.9

Pursuant to Section 7107 of the Public Contract Code, retention proceeds withheld
from any payment by the Owner from the Contractor, shall be subject to the
following provisions:
14.9.1 Within 60 days after the date of completion of the Work, the retention
withheld by the Owner shall be released. In the event of a dispute between
Owner and the Contractor, Owner may withhold from the final payment an
amount not to exceed 150 percent of the disputed amount. For purposes
of this section, “completion” means any of the following:
14.9.1.1 The occupation, beneficial use, and enjoyment of a work of
improvement, excluding any operation only for testing, startup, or
commissioning, by the Owner, or its agent, accompanied by
cessation of labor on the work of improvement.
14.9.1.2 The acceptance by the Owner, of the Work.
14.9.1.3 After the commencement of Work, a cessation of labor on the
Work for a continuous period of 100 days or more, due to factors
beyond the control of the contractor.

14.9.1.4 After the commencement of Work, a cessation of labor on the
work of improvement for a continuous period of 30 days or more,
if the Owner files for record a notice of cessation or a notice of
completion.
14.10 If after Substantial Completion of the Work final completion thereof is materially
delayed through no fault of Contractor, and Engineer so confirms, Owner shall,
upon certification by Engineer and without terminating the Agreement, make
payment of the balance due for that portion of the Work fully completed and
accepted. If the remaining balance of Work not fully completed or corrected is less
than the retainage stipulated in the Supplementary Conditions, the written consent
of the Surety to the payment of the balance due for that portion of the Work fully
completed and accepted shall be submitted by the Contractor to the Engineer prior
to certification of such payments. Such payments shall be made under the terms
and conditions governing final payment, except that it shall not constitute a waiver
of claims.
Contractor's Continuing Obligations
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14.11 Contractor's obligation to perform the Work and complete the Project in
accordance with the Contract Documents shall be absolute.
Neither
recommendation of any progress or final payment by Engineer, nor the issuance
of a certificate of Substantial Completion, nor any payment by Owner to Contractor
under the Contract Documents, nor any use or occupancy of the project or any
part thereof by Owner, nor any act of acceptance by Owner nor any failure to do
so, nor any correction of defective work by Owner shall constitute an acceptance
of Work not in accordance with the Contract Documents.
Waiver of Claims
14.12 Any and all Change Orders shall impliedly contain a waiver, by Contractor and its
Subcontractors, for any and all claims, known and unknown arising from the
Contractor’s request for additional compensation, including a waiver of Civil Code
Section 1542.
14.13 The making and acceptance of final payment shall constitute:
14.13.1 a waiver of all claims by Owner against Contractor other than those
arising from unsettled Liens, from defective work appearing and
acknowledged after final inspection or from failure to comply with the
requirements of the Contract Documents or the terms of any special
guarantees specified therein, and
14.13.2 a waiver of all claims by Contractor against Owner other than those
previously made in writing and still unsettled.
14.14 Final payment shall only be made after the Contractor has executed a written
release of all claims against the Owner arising by virtue of the Contract. Such a
release must comply with Civil Code Section 3262, an example of which appears
below. In executing the release on the Contract, the Contractor may state as an
exception any claim in a definite amount, furnished to the Owner and Engineer in
accordance with Article 11.
14.15 The release of Contract shall be in substantially the following form:
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UNCONDITIONAL WAIVER AND RELEASE UPON FINAL PAYMENT
The undersigned has been paid in full for all labor, services, equipment or material
furnished
to

Tuolumne Utilities District
Customer

on the job of Tuolumne Utilities District located at:
Owner
and does hereby waive and release any right to a mechanic's lien, stop notice, or any right against
a labor and material bond on the job, except for disputed claims for extra work in the amount of
$

.

Dated:
Contractor

By:
Name and Title

NOTICE: This document waives rights unconditionally and states that you have been paid for
giving up those rights. This document is enforceable against you if you sign it, even if
you have not been paid. If you have not been paid, use a conditional release form.
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ARTICLE 15 - SUSPENSION OF WORK AND TERMINATION
Owner May Suspend Work
15.1

Owner may, at any time and without cause, suspend the Work or any portion
thereof for a period of not more than ninety days by notice in writing to Contractor
and Engineer which shall fix the date on which Work shall be resumed. Contractor
shall resume the Work on the date so fixed. Contractor will be allowed an increase
in the Contract Price or an extension of the Contract Time, or both, directly
attributable to any suspension if Contractor makes a claim therefor as provided in
these General Conditions.

Owner May Terminate
15.2

If Contractor is adjudged a bankrupt or insolvent, or makes a general assignment
for the benefit of Contractor’s creditors, or if a trustee or receiver is appointed for
Contractor or for any of their property, or if Contractor files a petition to take
advantage of any debtor's act, or to reorganize under the bankruptcy or similar
laws, or repeatedly fails to supply sufficient skilled workmen or suitable materials
or equipment, or repeatedly fails to make prompt payments to SubContractors or
for labor, materials or equipment or disregards laws, ordinances, rules, regulations
or orders of any public body having jurisdiction, or disregards the authority of
Engineer, or otherwise violates any provision of the Contract Documents, then
Owner may, without prejudice to any other right or remedy and after giving
Contractor and their Surety seven days written notice, terminate the service of
Contractor and take possession of the Project and of all materials, equipment,
tools, construction equipment and machinery thereon owned by Contractor, AND
finish the Work by whatever method may be deemed expedient. In such case
Contractor shall not be entitled to receive any further payment until the Work is
finished. If the unpaid balance of the Contract Price exceeds the direct and indirect
costs of completing the Project, including compensation for additional professional
services, such excess shall be paid to Contractor. If such costs exceed such
unpaid balance, Contractor shall pay the difference to Owner. Such costs incurred
by Owner shall be incorporated in a Change Order.

15.3

Where Contractor's services have been so terminated by Owner, said termination
shall not affect any rights of Owner against Contractor then existing or which may
thereafter accrue. Any retention or payment of moneys by Owner due to
Contractor will not release Contractor from liability.

15.4

Upon seven days written notice to Contractor and Engineer, Owner may, without
cause and without prejudice to any other rights or remedy, elect to abandon the
Project and terminate the Agreement. In such case, Contractor shall be paid for
all Work executed and any expense sustained plus a reasonable profit on only the
Work performed and not on unperformed Work.

Contractor May Stop Work or Terminate
15.5

If, through no act or fault of Contractor, the Work is suspended for a period of more
than ninety days by Owner, or under an order of court or other public authority, or
Engineer fails to act on any Application for Payment within thirty days after it is
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submitted, or Owner fails to pay Contractor any sum recommended by Engineer
or awarded by arbitrators within thirty days of its approval and presentation, then
Contractor may, upon seven days written notice to Owner and Engineer, terminate
the Agreement and recover from Owner payments for all Work executed and any
expense sustained plus a reasonable profit on only the Work performed and not
on unperformed Work. In addition and in lieu of terminating the Agreement, if
Engineer has failed to act on an Application for Payment or Owner has failed to
make any payment as aforesaid, Contractor may upon seven days notice to Owner
and Engineer, stop the Work until he has been paid all amounts then due.
ARTICLE 16. CLAIMS / DISPUTE RESOLUTION
16.1

All public works claims of $375,000 or less between a contractor and a public
agency shall be made within the times provided for, documented and responded
to, and the parties shall meet and confer with respect to the claim, and the claim
for any unresolved portion thereof shall be filed, all as provided for in Sections
20104.2 and 20104.4 of the Public Contract Code. A summary of such procedures
are as follows.
a.

Any claim of a contractor be in writing and include documents necessary
to substantiate the claim and must be filed on or before the date of final
payment, unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents.

b.

For claims of less than $50,000, the District shall respond in writing within
45 days, unless it requests within 30 days additional documentation.

c.

For claims over $50,000 and less than $375,000, the District will respond
within 60 days unless additional documentation is requested.

d.

If the claimant disputes the District's response or the District fails to
respond, the claimant may within 15 days demand a conference to meet
and confer for settlement of the dispute.

e.

If there is still a dispute, the claimant may file a claim under Sec 900 of
Government Code.

f.

If a civil action is filed on unresolved claims, the mediation and arbitration
procedures shall be in accordance with Section 20104.4 of the Public
Contract Code."

ARTICLE 17 - ASSIGNMENT OF ANTITRUST or UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES CLAIMS
to OWNER UNDER PUBLIC CONTRACTS CODE § 7103.5.
17.1

In entering into a public works contract or a subcontract to supply goods, service,
or materials pursuant to a public works contract, the Contractor and the
Subcontractor offers and agrees to assign to the awarding body all rights, title and
interest in and to all cause of action it may have under Section 4 of the Clayton Act
(15 U.S.C. Sec. 15) or under the Cartwright Act (Chapter 2 [commencing with
Section 16700] of Part 2 of Division 7 of the Business and Professions Code),
arising from purchases of goods, services, or materials pursuant to the public
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works contract or the subcontract. The assignment shall be made and become
effective at the time the awarding body tenders final payment to the contractor,
without further acknowledgment by the parties.

ARTICLE 18 - MISCELLANEOUS
Giving Notice
18.1

Whenever any provision of the Contract Documents requires the giving of written
notice it shall be deemed to have been validly given if delivered in person to the
individual or to a member of the firm or to an officer of the corporation for whom it
is intended, or if delivered at or sent by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid,
to the last business address known who gives the notice.

18.2

When any period of time is referred to in the Contract Documents by days, it shall
be computed to exclude the first and include the last of such period. If the last day
of any such period falls on a Saturday or Sunday or on a day made a legal holiday
by the law of the applicable jurisdiction, such day shall be omitted from the
computation.

General
18.3

All Specifications, Drawings and copies thereof furnished by Design Engineer or
Engineer shall remain their property. They shall not be used on another Project,
and, with the exception of those sets which have been signed in connection with
the execution of the Agreement, shall be returned to Owner on request upon
completion of the Project.

18.4

The duties and obligations imposed by these General Conditions and the rights
and remedies available hereunder, and, in particular but without limitation, the
warranties, guarantees and obligations imposed upon Contractor and the rights
and remedies available to Owner, Design Engineer and Engineer hereunder shall
be in addition to, and shall not be construed in any way as a limitation of, any rights
and remedies available to them which are otherwise imposed or available by law,
by special guarantee or by other provisions of the Contract Documents.

18.5

Should Owner or Contractor suffer injury or damage to ones’ person or property
because of any error, omission or act of the other or of any employees or agents
or others for whose acts they are legally liable, claim shall be made in writing to
the other party within a reasonable time of the first observance of such injury or
damage.

18.6

The Contract Documents shall be governed by the law of the place of the Project.

18.7

Assignments: Performance of the Contract shall not be assigned in whole or in
part without written consent of the Owner. The Contractor may assign funds due
or that become due to the Contractor, and assignment will be recognized by the
Owner if given notice thereof, in writing, to the extent permitted by law. Such
assignments of funds earned by the Contractor shall be subject to proper retention
in favor of the District and to all deductions provided for in the Contract.
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SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS
1
COUNTERPARTS OF THE AGREEMENT - Engineer shall furnish to Contractor two
copies of the Agreement and other Contract Documents bound therewith. Contractor shall
execute the Agreement, insert executed copies of the required bonds and power of attorney, and
submit all copies to Owner. The date of contract on the Agreement and Bond forms shall be left
blank for filling in by Owner.
Owner shall execute all copies, insert the date of contract on the Agreement, bond and power of
attorney, and Engineer shall review and distribute. Distribution of signed copies shall be one copy
each to Owner, and Contractor.
2
ADDITIONAL BOND - In addition to a Performance Bond, as required in General
Conditions, Contractor shall furnish a Public Works Payment Bond in an amount equal to 100
percent of the Contract Price. Both bonds shall be issued by a corporation duly and legally
licensed to transact surety business in the State of California. Such bonds shall remain in force
throughout the period required to complete the work, and thereafter for a period of 365 days after
final acceptance of the Work. The bonds must be executed by a duly licensed surety company,
which is listed in the latest Circular 570 of the United States Treasury Department, as being
acceptable as surety on federal bonds. No sureties liability on the bonds shall exceed the
underwriting limitations for the respective surety specified in Circular 570. The scope of the bonds
or the forms thereof prescribed in these Contract Documents shall in no way affect or alter the
liability of the Contractor to the Owner as set forth herein. Letters of credit will not be accepted in
lieu of bonds.
3

INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTOR
3.01 - Insurance Requirements - The Contractor shall, at its sole cost, obtain and
maintain, in force and effect for the duration of the Contract, including the Guarantee and
Warranty periods, insurance of the following types with limits not less than those set forth
below, in a company or companies with a Best's rating of no less than A:VII and admitted
to issue insurance in the jurisdiction(s) in which all work is to be performed, where the site
is located and where any waste is transported or deposited. The Contractor shall require
compliance with these Insurance Requirements by its lower tier subcontractors:
1.

Workers' Compensation and Employer’s Liability Insurance – The Contractor and
all SubContractors shall insure, under the applicable laws relating to workers’
compensation insurance, all of their employees working on or about the
construction site, in accordance with the “Workers’ Compensation and Insurance
Act,” Division IV of the Labor Code of the State of California and any Act
amendatory thereof. The Contractor shall provide employer’s liability insurance
with limits of no less than $1,000,000 each accident, $1,000,000 disease policy
limit, and $1,000,000 disease each employee. This insurance shall contain a
waiver of subrogation against the Owner, the Engineer, and the Design Engineer
and each of their officers, employees, agents and consultants.

2.

Comprehensive General Liability Insurance (Occurrence Form) ISO Form CG 00
01 10 93 with a full defense and indemnity, and unless modified in the
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Supplementary Conditions, shall include:

3.

a.

a minimum combined single limit of liability of $3,000,000 or the limits
required by law, whichever is greater for each occurrence for bodily injury
and property damage;

b.

a minimum limit of liability of $3,000,000 each person for personal and
advertising injury liability;

c.

a minimum limit of liability of $3,000,000 each occurrence for
products/completed operations liability. The products completed
operations liability shall be maintained in full force and effect for not less
than 10 years following completion of any of the Contractor’s work;

d.

a general aggregate limit of not less than $3,000,000, which shall be
provided on a per project basis by means of ISO Endorsement CG 25 03
11 85;

e.

an endorsement that names the Owner, the Engineer, and the Design
Engineer and each of their officers, employees, agents and consultants as
additional insureds. Such endorsement shall be made upon an ISO
Endorsement CG 20 10 11 85, Additional Insured - Owners, Lessees or
Contractor (Form B) and shall state "insurance is primary and all other
insurance shall be noncontributory" and shall waive all rights of subrogation
against the additional insureds;

f.

XCU coverage for claims arising from explosion, collapse and underground
damage;

g.

Accidental spillage, cleanup and other related costs;

h.

Contractual liability coverage for all oral and written contracts including the
indemnity provisions contained herein

i.

Deductibles shall not exceed $5,000 per occurrence and shall be the sole
responsibility of the Contractor;

j.

Coverage for Cross Liability and coverage for Severability of Interest shall
be included;

k.

Claims made policies are not acceptable;

Automobile Liability Insurance covering use of all owned, non-owned and hired
automobiles with a minimum combined single limit of liability for bodily injury and
property damage of $3,000,000 per occurrence, and shall include:
a.

An endorsement that names the Owner, the Engineer, and the Design
Engineer and each of their officers, employees, agents and consultants as
additional insureds, states such "insurance is primary and all other
insurance shall be noncontributory", and waives all rights of subrogation
against the additional insureds;
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b.
4.

Coverage for Cross Liability and coverage for Severability of Interest.

Property Insurance shall be on an all-risk policy form and shall include:
a.

A minimum limit of liability in the amount of the initial Contract Price as well
as subsequent modifications thereto for the entire Work at the site on a
replacement cost basis without voluntary deductibles;

b.

The interests of the Owner, the Contractor, the Engineer, and the Design
Engineer and each of their officers, employees, agents, consultants, and
all tiers of subcontractors, all of whom shall be listed as insureds or
additional insureds and the policy shall, by endorsement, waive all rights of
subrogation against the insureds and additional insureds and the
endorsement shall state: “Subrogation: This insurance shall not be
invalidated should the named Insured waive in writing prior to a loss, any
right of recovery against any person for loss occurring to the property
described.”;

c.

Coverage for the Completed Value. If the Owner is damaged by the failure
of the Contractor to maintain such insurance, the Contractor shall bear all
reasonable costs properly attributable thereto;

d.

Coverage against the perils of fire and extended coverage and all physical
loss or damage including, without limitation or duplication of coverage:

e.

i.

lightning, windstorm, hail, smoke, explosion, riot, riot attending a
strike, civil commotion, aircraft and vehicles;

ii.

theft, vandalism, malicious mischief, and water damage;

iii.

collapse, flood, overflow from bodies of water, landslide, water
pressure or earth movement and earthquake;

iv.

removal of debris resulting from an insured loss and demolition
occasioned by enforcement of any applicable legal requirements;

v.

falsework, temporary buildings and safety devices used by the
Contractor to perform the Work;

vi.

portions of the Work stored on and off the site and in transit when
such portions of the Work are included in an Application for
Payment;

vii.

and shall cover compensation for the services of the Design
Engineer and the Engineer required as a result of the insured loss.

Remaining in full force and effect until the Final Payment has been made
to the Contractor. The property insurance policy shall be endorsed to allow
for partial use or occupancy by the Owner without permitting a cancellation
or lapse of insurance coverage;
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f.

Deductibles shall not exceed $5,000 per occurrence with a deductible
aggregate of $5,000. The Contractor shall pay for deductible losses at no
cost to any other insured or additional insured.

3.02 Certificates of Insurance - Prior to beginning any Work, the Contractor shall file
with the Owner, Design Engineer and Engineer, Certificates of Insurance in a form
satisfactory to Owner (ACCORD form) along with a copy of all endorsements as required
in Article 4.3. The certificates shall name each additional insured required by these
General Conditions, shall state "insurance is primary and all other insurance shall be
noncontributory", shall waive all rights of subrogation against the additional insureds; and
shall also contain a provision that the Owner, Design Engineer and Engineer shall be
notified in writing 30 days before the policies may be canceled or allowed to expire or any
reduction in coverage. An additional certificate shall be submitted with the final Application
for Payment showing required continuation of coverage beyond the Final Payment.
3.03 Property Insurance - Adjustment of Loss. A loss insured under the Contractor's
property insurance shall be adjusted with the Contractor and made payable to the
Contractor as fiduciary for the insured, as their interests may appear subject to the
requirements of any applicable mortgage clause. The Contractor shall deposit the
insurance proceeds in a separate account and shall distribute payment to the parties in
proportion to their cost for repairing or replacing the damaged Work. The Contractor shall
provide a complete audited accounting of the distribution of insurance proceeds to all
parties of interest.
4
SPECIFICATIONS - The Specifications which govern the materials and equipment to be
furnished and the Work to be performed under this contract are listed in the Table of Contents at
the beginning of this volume.
The Specifications as a whole will govern the construction of the entire Work. The applicable
provisions thereof will govern Work to be performed under each section of the contract.
5

DRAWINGS - The Contract Drawings shall be as listed in the Agreement, Article IV.

6
OWNER - Owner is the Tuolumne Utilities District acting through its Board of Directors
and their duly authorized agents. All notices, letters, and other communication directed to Owner
shall be addressed and delivered to:
Tuolumne Utilities District
18885 Nugget Blvd.
Sonora, CA 95370
7
ENGINEER - All duties and responsibilities assigned to Engineer in the Contract
Documents, with the corresponding rights and authority, will be assumed by the person or firm
designated by Owner. This project will utilize: Jennifer Batt, Associate Engineer and Erik
Johnson, District Engineer, Tuolumne Utilities District as Engineer.
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8
RESIDENT PROJECT REPRESENTATIVE - Owner may furnish a Resident Project
Representative and assistants to aid Engineer in carrying out their responsibilities at the site. This
project will utilize Jennifer Batt, Associate Engineer, Tuolumne Utilities District as Resident Project
Representative.
9
RESPONSIBILITY FOR PAYMENT - Except for items specifically identified as provided
by Owner, Contractor shall pay for all labor, materials and other costs incurred under this contract.
10
DOCUMENTATION TO ACCOMPANY APPLICATIONS FOR PAYMENT - Contractor's
Application for Payment shall be accompanied by the Documentation specified herein.
10.01 Materials and Equipment - If payment is requested for materials and equipment
not incorporated in Work but delivered and suitably stored at the site or at another location
agreed to in writing, the Application for Progress Payment shall be accompanied by such
data, satisfactory to Owner, as will establish Owner's title to the material and equipment
and protect their interest therein, including applicable insurance. Payment for such
materials and equipment shall be based only upon the actual cost of the materials and
equipment to Contractor and shall not include any overhead or profit to Contractor.
10.02 Schedules and Data - Each Application for Progress Payment shall be
accompanied by Contractor's updated schedule of operations, or progress report, with
such shop drawings schedules, procurement schedules, value of material on hand
included in application, and other data specified in Division 1 or reasonably required by
Engineer.
10-03 Documentation for Final Payment - Contractor's Application for Final Payment
shall be accompanied by consent of the Surety to final payment.
11
RETAINAGE - Owner shall retain from progress payments, until payment is due under the
terms and conditions governing final payments, amounts as follows:
a.

Retention of 5 percent of payments authorized until the Work is substantially
complete.

b.

When the Work is substantially complete (operational or beneficial occupancy), the
retained amount may be further reduced below 5 percent to only the amount
necessary to assure completion of the contract Work.

Retainage shall not be reduced if the Work is behind schedule.
12
PARTIAL UTILIZATION - Owner has the right to take possession of or use any completed
or substantially completed portions of the Work at any time, but such taking possession or use
will not be deemed an acceptance of any Work not completed in accordance with the Contract
Documents.
Owner's use of any facilities so identified in the Contract Documents will not be grounds for
extension of the Contract Time or change in the Contract Price.
Owner's use of any facilities not specifically identified in the Contract Documents will be in
accordance with conditions agreed to prior to such use, and any extra costs or delays in
completion incurred and properly claimed by Contractor will be equitably adjusted with a Change
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Order.
Facilities substantially completed in accordance with the Contract Documents which are occupied
or used by Owner prior to Substantial Completion of the entire Work will be defined by Engineer
in a written notice to Contractor fixing the responsibility for insurance, maintenance, and utilities
on that part of the Work and including a tentative list of items to be completed or corrected before
final acceptance.
Guarantee periods for accepted or substantially completed Work, including mechanical and
electrical equipment, will commence upon the start of continuous use by owner.
All tests and instructions of Owner's personnel must be satisfactorily completed, and Owner shall
assume responsibility for and operation of all facilities occupied or used except as may arise
through portions of the Work not yet completed by Contractor.
13
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION - When Contractor considers the Work ready for full
occupancy or utilization by Owner, Contractor shall declare in writing to Owner that the Work is
substantially complete and request that Engineer issue a Notice of Substantial Completion
therefor.
Within a reasonable time thereafter, Contractor and Engineer shall make an inspection of the
Work to determine the status of completion. If Engineer does not consider the Work substantially
complete, Engineer shall notify Contractor in writing giving reasons therefor. If Engineer
considers the Work substantially complete, Engineer shall prepare and deliver to Contractor a
Tentative Notice of Substantial Completion which will fix the date of Substantial Completion, and
the responsibilities between Owner and Contractor for operation, utilities, and maintenance. The
notice shall include a tentative list of items to be completed or corrected before final acceptance.
"Substantial Completion" means that the facilities are completed to the point that water can be
adequately conveyed, to the satisfaction of the Engineer. All pipelines and appurtenant facilities
shall be installed and operational, or temporary arrangements satisfactory to Owner shall have
been made. All performance testing need not have been completed prior to the date of substantial
completion.
14
FINAL INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE - Upon written notice that Contractor considers
all Work complete, Engineer shall make a final inspection with Contractor and shall notify
Contractor in writing of incomplete or defective work revealed by the inspection. Contractor shall
promptly remedy such deficiencies.
After Contractor has remedied all deficiencies to the satisfaction of Engineer and delivered all
construction records, maintenance and operating instructions, schedules, guarantees, bonds,
certificates of inspection, and other documents (all as required by the Contract Documents),
Contractor shall be promptly notified in writing by Engineer that the Work is acceptable.
15
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES - Time is an essential condition for the performance of
Contractor under this Agreement. Should Contractor fail to perform the Work within the periods
of time stipulated in the Instructions to Bidder, Contractor shall pay to Owner, as liquidated
damages and not as a penalty, the amounts listed in the Instructions to Bidder per day of default
unless the Contract time is extended by Owner.
16

CORRECTION PERIOD - Nothing in the General Conditions Article 13 concerning the
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correction period shall establish a period of limitation with respect to any other obligation which
Contractor has under the Contract Documents. The establishment of time periods relates only to
the specific obligations of Contractor to correct the Work and has no relationship to the time within
which obligations under the Contract Documents may be sought to be enforced, not to the time
within which proceedings may be commenced to establish liability with respect to the obligations
other than to specifically correct the work.
17
OVERTIME WORK - No Work shall be done between 4:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. nor on
Sundays or legal holidays without permission of Owner; however, emergency Work may be done
without prior permission.
Night work may be undertaken as a regular procedure with the permission of Owner, such
permission, however, may be revoked at any time by Owner if Contractor fails to maintain
adequate equipment and supervision for the proper prosecution and control of the Work at night.
18
LEGAL ADDRESSES - The business address of Contractor given in the Bid Form and
Contractor's office in the vicinity of the Work are both hereby designated as the places to which
all notices, letters, and other communications to Contractor will be mailed or delivered. The
address of Owner appearing hereinbefore is hereby designated as the place to which all notices,
letters and other communications to Owner shall be mailed or delivered. Either party may change
their address at any time by an instrument in writing delivered to Engineer and to the other party.
19
TEST HOLES - No test holes have been made on the site of the Work. Each prospective
Bidder may, at their own expense, make additional surveys and investigations as may be deemed
necessary to determine conditions which will affect performance of the work. The property
owner’s written permission must be granted prior to any excavations made on site.
20
UNDERGROUND INSTALLATIONS - Except as otherwise provided in Article 4 of the
General Conditions, existing underground installations are indicated on the drawing only to the
extent such information was made available to or discovered by Engineer in preparing the
drawings. There is no guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of such information, and all
responsibility for the accuracy and completeness thereof is expressly disclaimed.
Contractor shall be responsible for discovery of existing underground installations, in advance of
excavating or trenchant, by contacting all local utilities and by prospecting.
21
HISTORICAL OR ARCHAEOLOGICAL DEPOSITS - If, during the course of construction,
evidence of deposits of historical or archaeological interest is found, Contractor shall cease
operations affecting the find and shall notify the Owner. No further disturbance of the deposits
shall ensue until Contractor has been notified by Owner that Contractor may proceed.
Compensation to Contractor, if any, for lost time or change in construction to avoid the find, shall
be determined in accordance with changed conditions or change order provisions of the Contract
Documents. (Reference: 80 Stat 915, 16 USC 470, and Executive Order No. 11593 of May 31,
1971).
The District will be contracting directly with an Archeological Monitor who will be on-site for all
work taking place between stations 7+85 and 9+85. The Archeological Monitor will communicate
with the Contractor through the District’s Resident Project Representative. Any stop work orders
will be issued by the District.
22

INSPECTION BY PUBLIC AGENCY - Authorized representatives of the County of
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Tuolumne shall have access to the Work wherever it is in preparation or progress. Contractor
shall provide proper facilities for such access and inspection.
23
LAYOUT OF WORK - The contractor shall layout Work as directed by the District. No
construction staking or reference points are provided.
24
COMPACTION TESTING - Compaction Tests will be provided for by the Owner. The
Owner will select a qualified Testing firm. The Owner will select all locations to be tested in
accordance with these plans and specifications. The Owner will pay for all tests that pass the
compaction requirements in accordance with these plans and specifications. The Contractor will
pay for all tests that fail the compaction requirements and pay for all retesting required until the
compaction requirements are achieved, in accordance with these plans and specifications at the
selected location. The Contractor shall pay $150.00 per test for all failed tests and retests
required.
25
DESIGN ENGINEER - The Design Engineer is Tuolumne Utilities District, 18885 Nugget
Blvd., Sonora, CA 95370.
26
MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT - The Work is divided into several unit price and lump
sum Bid Items. The Contract Price shall equal the sum of Unit Prices bid for each item times the
estimated quantity for that item listed on the Bid Schedule. The estimated quantities listed on the
Bid Schedule are not guaranteed to be accurate but are intended solely to determine a Contract
Price.
At least twenty (20) days prior to the first Application for Payment, the Contractor shall submit a
Schedule of Values allocating the prices for lump sum Bid Items to various trades, types of work,
pieces of equipment, and major tasks to assist the Engineer in evaluating the percentage
completion for each part of the Work. The Contractor’s overhead and profit shall be uniformly
pro-rated over all items in the Schedule of Values. The Schedule of Values shall represent the
actual cost of each segment of the work and shall not allocate higher costs, overhead or profit to
work items scheduled for early completion. If the Engineer objects to the allocation of cost or the
level of detail provided, the Contractor shall revise and resubmit the Schedule of Values.
Payment to the Contractor shall be based on actual quantities for each type of work as determined
by the Engineer from certified quantity surveys or measurements submitted by the Contractor.
For the purpose of determining quantities for payment, the Contractor shall submit certified
surveys by a licensed surveyor, certified measurements or other acceptable measurements of
quantities to the Engineer with each Application for Payment. The Engineer will review the
Application for Payment as specified in the General Conditions.
Unit Prices shall include all of the Contractor's cost including materials, labor, surveying, office
and field overhead, profit and related charges. No separate payment will be made for any item
that is not specifically set forth in the Bid Schedule, and all costs therefor shall be included in the
Unit Prices named in the Bid Schedule for the various appurtenant items of work.
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27

SUBMITTALS AND PROPOSED EQUIVALENTS
27.01 Definition of Terms
a.

"Shop Drawings" are drawings, diagrams, schedules and other data
custom prepared by the Contractor or one of its subcontractors or suppliers
to illustrate some portion of the Work.

b.

"Product Data" are catalogue pages, brochures, schedules, performance
charts, diagrams, instructions and other information which have been
highlighted or marked and certified (if required in the Technical
Specifications) by the Contractor to indicate the specific items, including
options, that are being submitted for some portion of the work.

c.

A "Proposed Equivalent" is an item proposed for use by the Contractor in
lieu of the first specified item and warranted by the Contractor as being at
least equal in quality, utility, function and appearance to the first specified
item. The Contractor shall assume all costs and be fully and solely
responsible for the Proposed Equivalent.

d.

"Favorable Review" by the Engineer means that based on information
submitted by the Contractor and in consideration of the Contractor's
warranty required by General Conditions Article 13, the Contractor may
provide the Favorably Reviewed item or work subject to the limitations in
General Conditions, the General Requirements of Division 1, and the
Engineer's review comments.

e.

The term "first specified item" or "first named maker" refers to the first
product identified in the Specifications by a model number or trade name
and/or by a maker's name for a specified item.

27.02 When the first specified item is followed by a second maker's name and "or equal,"
the Contractor may submit Proposed Equivalent items for the Engineer's review.
Proposed Equivalent items that are in the Engineer's judgment equal to the first specified
item in quality, utility, and appearance, will be Favorably Reviewed. Where a product
description and first maker's name is followed by "or equal" with no second maker's name,
it means the specifier knows of no equivalent product and the Contractor may submit
Proposed Equivalent products by other makers for review. Where the term "or equal" is
omitted, it means that the named item is required to meet the Owner's needs; no products
or makers other than those specified will be considered.
27.03 Proposed equivalent items must be submitted as required for Product Data
submittals and shall include adequate technical information to fully describe the function
and quality of the item. Submittals of Proposed Equivalent items that are not made within
thirty-five (35) days of the Notice to Proceed will be rejected unless the Engineer has
agreed in writing to a later submittal date and the Contractor agrees to comply with all
conditions of the Engineer for the late submittal. If the Contractor's second attempt to
obtain Favorable Review of a Proposed Equivalent item is unsuccessful, the Contractor
shall submit the first specified item.
27.04 Inclusion of a second maker's name indicates the maker is acceptable but does
not necessarily indicate the maker offers a standard product equal to the first specified
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item.
a.

Items by the second named maker are subject to the same conditions of
review and compatibility as other Proposed Equivalent items.

b.

Inclusion of a maker's name and/or model number after a specification
description is not a representation that the maker will furnish an item
meeting the Contract requirements at bid time or at time of need. It is the
Contractor's sole responsibility to furnish items meeting the Contract
requirements.

27.05 Where items are specified with a description followed by a maker's name and trade
name or model number, the item shall be provided with all of the custom modifications,
special features, accessories and options described even though such things may not
normally be included by the maker or provider as part of the model specified. Where there
is a conflict between the written description of an item and maker's trade name and/or
model number, the written description shall take precedence.
27.06 The design is based on first specified items including all described custom
modifications, special features, accessories and options as made by the first named
maker. The Contractor shall be responsible for all cost including redesign required to
accommodate a Proposed Equivalent item including items by the second named maker.
27.07 The Engineer's review of Proposed Equivalent items is based solely on information
provided by the Contractor and on the Contractor's warranty that the proposed item is at
least equal in quality, utility, function and appearance to the first specified item. Favorable
Review of a Proposed Equivalent item has the same meaning and is subject to the same
limitations that apply to the Favorable Review of Product Data and Shop Drawings
described in this Article.
27.08 The Contractor shall make required submittals including Shop Drawings, Product
Data, Samples and Proposed Equivalent items in time to allow for the Engineer's review
and resubmittal, if required, without causing delay to the Work. The Contractor and
appropriate subcontractor shall review, stamp, date and sign submittals before sending
them to the Engineer. By making such a submittal, the Contractor makes the following
warranty and shall include that warranty statement on its letter of transmittal.
The Contractor warrants:
1.

Work or items submitted are complete, accurate and meet the requirements of the
Contract Documents, or else any deviations are identified and described in a
separate letter accompanying the submittal form.

2.

Work or items submitted have been coordinated with and meet the requirements
of other submittals, field conditions and the Work as a whole and quantities and
dimensions are correct.

3.

Proposed Equivalent items are at least equal in quality, utility and appearance to
the first specified item, or else any deviations are identified in a separate letter
accompanying the submittal form.
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4.

Adjustments to other work required to accommodate Proposed Equivalent items
including second named items have been delineated on the submittal and will be
made at the Contractor's expense.

5.

This submittal includes all items needed for a particular specification section or
assembly for which submittals are required.

6.

And represents that all material, equipment, hardware, software and firmware
product provided to the Project will be "Year 2000 Compliant". Year 2000
Compliant products will perform without error, loss of data or loss of functionality
arising from any failure to process, calculate, compare or sequence date data
accurately. In addition, Year 2000 Compliant products and/or services will not
cause any associated products or systems in which they may be used to fail in any
of the ways described above. This Year 2000 Compliant Warranty will remain in
effect through January 1, 2034, notwithstanding any other warranty period
specified in the Contract Documents.

27.09 The Engineer's review of the Contractor's submittals is done solely for the
Engineer's and Owner's benefit. The Contractor agrees that the Engineer has no duty to
the Contractor or any of its subcontractors or suppliers for the accuracy, completeness or
adequacy of the Engineer's review of its submittals.
27.10 The Engineer's review of submittals is for compliance with the design intent and
requirements of the Contract Documents and is based solely on information provided by
the Contractor and on the Contractor's warranty that the work or items submitted meet the
requirements of the Contract Documents, and the Work as a whole. If later information
reveals that work or items submitted or furnished do not meet the requirements of the
Contract Documents or the Work as a whole, the Engineer's Favorable Review shall be
void and the items or work shall be considered Defective. The Engineer's Favorable
Review shall not include an examination of methods or means of construction or required
safety precautions. The Engineer's Favorable Review: (1) shall not include a review of
quantities or dimensions, (2) shall not relieve the Contractor from responsibility for errors
or omissions in submittals, (3) shall not relieve the Contractor from responsibility for
complying with the requirements of the Contract Documents, (4) shall not constitute a
Change Order, and (5) shall not constitute final acceptance of a product, item or portion
of the Work.
27.11 The Engineer's Favorable Review of submittals shall not relieve the Contractor
from responsibility for deviations from the requirements of the Contract Documents unless
the deviations are specifically called to the Engineer's attention, and the Engineer
favorably reviews the specific deviations in writing.
27.12 The Engineer's Favorable Review of a re-submittal does not include a review of
changes made by the Contractor to a previous submittal that were not requested by the
Engineer unless the Contractor specifically calls the Engineer's attention to the nonrequested changes.
27.13 Where performance type specifications are used or where pre-engineered or
Contractor designed systems, elements, equipment or components are called for, the
Owner, the Design Engineer and the Engineer shall have the right to rely on the
Contractor's design. Favorable Review of the Contractor's design submittal shall be
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limited to acknowledgment that the design was prepared with the intent of meeting the
specified performance criteria, but the Engineer's review shall not constitute a review of
the design itself, of the designer's calculations, or of the effectiveness of the design in
actually satisfying the specified criteria.
27.14 The Contractor shall allow thirty (30) days for the Engineer's review of each
submittal and thirty (30) days for each resubmittal unless a different period is specified by
the Engineer in writing. If the Engineer requests additional information or clarification of a
submittal, the thirty (30) days shall be measured from the date the additional information
or clarification is received. If the Contractor requires more than two submittals to obtain
the Engineer's Favorable Review, the Contractor shall compensate the Owner for the cost
of the Engineer's additional review time. The Contractor shall not perform work for which
reviewed submittals are required without obtaining Favorable Review of submittals.
27.15 Submittals required for the Owner's or Engineer's information and on which the
Engineer shall not be expected to take responsive action are identified in the Contract
Documents.
28.
ENCROACHMENT PERMIT - The Encroachment Permit for this project will be obtained
by the District and will be made available to prospective bidders at least seven calendar days
prior to the bid opening.
29.

STAGING AREA - Contractor is responsible to secure a staging area.

30.
SPOILS DISPOSAL - Contractor is responsible to obtain all necessary permits including
grading permits. Contractor is responsible for all erosion control and stabilization and spoils piles.
All trench spoils shall be excavated and loaded directly into trucks for off-haul from the site. No
spoils shall be placed on the road or road shoulder or stockpiled on-site.
31.
DUST CONTROL - Contractor shall deploy a water truck to control dust if requested by
the Owner’s Inspector.
32.
SLURRY WASHOUT - Concrete and slurry shall be disposed of at proper washout
facilities.
33.
COMMON EXCAVATION - The excavation type for the project shall be Common
Excavation. Common excavation consists of all materials that can be excavated, transported,
and loaded using heavy ripping equipment and wheel tractor-scrapers with pusher tractors or that
can be excavated and dumped into place or loaded onto hauling equipment by excavators
equipped with attachments (shovel, bucket, backhoe, dragline, or clam shell) appropriate to the
material type, character, and nature of the materials. Included in common excavation is asphalt
or concrete side walk, concrete ditch lining, and asphalt pavement.
The District is aware that rock exists within the project site. No efforts have been made to
characterize the rock or quantify the rock. The District makes no claims about the nature of the
rock on the site and the Contractor is advised to bid accordingly.
No explosives may be used to remove rock on the project.
34.
RESTORATION TO DAMAGED PROPERTY - Contractor is responsible to replace or
repair in-kind any damaged mailboxes, fences, planters, retaining walls, irrigation systems,
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landscaping, v-ditches, etc.
35.
PRECONSTRUCTION SURVEY Contractor shall be required to conduct a
preconstruction video and photo survey to document the condition of sidewalks, dikes, gutters,
fences, landscaping, and any other items prior to the start of construction. All video and photos
shall be submitted to the District on a flash drive.
36.
CULVERTS - Contractor is encouraged to avoid impacts to all existing culverts by
tunneling under or crossing above existing culverts. Assume slurry backfill for all culvert
crossings. The Contractor is responsible to repair any damage to culverts.
37.
UTILITY LOCATING - Contractor is responsible for locating all utilities, calling for USA,
and pot-holing as necessary. Contractor is responsible to notify the District of any existing
conditions that differ from what is shown on the plans.
38.
CONSTRUCTION UTILITIES - No sanitary facilities will be provided. Construction water
may be obtained by fire hydrants designated by the District. The Contractor will be required to
“check out” a hydrant meter from the District and be billed for usage.
39.
WARNING TAPE - Warning tape is required and must be picked up at the District office
at no charge.
40.
TRAFFIC CONTROL - Contractor will be responsible for all traffic control as required by
Tuolumne County. Contractor shall submit to Tuolumne County a traffic control plan. Contractor
will be limited to a maximum 10 minute delay to normal traffic. All trench and road surfaces shall
be restored to drivable condition before the end of each working day.
41.
ROADWAY CLEANING - Contractor shall be responsible for sweeping the roadway as
frequently as necessary or when requested by the District’s Inspector or the County in order to
maintain safe conditions for vehicles, motorcycles, and bicyclists. Sweeper unit shall use water
to minimize dust.
Spoils from trenching activities shall be loaded directly into trucks and not placed on the paved
road surface. This requirement is intended to preserve the condition of the existing road surface.
42.
PERMANENT STRIPING - Following trenching activities, Contractor shall repaint all
striping destroyed.
43.
ARCHEOLOGICAL MONITORING - Project requires having an archeological monitor on
site from approximately Sta. 7+85 to Sta. 9+85 before ground disturbing activities commence.
District shall be responsible for the cost of all archeological monitoring. Placing trench spoils
between these stations is prohibited.
44.
WORK DAYS AND HOURS - Work hours shall be from 7:00 am to 4:00 pm, Monday
through Friday. Overtime and weekend work will only be permitted with prior District approval.
45.
EROSION CONTROL - Inspector has the discretion to direct the Contractor to install straw
wattles and to apply seed and straw as defined in Section 02370 – SLOPE PROTECTION
46.
HOT-TAPS - Contractor will be responsible to excavate and furnish and install tapping
sleeve and valve. District staff will complete the physical hot-tap with its own machines and own
forces at the Districts expense. Contractor shall notify the District of scheduled work five days in
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advance. Hot-taps will only occur Tuesday through Thursday.
47.
WATER SERVICES - Water services shown have not been confirmed with the property
owner. Before the project commences, the actual number of water service installations will be
known. Bid item as if all water services will be installed.
48.
INFLATION - The District understands that there may be an increase in material costs
due to inflation between the time of bid and the start of construction. It is the Contractor’s
responsibility to take inflation in to account at the time of bid. District will not accept change orders
due to inflation.
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SECTION 01010
SUMMARY OF WORK AND CONTRACT CONSIDERATIONS

1.01

WORK COVERED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
a.

The Work covered by these Contract Documents consists generally of providing
the following:
Mechanically thin overstocked conifer and reduce fuels in natural stands by
mechanically shredding/cutting/chipping live and dead brush, new and old slash,
small dead conifers, knob-cone pines, live conifers in accordance with the
enclosed specification/work statement for the Mastication Units listed in the
contract documents.

b.

1.02

Specifications for Mastication are provided in Appendix A.

TYPE OF CONTRACT
a.

The Work covered by these Contract Documents shall be provided under a single
Contract.

b.

All bid items shall be paid based on the measured quantities. The quantities in the
Bid Schedule are estimates for the purposes of bidding.

1.03

WORK UNDER OTHER CONTRACTS

1.04

WORK SEQUENCE
a.

1.05

1.06

Complete the Mastication work in the Spring and early Summer season of 2019:

CONTRACTOR'S USE OF SITE AND OWNERS CONTINUED OPERATIONS
a.

Contractor will coordinate construction traffic control to allow residences to get in
and out of this site during construction.

b.

The Contractor shall be responsible for maintaining safe emergency exiting for the
Owner's and Contractor's personnel in all areas affected by the Contractor’s work.

c.

If operation of the Owner's existing facility is adversely affected by the Contractor's
work, the Owner may suffer a financial loss and may make a claim against the
Contractor to recovery its loss.

SCHEDULE OF VALUES
a

Specific provisions are described in the Supplementary Conditions, SC-27.
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b.

1.07

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
a.

1.08

1.09

The Schedule of Values shall be in a form acceptable to the Engineer and have at
least the following level of detail: a separate line item for each technical
specification section, for site mobilization, for Construction Scheduling, for bonds
and insurance, for final cleanup and for final deliverables. Subdivide final
deliverables into: Record Drawings; Operation and Maintenance Manuals with
Parts Lists; and Special Guarantees. Include the appropriate specification section
and paragraph number for each line item. Subdivide major trades or portions of
the work into multiple line items that relate to observable milestones to aid monthly
progress evaluations.

Refer to General Conditions Article 14.

UNIT PRICE WORK
a.

The area for the Mastication Units have been carefully measured but are not
guaranteed to be exact and are intended to determine a Contract Price. Payment
to the Contractor shall be based on the actual area of mastication work completed
for each Mastication Unit.

b.

The Contractor may submit an area survey of the completed mastication units for
comparison to the area Engineers surveys. The Engineer will determine the
quantities for payment based on area surveys performed by the District and
consider data submitted by the Contractor. Engineer's written determination shall
be final under Article 14 of the General Conditions.

c.

Unit Prices shall include all of the Contractor's cost including overhead and profit.

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
a.

The codes and regulations, together with local amendments when applicable,
adopted by the State and other governmental authorities having jurisdiction shall
establish minimum requirements for this project. This project shall comply with the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Uniform Building Code (UBC)
Uniform Building Code Standards (UBCS)
Uniform Fire Code (UFC)
Uniform Mechanical Code (UMC)
Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC)
National Electric Code (NEC)

b.

Paragraphs addressing Pre-Engineered Systems and Performance Specifications
in other Sections cover the Contractor's responsibility to comply with code
requirements when (1) performance specifications are used to describe all or
portions of Work or items and (2) when pre-engineered (Contractor designed)
systems are specified.

c.

In cases where the Contract Documents are more restrictive than applicable
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codes, the Contractor shall comply with the Contract Documents.
1.10

1.11

REFERENCE STANDARDS
a.

When these specifications state that Work or tests shall conform to specific
provisions in a referenced standard, specification, code, recommendation or
manual published by an association, organization, society or agency the
referenced provisions, as they apply to the Work of the Contractor only shall be
considered a part of these specifications as fully as if included in total. When these
specifications or applicable codes contain higher or more restrictive requirements
than those contained in reference standards these specifications or applicable
codes shall govern.

b.

The latest edition of a referenced standard published at the time of submission of
bids shall apply unless a specific date for the referenced standard is cited in these
specifications.

c.

General provisions in referenced standards, specifications, manuals or codes shall
not change the specific duties and responsibilities between any of the parties
involved in this work from those described in the General Conditions. Provisions
in referenced standards with regard to measurement and payment shall not apply
to this Work unless specifically cited. See General Conditions paragraph 2.3.

SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE AND STYLE
a.

b.

1.12

Many parts of the Specifications as well as notes on the Drawings are written in
the active voice and are addressed to the Contractor.
1.

When words or phrases requiring an action or performance of a task are
used, it means that the Contractor shall provide the action or perform the
task. For example: provide, perform, install, furnish, erect, connect, test,
operate, adjust or similar words mean that the Contractor shall perform the
action or task referred to.

2.

When words or phrases requiring selection, acceptance, approval, review,
direction, designation or similar actions are referred to, it means that such
actions are the Owner's or the Engineer's prerogative and that the
Contractor must obtain such action before proceeding.

Requirements in the Specifications and Drawings apply to all work of a similar type,
kind or class even though the word "all" or "typical" may not be stated.

DEFINITIONS
a.

The following terms, when used in the Contract Documents, shall have the
meanings listed:

ACCEPTABLE

"acceptable to the Engineer"

PERFORM

"perform all operations required to complete the work referred to in
accordance with the intent of the Contract Documents"
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PROVIDE

"furnish and install the work referred to including proper anchorage,
connection to required utilities or other work, testing, adjustment
and startup ready to put in service and perform the intended
function"

REMOVE

“remove from the work site and, unless the item is to be salvaged,
become the property of the Contractor”

REQUIRED

"required by the Contract Documents or required to complete the
Work and produce the intended results"

SALVAGE

“protect from damage and deliver to the Owner

SATISFACTORY

"acceptable to the Engineer"

SHOWN

"as indicated on the Drawings"

SITE

"geographical location of the Project and land within the work area
shown on the contract drawings and within which the Work will be
installed or built"

SPECIFIED

"as written in the Contract Documents including the Specifications
and the Drawings"

SUBMIT

"submit to the Engineer"

ABBREVIATIONS
a.

The following acronyms or abbreviations are used in these specifications for the
organizations listed.

Abbreviation
AASHTO
AAMA
ABMA
ACI
ADC
AGA
AGMA
AI
AISC
AISI
AITC
AMCA
ANSI

Stands for
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association
American Boiler Manufacturers Association
American Concrete Institute
Air Diffusion Council
American Gas Association
American Gear Manufacturers Association
Asphalt Institute
American Institute of Steel Construction
American Iron and Steel Institute
American Institute of Timber Construction
Air Moving and Conditioning Association
American National Standard Institute (formerly United States of America
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Standards Institute)
APA
American Plywood Association
API
American Petroleum Institute
APWA
American Public Works Association
AREA
American Railway Engineering Association
ASCE
American Society of Civil Engineers
ASHRAE
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers
ASME
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM
American Society for Testing and Materials
AWPA
American Wood-Preservers' Association
AWS
American Welding Society
AWWA
American Water Works Association
CAGI
Compressed Air and Gas Institute
CAL/OSHA State of California Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Industrial
Safety
CAL TRANS California Department of Transportation
CBC
California Building Code
CBM
Certified Ballast Manufacturers
CBR
California Bearing Ratio
CI
Chlorine Institute
CISPI
Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute
CMAA
Crane Manufacturers Association of America
CPSC
Consumer Products Safety Commission
CRA
California Redwood Association
CRSI
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute
CS
Commercial Standards for the U.S. Department of Commerce
CTI
Cooling Tower Institute
DFPA
Douglas Fir Plywood Association
EIA
Electronic Industries Association
EPA
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
ETL
Electronic Testing Laboratory
FM
Factory Mutual Insurance Company
FPS
Fluid Power Society
FS
Federal Specifications
GO 95
General Order No. 95, California Public Utilities Commission Rules for
Overhead Electric Line Construction
GO 128
General Order No. 128, California Public Utilities Commission Rules for
Underground Electrical Construction
HI
Hydraulic Institute
HMI
Hoist Manufacturers Institute
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IAPMO
ICBO
IEEE
IES
IGCC
IPCE
ISA
NAAMM
NBS
NCPI
NEC
NEMA
NETA
NFPA
NGVD
NSF
NWMA
OSHA
PCA
REA
SAMA
SMACNA
SSPC
TCA
UCB
UPC
UFC
UMC
USDC
UL
WCLIB
WIC
WQCB
WRCB

International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials
International Conference of Building Officials
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Illuminating Engineering Society
Insulating Glass Certification Council
International Power Cable Engineers Association
Instrument Society of America
National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers
National Bureau of Standards
National Clay Pipe Institute
National Electric Code
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
International Electrical Testing Association
National Fire Protection Association
National Geodetic Vertical Datum
National Sanitation Foundation
National Woodwork Manufacturers Association
Occupational Safety and Health Act
Portland Cement Association
Rural Electrification Administration
Scientific Apparatus Makers Association
Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association
Structural Steel Painting Council
Tile Council of America
Uniform Building Code
Uniform Plumbing Code
Uniform Fire Code
Uniform Mechanical Code
U.S. Department of Commerce
Underwriters Laboratories
West Coast Lumber Inspection Bureau
Woodwork Institute of California
Water Quality Control Board (Regional)
Water Resources Control Board

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01140
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

1.01

SCOPE
A.

During the progress of the work, keep the work areas occupied by the Contractor
in a neat and clean condition and protect the environment both onsite and offsite,
throughout and upon completion of the construction project.

1.02

NOT USED

1.03

MITIGATION OF CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS
A.

Requirements: All operations shall comply with all federal, state and local
regulations pertaining to water, air, solid waste and noise pollution, as well as,
protection of cultural resources.

B.

Definitions of Contaminants:
1.
Sediment: Soil and other debris that have been eroded and transported
by runoff water.
2.
Solid Waste: Rubbish, debris, garbage and other discarded solid
materials resulting from construction activities, including a variety of
combustible and non-combustible wastes, such as ashes, waste
materials that result from construction or maintenance and repair work,
leaves and tree trimmings.
3.
Chemical Waste: Includes petroleum products, bituminous materials,
salts, acids, alkalies, herbicides, pesticides, disinfectants, organic
chemicals and inorganic wastes. Some of the above may be classified
as "hazardous."
4.
Sanitary Wastes:
a.
Sewage: That which is considered as domestic sanitary sewage.
b.
Garbage: Refuse and scraps resulting from preparation, cooking,
dispensing and consumption of food.
5.
Hazardous Materials: As defined by applicable laws and regulations.
Undisclosed hazardous material contamination, if encountered will
constitute a changed site condition. The Owner may retain a separate
contractor to dispose of undisclosed hazardous material encountered.

C.

Protection of Natural Resources:
1.
General: It is intended that the natural resources within the project
boundaries and outside the limits of permanent work performed under this
Contract be preserved in their existing condition or be restored to an
equivalent or improved condition upon completion of the work. Confine
construction activities to areas defined by the public roads, easements,
and work area limits. Return construction areas to their pre-construction
elevations except where surface elevations are otherwise noted to be
changed. Maintain natural drainage patterns. Conduct construction
activities to avoid ponding stagnant water conducive to mosquito breeding.
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2.

3.

Land Resources: Do not remove, cut, deface, injure or destroy trees or
shrubs, except as shown on the Drawings or staked, without permission
from the Engineer.
a.
Protection: Protect trees that are located near the limits of the
Contractor's work areas which may possibly be defaced, bruised
or injured or otherwise damaged by the Contractor's operations.
No ropes, cables or guys shall be fastened to or attached to any
existing nearby trees or shrubs for anchorages unless specifically
authorized. Where such special emergency use is permitted, the
Contractor shall be responsible for any damage resulting from
such use.
b.
Trimming: Trim and seal tree limbs overhanging the line of the
work and in danger of being damaged by the Contractor's
operations in accordance with recognized standards for such
work. Remove other tree limbs under the direction of the
Engineer, so that the tree will present a balanced appearance.
c.
Treatment of Roots: Do not cut roots unnecessarily during
excavating or trenching operations.
Expose major roots
encountered in the course of excavation and do not sever. Wrap
them in burlap as a protective measure while exposed. Neatly
trim all other roots larger than 1 inch in diameter that are severed
in the course of excavation at the edge of the excavation or trench
and paint them with a heavy coat of an approved tree seal.
d.
Repair or Restoration: Repair or replace any trees or other
landscape features scarred or damaged by equipment or
construction operations as specified below. The repair and/or
restoration plan shall be favorably reviewed prior to its initiation.
e.
Temporary Construction:
Obliterate all signs of temporary
construction facilities such as haul roads, work areas, structures,
foundations of temporary structures, stockpiles of excess or waste
materials, or any other vestiges of construction as directed by the
Engineer. Level all temporary roads, parking areas and any other
areas that have become compacted or shaped. Any unpaved
areas where vehicles are operated shall receive a suitable surface
treatment or shall be periodically wetted down to prevent
construction operations from producing dust damage and
nuisance to persons and property, at no additional cost to the
Owner. Keep haul roads clear at all times of any object that
creates an unsafe condition. Promptly remove any contaminants
or construction material dropped from construction vehicles. Do
not drop mud and debris from construction equipment on public
streets. Sweep clean turning areas and pavement entrances as
necessary.
Water Resources: Investigate and comply with all applicable federal,
state and local regulations concerning the discharge (directly or indirectly)
of pollutants to the underground and natural waters. Perform all work
under this Contract in such a manner that any adverse environmental
impacts are reduced to a level that is acceptable to the Engineer and
regulatory agencies.
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a.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Oily Substances: At all times, special measures shall be taken to
prevent oily or other hazardous substances from entering the
ground, drainage areas or local bodies of water in such quantities
as to affect normal use, aesthetics or produce a measurable
impact upon the area. Any soil or water that is contaminated with
oily substances due to the Contractor's operations shall be
disposed of in accordance with applicable regulations.
b.
If the measures being taken by the Contractor are inadequate to
control water pollution effectively, the Engineer may direct the
Contractor to revise his operations. Such directions will be in
writing and will specify the items of work for which the Contractor's
water pollution control measures are inadequate. No further work
shall be performed on said items until the water pollution control
measures are adequate.
c.
Where erosion which will cause water pollution is probable due to
the nature of the material or the season of the year, the
Contractor's operations shall be so scheduled that permanent
erosion control features will be installed concurrently with or
immediately following grading operations.
d.
Nothing in the terms of the Contract nor in the provisions in this
Section shall relieve the Contractor of the responsibility for
compliance with Sections 5650 and 12015 of the California Fish
and Game Code, or other applicable statutes relating to
prevention or abatement of water pollution.
Fish and Wildlife Resources: Perform all work and take such steps
required to prevent any interference or disturbance to fish and wildlife.
The Contractor will not be permitted to alter water flows or otherwise
significantly disturb native habitat adjacent to the project area which are
critical to fish and wildlife except as may be indicated or specified.
Cultural Resources:
The project passes through several known
archaeological sites.
Unrecorded archaeological sites could be
discovered during the construction. In the event that artifacts, human
remains, or other cultural resources are discovered during excavations at
locations of the Work, the Contractor shall protect the discovered items
and comply with Supplementary Conditions SC-22. An archeological
monitor will be employed by the District for a portion of the project. The
contractor will be instructed as to the approximate location of known
artifacts and will be directed to avoid disturbing recorded archeological
resources.
Omitted
Noise Control: The following noise control procedures shall be employed:
a.
Maximum Noise Levels within 1,000 Feet of any Residence,
Business, or Other Populated Area: Noise levels for trenchers,
pavers, graders and trucks shall not exceed 90 dBA at 50 feet as
measured under the noisiest operating conditions. For all other
equipment, noise levels shall not exceed 85 dBA at 50 feet.
b.
Equipment: Jack hammers shall be equipped with exhaust
mufflers and steel muffling sleeves. Air compressors should be of
a quiet type such as a "whisperized" compressor.
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c.

8.

9.

1.04

Operations: Keep noisy equipment as far as possible from noisesensitive site boundaries. Machines should not be left idling. Use
electric power in lieu of internal combustion engine power
wherever possible. Maintain equipment properly to reduce noise
from excessive vibration, faulty mufflers, or other sources. All
engines shall have mufflers.
d.
Scheduling: Schedule noisy operations so as to minimize their
duration at any given location.
e.
Monitoring: To determine whether the above noise limits are
being met and whether noise barriers are needed, the Contractor
shall use a portable sound level meter meeting the requirements
of American National Standards Institute Specification S1.4 for
Type 2 sound level meters. If non-complying noise levels are
found, the Contractor shall be responsible for monitoring and
correction of excessive noise levels.
Dust Control, Air Pollution and Odor Control: Employ measures to
prevent the creation of dust, air pollution and odors.
a.
Unpaved areas where vehicles are operated shall be periodically
wetted down or given an equivalent form of treatment, to eliminate
dust formation.
b.
Store all volatile liquids, including fuels or solvents in closed
containers.
c.
No open burning of debris, lumber or other scrap will be
permitted.
d.
Properly maintain equipment to reduce gaseous pollutant
emissions.
Erosion and Sediment Transport Control:
a.
Discharge construction runoff into small drainages at frequent
intervals to avoid buildup of large potentially erosive flows.
b.
Prevent runoff from flowing over unprotected slopes.
c.
Keep disturbed areas to the minimum necessary for construction.
d.
Keep runoff away from disturbed areas during construction.
e.
Direct flows over vegetated areas prior to discharge into public
storm drainage systems.
f.
Trap sediment before it leaves the site, using such techniques as
check dams, sediment ponds, or siltation fences.
g.
Remove and dispose of all project construction-generated siltation
that occurs in offsite retention ponds.
h.
Confine construction to the dry season, whenever possible. If
construction needs to be scheduled for the wet season, ensure
that erosion and sediment transport control measures are ready
for implementation prior to the onset of the first major storm of the
season.
i.
Stabilize disturbed areas as quickly as possible.

DISPOSAL OPERATIONS
A.

Solid Waste Management:
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1.

2.

Supply solid waste transfer containers. Daily remove all debris such as
spent air filters, oil cartridges, cans, bottles, combustibles and litter. Take
care to prevent trash and papers from blowing onto adjacent property.
Encourage personnel to use refuse containers. Convey contents to a
sanitary landfill.
Washing of concrete containers where wastewater may reach adjacent
property or natural water courses will not be permitted. Remove any
excess concrete to the sanitary landfill.

B.

Chemical Waste and Hazardous Materials Management: Furnish containers for
storage of spent chemicals used during construction operations. Dispose of
chemicals and hazardous materials in accordance with applicable regulations.

C.

Garbage: Store garbage in covered containers, pick up daily and dispose of in a
sanitary landfill.

D.

Dispose of trees, vegetation, weeds, rubble, and other materials removed by the
clearing, stripping and grubbing operations off site at a suitable disposal site in
accordance with applicable regulations.

E.

Excavated Materials:
1.
Native soil complying with the requirements of Section 02301 may be
used for backfill, fill and embankments as allowed by that section.
2.
Spoil Material:
a.
Remove all material which is excavated in excess of that required
for backfill, and such excavated material which is unsuitable for
backfill, from the site and dispose of off site in accordance with
applicable regulations.

F.

No additional compensation will be paid to the Contractor for disposal. Include
all such costs in the prices bid for the project.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01500
CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES AND TEMPORARY CONTROLS
1.01

TEMPORARY UTILITIES
A.

Sanitary Facilities: Provide and maintain self-contained portable sanitary
facilities for the Contractor's, subcontractor's, Engineer's, and Owner's use.
Facilities shall comply with applicable regulations and shall be serviced, cleaned
and disinfected frequently.

B.

Temporary Power and Telephone Service: Provide all temporary utility service
required for the project. Pay all utility service connection and use charges.

C.

Temporary Water: Coordinate temporary water service with Owner. Connect to
Owner’s existing water system and provide backflow prevention devices. Install
a meter and reimburse the Owner for the cost of water used.

D.

Temporary Fire Protection:
1.

2.
3.

1.02

1.03

Provide and maintain fire protection equipment, including extinguishers,
fire hoses, and other equipment required by law, insurance carriers, or
necessary for proper fire protection during the course of the work.
Use fire protection equipment only for fighting fires.
Locate fire extinguishers in field offices, storage sheds, tool houses,
temporary buildings, and at active construction areas.

TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION
A.

The Contractor is solely and exclusively responsible for the design, construction
and maintenance of all temporary construction including forms, falsework,
shoring, scaffolding, stairs, ladders and all other similar items. See General
Conditions paragraphs 5.3 and 5.20 through 5.28 and Section 01040.

B.

Construct adequate and safe forms and falsework, to rigidly support partially
completed structures. Provide temporary bridges and decking to maintain
vehicular and pedestrian access. Design and construct temporary forms,
falsework, bridges and decking in accordance with applicable regulations and
codes.

BARRICADES, FENCES AND ENCLOSURES
A.

See General Conditions
Section 01040.

paragraphs 5.3

B.

Barricades:
Provide temporary guard rails, ladders, stairs, guards, and
barricades to protect persons in accordance with applicable regulations,
including California Code of Regulations Title 8 and Cal/OSHA.

C.

Fences:
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and

5.20

through

5.28

and

1.

1.04

1.05

PROTECTION OF INSTALLED WORK
A.

Provide temporary and removable protection for installed products.
activity in immediate work area to minimize damage.

B.

Provide heavy planking to protect curbs, gutters, culverts, paving and similar
surfaces from damage by heavy equipment or vehicles.

1.07

Control

SECURITY
A.

1.06

Existing fences enclose portions of the site. The fences are for the
protection and security of existing facilities and private landowners. If it is
necessary for the Contractor to remove some of the fences for installation
of new work, the Contractor shall provide equivalent temporary protection
and security. Replace fencing removed by the Contractor with new
fencing of equivalent quality prior to completion.

Provide security and facilities to protect the Work, existing facilities, and Owner's
operations from unauthorized entry, vandalism, or theft.

ACCESS ROADS, PARKING AND STORAGE AREAS
A.

Access Roads: Use only existing roads to access the site.

B.

Parking: A limited amount of parking and storage area is available at the Sonora
Water Treatment Plant; coordinate with the Owner.

TEMPORARY CONTROLS
A.

Cleaning:
1.

2.
3.

4.
B.

During Construction: Maintain the site and all work in a clean orderly
fashion free of waste debris and rubbish. Store debris in covered
containers. Pick up and remove debris daily if required, but not less
frequently than weekly.
Burning debris on site is not permitted.
If work under this Contract creates dusty, dirty or unsightly conditions in
adjacent areas, the Contractor shall immediately cleanup the affected
areas. Clean mud from vehicles before leaving the site.
Final cleanup is specified in Section 01700.

Environmental Protection: Refer to Section 01140.

1.08

NOT USED

1.09

TRAFFIC REGULATION
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A.

Conduct operations so as to offer the least possible obstruction and
inconvenience to public traffic. Do not overload or damage paved or improved
surfaces, sidewalks, curbs or gutters.

B.

Traffic Regulation: Provide such flagmen, patrols, pilot cars, drivers, barricades,
flares, lights, warning signs, and safety devices as may be required for control of
pedestrian and vehicular traffic adjacent to all areas of work.

END OF SECTION

01500-3

SECTION 01700
CONTRACT CLOSEOUT

1.01

FINAL CLEANUP
A.

Prior to Final Inspection clean the entire construction area and all other areas
affected by the performance of work under this Contract. Perform all work to the
highest trade standards applicable to that type of work.
1.
2.

3.

4.

Remove all temporary construction, signs, tools, equipment, excess
material and debris.
Remove all lumps, splatters, spots and stains caused by paint, adhesive,
asphalt, concrete, mortar, sealant or other foreign material from exposed
or finished surfaces. Remove all temporary labels.
Repair, patch or replace new or existing work including pavement,
sidewalks, curbs, gutters, culverts, catch basins, gratings, manholes,
covers, landscaping, plant materials and other items that have been
damaged, broken, cracked or chipped as a result of performing this
Work.
Sweep clean and wash down all exterior pavement. Remove all
hazardous material and material that may cause sediment in drainage
systems prior to washdown. Remove all grease and oil stains on
pavement caused by Contractor's equipment.

1.02

NOT USED

1.03

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION
A.

1.04

1.05

FINAL INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE
A.

See General Conditions Article 14 and Supplementary Conditions SC-15.

B.

The Owner will record the Notice of Final Completion at the County Recorders
Office.

RECORD DRAWINGS
A.

1.06

See General Conditions Article 14 and Supplementary Conditions SC-14.

Provide Record Drawings to the Engineer.
Paragraph 6.18.

NOT USED

END OF SECTION

01700-1

See General Conditions

APPENDIX A
Mastication Specifications

MASTICATION SPECIFICATIONS

C.1.

SCOPE OF THE CONTRACT

The purpose of this contract is to mechanically thin overstocked conifer and reduce fuels in natural
stands by mechanically shredding/cutting/chipping live and dead brush, new and old slash, small
dead conifers, knob-cone pines, live conifers and treat fuels along roadsides for fire protection.
C.2

LOCATION AND DIRECTION TO WORK AREAS

Work areas are in the Stanislaus National Forest. See map depicting mastication units located
in the Stanislaus National Forest in Appendix B. It is the Contractor's responsibility to
reach the work site. Access to each site is from South Fork Road. TUD will not provide
special maintenance or snow plowing to open roads or keep roads open. All transportation of
equipment, personnel, and supplies shall be the responsibility of the Contractor.
C.3

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Specific equipment to be furnished by the Contractor is as follows:
(a) Prime power unit- tracked unit with a maximum ground pressure of 8 pounds per square inch
(psi). Written manufacture equipment specifications which include ground pressure shall be
included in the Proposal under "Equipment" for each piece of equipment used on this contract.
(b) Capable of working continuously on 0 to 40 percent slopes, and on pitches up to 50 percent.
(c) Maximum cutter head/blade cutting width of three meters (ten feet), no minimum width.
(d) Power supply to shredder/cutter/chipper that maintains constant rpm's to shredder/cutter/chipper
head regardless of power unit.
(e) Forest Service approved spark arrester. Spark arresters are not required on equipment powered
by exhaust-driven turbo-charged engines or motor vehicles equipped with a maintained muffler as
defined in California Public Resources Code, Section 4442 and 4443.
(f) Canopy approved by the State of California, Division of Industrial Safety.
(g) The Contractor shall provide all tools and equipment for self and employees.
(h) All equipment must be in good running condition with no excessive fluid leaks or overheating.
(i) All equipment shall be equipped with the tools and supplies necessary for making emergency and
routine repairs and servicing.
(j) All equipment and service/transport vehicles shall be equipped with the required fire tools. See
Section H.

(k) Contractor shall be responsible for all fuel, lubrication, repair, and replacement for equipment.
(I) All chainsaws or other motorized equipment shall be equipped with Forest Service approved spark
arresters.

C.4

INSPECTION OF EQUIPMENT

Prior to award of the task order, the Forest Service reserves the right to inspect the equipment to be
furnished by the Contractor. If the equipment is found to be in such condition as to indicate the need
for frequent repairs and delays in performance, it shall be rejected.
C.5

CLEANING OF EQUIPMENT

Contractor shall ensure that equipment (as described above) moved on to National Forest Land is
free of soil, vegetative matter or other debris that could contain or hold seeds of noxious weeds. For
purposes of this provision, equipment shall be considered free of soil, seeds, and other such debris
when a visual inspection does not disclose such material. Disassembly of equipment components or
specialized inspection tools will not be required. A current list of noxious weeds of concern to Forest
Service is available at the District Ranger's Office for this project.
Equipment shall also be cleaned prior to moving between units on this contract known to be infested
with noxious weeds, and other units, if any, which are free of such weeds.
Contractor shall employ whatever cleaning methods are necessary to ensure compliance with the
terms of this provision and shall notify Forest Service prior to moving each piece of equipment onto
National Forest Land. Notification will include identifying the location of the equipment's most recent
operations. If the prior location of the equipment cannot be identified and certified free of noxious
weeds, Forest Service may assume that it was infested with noxious weed seeds. Upon request of
Forest Service, arrangements will be made for the Forest Service to inspect each piece of equipment
prior to it being placed into service.
Contractor shall certify in writing compliance with the terms of this provision prior to each start-up of
contractor operations. Measures taken to ensure compliance for equipment present at start-up, and
planned for equipment to be moved in later, will be identified in the certification. For the purposes of
this provision, "equipment" includes all tracked vehicles and their attachments. Transports used for
hauling equipment, pickup trucks, cars or other vehicles used to daily transport personnel are not
considered equipment as relates to this clause.
C.6

DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this contract, the following definitions will be utilized:
(a) Brush- Scrub vegetation (though some may be over 6 meters (20ft.) tall) or woody plants such
as Manzanita, Deer brush, or Ceanothus etc. excludes small conifers.
(b) Chips- The woody residue resulting from the mechanical shredding/chipping activity. Residue
size is usually less than 0.15 meters (6 inches), but occasionally is up to 0.61 meters (two feet) in

length.
(c) Conifer- A cone-bearing tree with needles or leaf scales including, but not limited to ponderosa
pine, sugar pine, incense cedar, Douglas fir, giant sequoia, and bull pine (also known as Grey pine);
does not necessarily have cones at any given time.
(d) Controlled Area - Area within contract boundaries determined to contain sensitive plants,
infestations of noxious weeds, archaeological sites, or threatened or endangered species, and
designated to be protected from all Contractor operations.
(e) Crown - The part of the tree comprised of the branches, twigs and foliage which carry on the
majority of the photosynthesis. Live crown ratio is the percent of tree height supporting live foliage
that effectively contributes to tree growth.
(f) DBH - Diameter at breast height; the diameter of a tree measured at a point 1.4 meters (4.5
feet) above the ground on the uphill side of the tree).
(g) Downed log - all or part of the trunk of a felled tree greater than 35.6 em (14 in) DBH and 3.0
meters (10 feet) long. Includes logs in all of the various stages of decomposition.
(h) Hardwood – A tree with broad, flat leaves including but not limited to oak, maple, willow, alder,
cottonwood, elderberry or dogwood.
(i) Residual tree or leave tree- tree(s) to be left standing and undamaged that comprise the
stand following the Contractor's operations.
(j) Riparian vegetation - plant species typically associated with and found in wet drainages. They
include, but are not limited to alder, willow, cottonwood, or maple in the overstory and sedges and
rushes underneath.
(k) Shred - The physical process of grinding or cutting, slash and vegetation into a residue of
separate species generally not exceeding 2 feet in length distributed across the work area using
a cutter head powered by hydraulic or mechanical means.
(I) Slash - Debris consisting of portions of brush and/or trees created by work under this contract
or debris created prior to this contract including all brush and cut trees, tops, trunks, and
branches.
(m) Snag - Standing dead tree greater than 22.9 em (9") DBH.
(n) Screening- Visual barrier that can be composed of piled or naturally standing live and or dead
plant materials.

C.7

W ORK SPECIFICATIONS

(a) GENERAL
(1) All brush, slash and conifers within the treatment area shall be treated.
(2) The contractor shall provide for public safety when operating equipment within 200
feet of structures and open roadways. The Contractor shall be responsible for obtaining and
following all safety procedures policies, laws and regulations required by the state, county, and
private roadways for the safe operation of equipment necessary to complete the contract.
(3) Equipment shall be operated such that shredded material stays within the treatment unit and is
not distributed on roads, structures, private property, protected sites, improvements, telephone
lines, established trails, stock driveways, fence lines, ditch system or canals, established land
corners, or other improvements.
(4) The contractor shall remove all shredded material or debris resulting from contract operations
that is distributed outside of treatment unit or on roads, structures, private property, protected sites,
improvements, telephone lines, established trails, stock driveways, fence lines, established land
corners or other improvements.
(5) Any trees falling on or into such areas as described in C.7 (a) (3) & (4) shall be removed if
possible, and any resulting damage shall be immediately reported to the Contracting Officer.
(6) The Contractors equipment shall not travel over the same tracks, except where designated by
the C.O. for access and service routes. Erosion work shall be required and kept current with
contract work progress for unit or partial unit acceptance.
(7) All residues from shredding operations shall be arranged so that it does not exceed
12 inches in height above the ground.
(8) Brush and trees to be shredded shall be severed from their main stems so no more than 6
inches above the ground on level surfaces and no more than 8 inches from any natural obstacles
such as rocks, downed logs, or leave trees.
(9) Protection of the leave trees shall be the highest priority in all operations.
(10) The Contractor shall be responsible for contacting all utility companies to
determine the location of under and above ground utilities. The contractor shall protect
or avoid these utilities during all operations of this contract.
(11) Hardwoods over 9 inches DBH shall be retained. Some Hardwoods under 9 inches DBH, may
be shredded to facilitate efficiency, safety & for efficacy of the treatment.
(12) Waterbars in skidtrails, firelines, and roads disturbed by the Contractor shall be restored to
condition prior to damage at the Contractors' expense.
(13) Soil displacement shall be minimized by working the shredding equipment in as straight a line

as possible, parallel slopes, given the known limitations of residual trees and terrain.
(14) All drainages within unit boundaries shall have non-riparian brush and non-residual conifers
shredded completely (no buffer zone) unless otherwise directed by the Contracting Officer. Machine
treads shall stay 15 feet outside of stream channel slope break, and on stable, dry soils, as far from
stream channel as possible, while still accomplishing contract objectives.
(15) Riparian vegetation shall not be shredded, cut or damaged.
(16) Downed logs shall not be shredded or cut and shall be left in an undisturbed state to the
greatest extent practical.
(17) Small seedlings in openings larger than 20 feet in diameter shall not be shredded, cut or
damaged.
(18) Equipment shall be kept free of debris accumulations that may result in fire starts.
(19) The shredded/cut/chipped material shall be evenly distributed over the treated areas to not leave
large accumulations of slash. Concentrations of brush, slash, and small dead trees may need
repeated treatment in order to satisfy desired work standards.
(20) Brush, small dead trees and slash shall not be pushed into leave trees and left unshredded.
(21) Soils in the operating area must be dry enough to prevent rutting by a single pass of the
equipment.
(22) Contractor's equipment shall not cross meadows, "wet" stream channels, or other non-work
areas, except by prior, written agreement with Contracting Officer.
(23) Unless otherwise agreed in writing, when Contractor's operations are in progress adjacent to or
on Forest Service controlled roads and trails open to public travel, the Contractor shall furnish, install
and maintain all temporary traffic controls which provide the forest user with adequate warning of
hazardous or potentially hazardous conditions associated with Contractor's Operations. A specific
traffic control plan for each individual contract work area shall be agreed to by Contractor and
Contracting Officer prior to commencing operations. Devices shall be appropriate to current
conditions and shall be covered or removed when not needed. Except as otherwise agreed, flaggers
and devices shall be as specified in the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and
Highway" (MUTCD), and as shown on the Contract Map.
(24) All units shall be worked in a systematic method that will be addressed in the
Project proposal under ''Work Methods.
(25) Hours of Operations: Contractor shall limit treatment operations within 14 mile of residences to
weekdays and non-holidays only, between the hours of 7:00 am and 6:00 pm. Servicing and
maintenance of machinery and equipment is excluded from this limitation.

(b) BRUSH TREATMENT
(1) All brush within the designated units shall be shredded EXCEPT brush growing so close to
adjacent leave trees that attempted brush removal would cause damage to the leave tree (generally
30.5 em (12 in) or closer to the bole of residual tree).
(2) Brush shall be shredded prior to tree processing in any given area. Tree slash laid on top of
unshredded brush will result in failure to pass inspection.
(3) Shredded material shall not exceed dimensions for chips
(4) Minimum treatable brush size is 12 inches tall.

(c) CONIFER TREE AND SLASH TREATMENT
(1) Shred all live conifers less than 9 inches DBH to a 20ft x 20 ft spacing. All old logging slash shall
be shredded.
(2) Leave Trees:
a) Leave trees should be spaced an average of 20 feet apart.
b) Trees selected as Leave trees shall be free of damage, defect, forks and crooks.
c) Species preference order is sugar pine, Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, incense cedar,
white fir.
d) Leave trees shall be amongst the most vigorous, tallest and largest in diameter trees
available.
e) Leave trees shall have at least 30% crown ratio
(3) The Contracting Officer may designate specific trees to be shredded or retained as leave trees.
(4) Minimum cut tree size is 12 inches tall.
(5) No dead conifers (snags) greater than 15 inches DBH shall be cut with the exception of roadside
hazard trees, hazardous dead trees which could impact a ditch or canal, or others designated by the
Contracting Officer.
(6) Shredded material shall not exceed dimensions for chips.
(7) Slash heights for trees and woody slash shall not exceed 30.5 em (12 in) measure from the
ground level. Severed tree tops are slash under this clause. (8) The Contracting Officer may
designate specific cut or leave trees.

C.8

PROTECTION OF IMPROVEMENTS

(a) Use of Improvements. Contractor shall comply with the rules and regulations governing the
operation on premises which are occupied and shall perform the contract in a manner that shall

not interrupt or interfere with the conduct of Forest Service business.
Before any quarry, borrow pit, storage, or service area is constructed, opened, or operated on
National Forest land or lands administered by Forest Service, written permission shall be
obtained through the Contracting Officer.
(b) Protection of Improvements. Contractor shall protect National Forest System Roads and
other improvements, such as trails, telephone lines, quail guzzlers, ditches, and fences, existing
in the operating area and determined to have a continuing need or use. Roads and trails needed
for fire protection or other purposes shall be kept reasonably free of equipment and products,
slash, and debris caused by Contractor's operations. Contractor shall make timely restoration of
any such improvements damaged by Contractors operations.
(c) Protection of Land Survey Monuments. Contractor shall protect all known survey monuments,
witness corners, reference monuments and bearing trees against avoidable destruction,
obliteration or damage during Contractor's operations. If any known monuments, corners, or
accessories are destroyed, obliterated or damaged by Contractor's operations, Contractor shall
hire the appropriate county surveyor or registered land surveyor to establish or restore at the
same location the monuments, corners or accessories. Such surveyors shall use procedures in
accordance with the Bureau of Land Management of Instructions for the Survey of the Public
Lands of the
United States for the General Land Office surveys, and in accordance with the State law for
others. Contractor shall record such survey in the appropriate county records.

C.9

PROTECTION OF RESOURCES

(a) Protection of Cultural Resources. Location of known historic or prehistoric sites, buildings,
objects, and properties related to American history, architecture, archaeology and culture, such as
settler or Indian artifacts, protected by the Antiquities Act of 1906 (16 U.S.C. 431-433), National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C 470), the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of
1979 (P.L. 96-95), and 36 CFR 261.9(g) or circumference flagged to be avoided shall be identified
on the ground and shown to the Contractor before work commences. Discovery of new sites or
objects by either party shall be promptly reported to the other party and may result in contract
modification. Contractor shall protect, by AVOIDANCE, all known and identified historic or
prehistoric sites, buildings, objects, and properties related to American history, architecture,
archaeology and culture against destruction, removal or damage during Contractor's operations.
The Contractor shall immediately halt and notify the Contract Officer if damage occurs to any cultural
resources and immediately halt operations in the vicinity of the Resource where damage occurred
until the Contracting Officer authorizes the Contractor to proceed. If such damages are negligently
or willfully caused by the Contractor's operations, the Contractor shall bear the costs of investigation
and restoration in accordance with 36 CFR 296.14(c), provided that such payment shall not relieve
the Contractor from civil or criminal remedies otherwise provided by law.
Wheeled or track-laying equipment shall not be operated within controlled areas except on roads,
landings, tractor roads or skid trails approved by the Contracting Officer. Unless agreed otherwise,

trees will not be felled into such areas. Contractor may be required to restore disturbed areas where
incursion has been approved by the Contracting Officer.
All controlled areas shall be avoided unless agreed in writing by the Contracting Officer.
(b) Sensitive Plants and Noxious Weeds. Known populations of sensitive plants and
noxious weeds occur within or adjacent to the designated units. These are flagged to
AVOID. Should any other populations of these plants be discovered within the contract area, these
populations will be flagged off and all disturbance of the area avoided until further evaluation can
occur. All new observations of sensitive plants or noxious weeds shall be immediately reported to
the Contracting Officer.
(c) Protection of Residual Trees. Contractor's operations shall not damage leave trees.
(d) Erosion Prevention and Control. Contractor's operations shall be conducted to minimize soil
erosion. Equipment shall not be operated when ground conditions are such that excessive damage
will occur. The kinds and intensity of erosion control work done by the Contractor shall be adjusted
to ground and weather conditions and the need for controlling runoff. Erosion control work shall be
kept current immediately preceding expected seasonal periods of precipitation or runoff.
If the Contractor fails to do seasonal erosion control work prior to any seasonal period of precipitation
or runoff, the Contracting Officer may temporarily assume responsibility for the work, at the
Contractor's expense. Damage resulting from the failure to perform required work shall be repaired
by the Contractor at the Contractor's expense.
(e) Meadow Protection. Extreme care shall be taken to avoid damage to the cover, soil, and water
in meadows. Ground based equipment shall not be used in meadows except where existing roads,
landings, or tractor roads occur and after use of such has been approved by the Contracting Officer.
(f) Sanitation and Servicing. Contractor shall take all reasonable precautions to prevent air and
water pollution from Contractor's Operations. Refuse from Contractor's use, servicing, repair, or
abandonment of equipment shall be continuously removed from National Forest lands. Soil
contaminated by Contractor's operations shall be removed from National Forest System land and
disposed of properly.
(g) Prevention of Oil Spills. If the Contractor maintains storage facilities for oil or oil products in the
contract area, the Contractor shall take appropriate preventive measures to ensure that any spill of
such oil or oil products does not enter any stream or other waters of the United States or any of the
individual states. If the total oil or oil products storage exceeds 4996 liters (1320 gallons) or if any
single container exceeds a capacity of 24981iters (660 gallons), the Contractor shall prepare a Spill
Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan. The plan shall meet applicable EPA
requirements (40 CFR 112) including certification by a Registered Professional Engineer.
C.10 CONTROL OF OPERATIONS.
(a) Work Plan. At the pre-work conference, Contractor shall furnish the Contracting Officer a written
general plan of operation. The plan shall set forth planned periods and methods for accomplishing
contractual requirements. Each unit shall be completed before moving to the next. A systematic work

plan shall be submitted and be approved by the contracting Officer for each work unit before work
begins. The Contractor's operations may be conducted outside the "Normal Operating Period" only
upon approval by the Contracting Officer. The Normal Operating Period is April 1 to October
31. The work plan shall be in accordance with the fire plan in section H.
(b) Safety. Contractor's operations shall facilitate Forest Services' safe and practical inspection of
Contractor's Operations and conduct of other official duties in the contract area.
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, when Contractor's operations are in progress adjacent to or on
Forest Service controlled roads and trails open to public travel, the Contractor shall furnish, install and
maintain all temporary traffic controls which provide the forest user with adequate warning of
hazardous or potentially hazardous conditions associated with Contractor's Operations. A specific
traffic control plan for each individual contract work area shall be agreed to by Contractor and
Contracting Officer prior to commencing operations. Devices shall be appropriate to current
conditions and shall be covered or removed when not needed. Except as otherwise agreed, flaggers
and devices shall be as specified in the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and
Highway" (MUTCD), and as shown on the Contract Map.
(c) Conduct. The Contractor's operations shall be conducted in an orderly manner. The Contractor's
operations shall include activities of or use of equipment of the Contractor, Contractor's employees or
agents, subcontractors, their employees or agents, acting in the course of their employment in
operations hereunder on National Forest System lands or within the Forest Service protection
boundary (unless acting under the immediate supervision of the Forest Service).
C.11

TRANSPORTATION.

(a) The Contractor shall be responsible for obtaining all permits necessary for the transportation of
equipment on state, county, and private roads.
(b) The Contractor shall obtain approval from the Contracting Officer prior to walking heavy
equipment between units. Transport to or between any other units may require a lowboy. Heavy
equipment shall not be walked on paved or chip-sealed roads.
(c) The Contractor shall provide all transportation for self and employees.

C.12

MOTORIZED EQUIPMENT

The use of motorized equipment other than hand-held equipment such as power saws and brush
cutters will not be permitted off designated roads in the project area without prior approval of the
Contracting Officer.

C.13

WORK PRIORITIES

The Forest Service may specify the priority of work by units or parts of units during the period of the
contract.

SECTION E • INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE
E.1

UNIT ACCEPTANCE

The Contractor shall submit a unit to the Contracting Officer for acceptance only when the
Contractor’s inspections for quality control assure the work specifications have been met. The
Forest Service may perform formal inspections to determine acceptance of the work units. The
Contractor or his/her representative is encouraged to observe the inspection and will receive
inspection summaries upon request.

E.2

FORMAL INSPECTION

Each unit shall be inspected separately, and inspection results shall not be averaged with those
of other units.

E.3

INSPECTION RESULT VERIFICATION

The Government may inspect the work to determine compliance with specifications, to provide
the basis for computing the rate of payment, and to verify the Contractor's inspection results.
If the results of the Contractor’s inspections cannot be verified by Government inspections, the
Government may elect to conduct all subsequent inspections. If the Government does assume the
burden of the Contractor's inspections, there shall be an inspection charge of $25.00/ha ($10.00
per acre) inspected.

SECTION F - DELIVERY OR PERFORMANCE

F.1

PERFORMANCE PERIODS FOR TASK ORDERS

When completed, the requirements for the task order will include the period of performance
applicable to the task order. Contractors shall base their pricing on meeting the task order
performance period.

F.2

SUSPENSIONS FOR OTHER THAN GOVERNMENT’S CONVENIENCE

The Contracting Officer may issue orders to suspend the work wholly or in part for such period of
time as deemed necessary because of:
(1) Weather or ground conditions when further prosecution of the work might cause environmental
or resource damage to the project, access roads to the project, or adjacent property. Such action
would include but not be limited to instances such as damage to access roads or rutting of project
roads which causes otherwise suitable soils to become muddy or unsuitable; or
(2) Failure of the Contractor to comply with Specifications such as when conditions exist
which do not meet safety requirements. Whether or not a suspend work notice is issued, the
Contractor shall be responsible for correcting any damage caused by his/her operation, whether
inside or outside project limits, at no cost to the Government. Such suspensions shall not be
considered as suspensions for the Convenience of the Government under FAR 52.242-14,
Suspension of Work, and shall not qualify for equitable adjustment.

SECTION G - CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION DATA

G.1

CONTRACTING OFFICER’S REPRESENTATIVE

Contracting Officer's Representatives (COR) will be designated for individual task orders placed
against awarded contracts. The Contractor will be notified in writing of the name and duties of the
COR at the time of a task order award.

G.2

PREWORK CONFERENCE

Prior to commencement of work on a task order, the Contractor shall meet with the Contracting
Officer to discuss contract terms and work performance requirements, the work progress schedule,
and fire prevention and suppression plans. The meeting will be held at a location to be determined
following award of the task order.

SECTION H – SPECIAL CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS

H.1

C L A U S E S INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE (52.252-02)(Feb 98)

This contract incorporates one or more clauses by reference, with the same force and effect as if they
were given in full text. Upon request, the Contracting Officer will make their full text available. Also,
the full text of a clause may be accessed electronically on the Internet at this/these address(es):
http://www.arnetlfar/.gov
This contract incorporates one or more clauses by reference, with the same force and effect as if they
were given in full text. Upon request, the Contracting Officer will make their full text available.
52.236-07 Permits and Responsibilities (Nov 91)
452.236-73 Archaeological or Historic Sites (AGAR)(Feb 88)
452.236-77 Emergency Response (AGAR) (Nov 96)

H. 2

WAGE DETERMINATION

Wage Determinations# 1977-0727, Rev.35, dated 05/29/2008, is currently in effect for Tuolumne,
Calaveras, Mariposa, Madera, Fresno, Tulare, Kern.

H.3

INSURANCE COVERAGE

See insurance requirements under Article 18 Supplementary Conditions this contract.
H.4
SITE INVESTIGATION AND CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE WORK (FAR 52.236-3) (APR
1984)
(a) The Contractor acknowledges that it has taken steps reasonably necessary to ascertain the
nature and location of the work, and that is has investigated and satisfied itself as to the general and
local conditions which can affect the work or its costs, including but not limited to (I) conditions
bearing upon transportation, disposal, handling, and storage of materials; (2) the availability of labor,
water, electrical power, and roads: (3) uncertainties of weather, river stages, tides, or similar physical
conditions at the site; (4) the conformation and conditions of the ground; and (5) the character of
equipment and facilities needed preliminary to and during work performance. The Contractor also
acknowledges that it has satisfied itself as to the character, quality, and quantity of surface and
subsurface materials or obstacles to be encountered insofar as this information is reasonably done by
the Government, as well as from the drawings and specifications made a part of this contract. Any
failure of the Contractor to take action described and acknowledge in this paragraph will not relieve
the Contractor from responsibility for estimating properly the difficulty and cost of successfully
performing the work or for proceeding to successfully perform the work without additional expense to
the Government.

(b) The Government assumes no responsibility for any conclusions or interpretations made by the
Contractor based on the information made available by the Government. Nor does the Government
assume responsibility for any understanding reached or representation made concerning conditions
which can affect the work by any of its officers or agents before the execution of this contract, unless
the understanding or representative is expressly stated in this contract.
(c) AII work under this contract shall be performed in a skillful and workmanlike manner. The
Contracting Officer may require, in writing, that the Contractor remove from the work any employee
the Contracting Officer deems incompetent, careless, or otherwise objectionable.

H.5
PROTECTION OF EXISTING VEGETATION, STRUCTURES, EQUIPMENT, UTIUTIES,
AND IMPROVEMENTS (FAR 52.236-9) (APR 1984)
(a)
The Contractor shall preserve and protect all structures, equipment, and vegetation (such
as trees, shrubs, and grass) on or adjacent to the work sites, which are not to be removed and
which do not unreasonably interfere with the work required under this contract. The Contractor shall
only remove trees when specifically authorized to do so, and shall avoid damaging vegetation that
will remain in place. If any limbs or branches of trees are broken during contract performance, or by
the careless operation of equipment, or by workmen, the Contractor shall trim those limbs
or branches with a clean cut and paint the cut with a tree-pruning compound as directed by the
Contracting Officer.
(b)
The Contractor shall protect from damage all existing improvements and utilities (1) at or
near the work site and (2) on adjacent property of a third party, the locations of which are made
known to or should be known by the Contractor. The Contractor shall repair any damage to those
facilities, including those that are the property of a third party, resulting from failure to comply with
the requirements of this contract or failure to exercise reasonable care in performing the work. If the
Contractor fails or refuses to repair the damage promptly, the Contracting Officer may have the
necessary work performed and charge the cost to the Contractor.

H.6 OPERATIONS AND STORAGE AREAS (FAR 52.236-10) (APR 1984)
(a)
The Contractor shall confine all operations (including storage of materials) on Government
premises to areas authorized or approved by the Contracting Officer. The Contractor shall hold
and save the Government, its officers and agents, free and harmless from liability of any nature
occasioned by the Contractor's performance.
(b)
Temporary buildings (e.g., storage sheds, shops, offices) and utilities may be erected by the
Contractor only with the approval of the Contracting Officer and shall be built with labor and
materials furnished by the Contractor without expense to the Government. The temporary buildings
and utilities shall remain the property of the Contractor and shall be removed by the Contractor at
its expense upon completion of the work. With the written consent of the Contracting Officer, the
buildings and utilities may be abandoned and need not be removed.
(c)

The Contractor shall, under regulations prescribed by the Contracting Officer, use only

established roadways, or use temporary roadways constructed by the Contractor when and as
authorized by the Contracting Officer. When materials are transported in prosecuting the work,
vehicles shall not be loaded beyond the loading capacity recommended by the manufacturer of the
vehicle or prescribed by any Federal, State, or local law or regulation. When it is necessary to cross
curbs or sidewalks, the Contractor shall protect them from damage. The Contractor shall repair or
pay for the repair of any damaged curbs, sidewalks, or roads.
IH.7

CLEANING UP (FAR 52.236- 12) (APR 1984)

The Contractor shall at all times keep the work area, including storage areas, free from
accumulations of waste materials. Before completing the work, the Contractor shall remove from the
work and premises any rubbish, tools, scaffolding, equipment, and materials that are not the property
of the Government. Upon completing the work, the Contractor shall leave the work area in a clean,
neat, and orderly condition satisfactory to the Contracting Officer.
IH.8

ACCIDENT PREVENTION (FAR 52-236-13) (NOV 91)

(a) The Contractor shall provide and maintain work environments and procedures, which will (1)
safeguard the public and Government personnel, property, materials, supplies, and equipment,
exposed to Contractor operations and activities; (2) avoid interruptions of Government operations
and delays in project completion dates; and (3) control costs in the performance of this contract.
(b) For these purposes on contracts for construction or dismantling, demolition, or removal of
improvements, the Contractor shall -(1) Provide appropriate safety barricades, signs, and signal lights;
(2) Comply with the standards issued by the Secretary of Labor at 29 CFR Part 1926 and 29 CFR
Part 1910; and
(3) Ensure that any additional measures the Contracting Officer determines to be reasonably
necessary for the purposes are taken.
(c) If this contract is for construction or dismantling, demolition or removal of improvements with any
Department of Defense agency or component, the Contractor shall comply with all pertinent
provisions of the latest version of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Safety and Health Requirements
Manual, EM 385-1-1, in effect on the date of the solicitation.
(d) Whenever the Contracting Officer becomes aware of any noncompliance with these requirements
or any condition, which poses a serious or imminent danger to the health or safety of the public or
Government personnel, the Contracting Officer shall notify the Contractor orally, with written
confirmation, and request immediate initiation of corrective action. This notice, when delivered to the
Contractor or the Contractor's representative at the work site, shall be deemed sufficient notice of the
noncompliance and that corrective action is required. After receiving the notice, the Contractor shall
immediately take corrective action. If the Contractor fails or refuses to promptly take corrective action,
the Contracting Officer may issue an order stopping all or part of the work until satisfactory corrective
action has been taken. The Contractor shall not be entitled to any equitable adjustment of the contract

price or extension of the performance schedule on any stop work order issued under this clause.
(e) The Contractor shall insert this clause, including this paragraph (e), with appropriate changes in
the designation of the parties, in subcontracts.
(f) Before commencing the work, the Contractor shall-- (1) Submit a written proposed plan for
implementing this clause. The plan shall include an analysis of the significant hazards of life, limb,
and property inherent in contract work performance and a plan for controlling these hazards: and (2)
Meet with representatives of the Contracting Officer to discuss and develop a mutual understanding
relative to administration of the overall safety program.
H.9 USE OF PREMISES (AGAR 452.236-72) (NOV 1996)
(a) Before any camp, quarry, borrow pit, storage, detour, or bypass sites, other than shown on the
drawings is opened or operated on USDA lands, or lands administered by the USDA, the Contractor
shall obtain written permission from the Contracting Officer.
A camp is interpreted to include a campsite or trailer parking area of any employee working on the
project for the Contractor.
(b) Unless accepted elsewhere in the contract, the Contractor shall (i) provide and maintain
sanitation facilities for the workforce at the site and (ii) dispose of solid waste in accordance with
applicable Federal State and local regulations.
H.10 CONTROL OF EROSION, SEDIMENTATION AND POLLUTION (AGAR
452.236-74) (NOV 1996)
(a) Operations shall be scheduled and conducted to minimize erosion of soils and to prevent silting
and muddying of streams, rivers, irrigation systems and impoundments (lakes, reservoirs, etc,).
(b) Pollutants such as fuels, lubricants, bitumens, raw sewage, and other harmful materials shall not
be discharged on the ground; into or nearby rivers, streams, or impoundments, or into natural or
manmade channels. Wash water or waste from concrete or aggregate operations shall not be
allowed to enter live streams prior to treatment by filtration, settling, or other means sufficient to
reduce the sediment content to not more than that of the stream into which it is discharged.
(c) Mechanized equipment shall not be operated in flowing streams without written approval by the
Contracting Officer.

H.11

EQUIPMENT CLEANING

All off-road equipment used on this project shall be washed before moving into the project area so
that the equipment is free of soil, seeds, vegetative material, or other debris that could contain or
hold seeds of noxious weeds. "Off-road equipment" includes all logging and construction equipment
and such brushing equipment as brush hogs, masticators, and chippers; it does not include log
trucks, chip vans, service vehicles, water trucks, pickup trucks, and similar vehicles not intended for
off-road use.

Equipment will be considered clean when visual inspection does not reveal soil, seeds, plant
material, or other such debris. Disassembly of equipment components or specialized inspection
equipment is not required. Contractor shall notify the Contracting Officer Representative at least five
days in advance of moving equipment in so that arrangements can be made for inspection.
H.12

TASK ORDER SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

When competed, all requirements for the task order, including special contract requirements not
contained in the master contract, will be included in the information furnished to Contractors with the
request for the Contractors' pricing quote. Contractors shall base their pricing on all requirements,
both those applicable just to the task order and those contained in the master contract.
H.13

FIRE PLAN

The contractor shall read and follow the instructions contained in the attached Fire Plan.
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APPENDIX C
TUOLUMNE MAIN CANAL FUELS REDUCTION (50054) FOREST SERVICE DECISION MEMO with
APPENDIX A Review of Extraordinary Circumstances and APPENDIX B, Management
Requirements

Tuolumne Main Canal Fuels Reduction (50054)
Decision Memo
Stanislaus National Forest
Mi-Wok Ranger District
Tuolumne County, CA
Background
This decision memo provides documentation, pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), related to the Tuolumne Main Canal Fuels Reduction (TMCFR) project. The project is located
along 5.4 miles of the Tuolumne Main Canal (TMC) from Lyons Reservoir southwest toward the
community of Sugarpine (Figure 1). The project boundaries extend about 300 to 1,500 feet to the north
and south of the TMC, encompassing a total of 202 acres of National Forest System (NFS) lands. The
project falls within the Mi-Wok Ranger District, Stanislaus National Forest, Tuolumne County, California
(Sec 24-27, 34-35 T3N R16E; Sec 3 T2N R16E; MDBM).
The TMCFR project is just one component of the larger Lyons-South Fork Watershed Forest Resiliency
(LSFWFR) project, which is a collaborative effort to increasing forest health, resiliency to wildfires and
beetle outbreaks, and protecting adjacent communities. This collaborative project would provide
protection to critical sections of the South Fork (SF) Stanislaus River and infrastructure that would benefit
Tuolumne County and the ecoregion. The LSFWFR project area encompasses 733 acres of multipleownership forestland within the SF Stanislaus River watershed between Lyons Reservoir and the
communities of Twain Harte and Mi-Wuk Village, covering a large swath of the southern canyon wall
(3,900 to 4,500 feet elevation). In anticipation of a wildfire potentially jumping the river, the project’s
eastern end includes the north side of the SF Stanislaus River below Lyons Reservoir to address the high
fuel loading on these extremely steep slopes.
The primary private landowners Sierra Pacific Industries (SPI) and Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) are already working on removing dead and dying conifers and ladder fuels from their lands. The
local Highway 108 Fire Safe Council is conducting projects on other privately owned land within and
beyond the project boundary. The collaborative group worked with the Forest Service to apply for a
Sierra Nevada Conservancy Proposition 1 grant to fund the costly hand treatments that are necessary to
reduce fuels on NFS lands within the LSFWFR project area (i.e., the TMCFR project area). Tuolumne
Utilities District accepted the role as fiscal agent and will administer all funds for treating NFS lands.
Furthermore, the Highway 108 Fire Safe Council agreed to write the grant application, which was
recently completed and submitted in August 2016.

Management Direction
The Forest Service completed the Stanislaus National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan
(Forest Plan) on October 28, 1991. The Stanislaus National Forest “Forest Plan Direction” (USDA 2010)
presents the current direction, based on the original Forest Plan, as amended. The Forest Plan Direction
that applies to this project includes forestwide standards and guidelines (p. 33-64); management area
direction for Scenic Corridors (p. 155-159); and, land allocation direction for California Spotted Owl and
Northern Goshawk Protected Activity Centers (p. 183-184), California Spotted Owl Home Range Core
Areas (p. 188-189), Wildland Urban Intermix (WUI): Defense Zones (p. 189), WUI: Threat Zones (p.
189-190), and Old Forest Emphasis Areas (p. 190). The following Forest Plan Goals apply to the TMCFR
project:
Community Stability: “Manage the Forest in an economically efficient and cost-effective manner while
responding to economic and social needs of the public and local communities” (p. 5).
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Fire and Fuels: “Provide a cost-effective management program to protect Forest resources, life and
property, from the effects of wildfire. Maintain natural and activity fuels at levels commensurate with
minimizing resource losses from wildfire” (p. 5).

Purpose and Need
The TMC is a local historic feature consisting of a series of wooden flumes and connected canals. It is the
primary drinking water conveyance system to 90% of the residents of Tuolumne County. If a wildfire
destroyed a section of the flume it is estimated that most of the residents of Tuolumne County would be
without drinking water for more than a month.
Regionally, the SF Stanislaus River flows into New Melones Reservoir, then into the San Joaquin Valley
and ultimately the Sacramento Delta, thereby supplying numerous downstream users. A catastrophic
wildfire event in these headwaters could have far reaching ecological and social impacts downstream. The
local Community Watershed Protection Plan describes the project area as a high priority zone based on its
extreme fuel loading, steep slopes, and adjacency to the communities of Twain Harte and Mi-Wuk
Village. Fuel loading has been exacerbated by the prolonged drought and bark beetle infestation. The
entire project falls within a Tier 2 watershed, with some of the project falling within a Tier 1 drought
mortality category making treatment of this area a priority.
The TMCFR project area encompasses 60 acres upslope and 142 acres downslope from the TMC. The
majority (about 115 acres) of NFS land has slopes less than 35%, but 87 acres are relatively steep with
slopes much greater than 35%. The steep areas, primarily just below Lyons Reservoir, are dominated by
Douglas-fir and oak with some other conifer species (i.e., ponderosa pine, sugar pine, incense cedar, and
white fir). Ponderosa pine and the other conifer species are more abundant on the flatter portions to the
southwest. About 10 years ago the Forest Service tractor logged 63 acres and helicopter logged 45 acres
within the project area to reduce canopy fuels and improve forest health, but the remaining acres have not
been treated in decades. In the last year, Forest Service fire crews conducted prescribed burns on about 15
acres of the steep ground in section 26 that was logged and are planning to prescribe burn an additional 15
acres in section 27 when conditions permit. Where prescribed burning occurred the surface and ladder
fuels were significantly reduced, but in areas not burned and even within the 15 acres that were burned
there are still pockets of small trees and excessive surface fuels. While more prescribed burning is
desired, opportunities for prescribed surface fire are greatly limited by suitable weather conditions that
allow for safe broadcast burning within close proximities to residential areas. Hand piling and burning,
while more costly, would provide more opportunities to reduce fuels in these areas. Areas that were
tractor logged now have significantly fewer overstory trees and lower canopy cover, but over the last
decade shrubs and small trees increased in density and height. Some areas now have large swaths of 3 to
6-foot tall brush adjacent to the TMC. Finally, pockets of dead and dying trees are appearing within the
project area and are expected to expand and increase in numbers due to the ongoing drought and bark
beetle epidemic. While a number of dead and dying trees is beneficial for ecological purposes, excessive
dead trees in this critical WUI will pose undue hazards to the public and will create unsafe and difficult
conditions for fire fighters during wildfire suppression.
Given the existing conditions, the primary needs are as follows:
1. Reduce surface, ladder and canopy fuels on NFS lands in conjunction with adjacent landowners to
reduce fuels across multiple land ownerships. Fuels reduction will create a continuous fuel break that
protects the primary water conveyance system to Tuolumne County (i.e., the TMC), adjacent
communities, and the overall resiliency of the SF Stanislaus River watershed.
2. Reduce stand densities where necessary to increase the resiliency of residual trees to disturbance and
promote healthy forests during drought conditions by reducing competition for water, nutrients, and
light.
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3. Mitigate all hazard trees along Forest Service roads (except maintenance level 1 roads) to provide
safe ingress-egress for the public and fire fighters.
4. Remove excess dead and dying trees resulting from the ongoing drought and bark beetle epidemic to
prevent accumulation of fuels that may slow fire suppression activities.

Proposed Action
The Stanislaus National Forest proposes to reduce surface and ladder fuels and reduce canopy cover to
50% where possible using a combination of mastication, hand thinning and brushing, and commercial
timber harvesting where applicable. The majority of cutting would be limited to small trees less than or
equal to 12 inches diameter at breast height (dbh). Some larger commercial-sized trees (greater than 12
inches dbh) may be removed to achieve the 50% canopy cover target, but will primarily be limited to
mitigating hazard trees along roads and to address excessive drought and insect-killed trees. Any
commercial-sized hazard trees that pose an imminent threat to the canal would be mitigated by PG&E
under the terms of existing agreements between PG&E, the Forest Service and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and would likely occur in conjunction with this project as a cumulative ongoing
action. The value of all other commercial sized trees that are removed as road-side hazard trees or for
fuels reduction and forest health purposes will go toward offsetting treatment costs; however, the value of
harvested commercial-sized trees is anticipated to cover only a fraction of project-related costs. Hand
treatments will be completed either by the California Conservation Corps or CAL FIRE conservation
crews. Forest Service fire crews will conduct all pile burning. A burn plan will be completed and
approved prior to implementation and will comply with all pertinent laws and regulations. Burning may
occur in stages to mitigate impacts of smoke and reduce residual tree mortality.
Treatments will vary based on accessibility of heavy equipment, which is determined by slope. The
following prescriptions are based on percent slope (about 87 acres of NFS lands with slopes greater than
35% will be treated by hand only; the remaining 115 acres will be treated using mechanical equipment).
Greater Than 35% Slope: Hand cut live conifers up to 12 inches dbh, oaks up to 4 inches dbh, and all
excess dead and dying trees following the snag retention guidelines outlined in Appendix B. Retain the
most thrifty sugar and ponderosa pine trees less than 12 inches dbh at a spacing of 20 x 20 feet if they are
not overtopped by larger live trees and will not act as a ladder fuel to larger adjacent trees. Where they do
not pose a fire risk, retention of a younger cohort of pine trees is desired given the high levels of mortality
occurring in larger pine trees. Retain 50% canopy cover of overstory trees on average (it is unlikely that
removing up to 12-inch trees will reduce canopy cover below 50%). Prune boles of large residual trees
(greater than 12 inches dbh) up to 10 feet. Hand cut shrubs. Material may be lopped and scattered;
however, where feasible material must be removed, piled and burned, or chipped using a small tracked
chipper to minimize accumulation of excess surface fuels. The following treatments are preferred to
lopping and scattering:


Cable end-line materials to a nearby existing road or landing using a skidder or similar equipment that
is capable of yarding or dragging material. Pile and burn or chip and spread material.



If end-lining is not feasible, move small material (i.e., limbs and small tops up to 3 inches large end
diameter) by hand to an existing road or area suitable for piling and burning or chipping and
spreading. Buck the remaining large material into 10-foot lengths and scatter to reduce continuity of
surface fuels.

Less Than 35% Slope: Mechanically thin and remove or masticate live conifers up to 12 inches dbh and
all excess dead or dying trees following the snag retention guidelines outlined in Appendix B. Retain the
most thrifty sugar and ponderosa pine trees less than 12 inches dbh at a spacing of 20 x 20 feet if they are
not overtopped by larger live trees and will not act as a ladder fuel to larger adjacent trees. Retain 50%
canopy cover of overstory trees on average. If the average overstory canopy cover in an area is greater
than 50% after removing all trees up to 12 inches dbh, larger suppressed and intermediate trees up to 30
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inches dbh may be removed to achieve desired canopy cover. Masticate all shrubs and all small trees less
than 4 inches dbh.

Decision
My decision is to implement the proposed action as described above. This action falls within a category of
actions that are excluded from documentation in an Environmental Assessment (EA) or an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) and no extraordinary circumstances 1 would preclude use of the categories:
Timber stand and/or wildlife habitat improvement activities that do not include the use of herbicides or do
not require more than 1 mile of low standard road construction [36 CFR 220.6(e)(6)]; and, commercial
and non-commercial sanitation harvest of trees to control insects or disease not to exceed 250 acres,
requiring no more than ½ mile of temporary road construction, including removal of infested/infected
trees and adjacent live uninfested/uninfected trees as determined necessary to control the spread of insects
or disease [36 CFR 220.6(e)(14)].
Appendix A contains a “Review of Extraordinary Circumstances” supporting my determination that no
extraordinary circumstances exist. Resource specialists input covering botany, cultural resources,
hydrology, and terrestrial and aquatic wildlife are included in the project file. I considered their
recommendations in making this decision. Appendix B displays the specific management requirements
included in this decision.
Reasons for the Decision
In summary, I made this decision for the following reasons:


To create a continuous fuel break that protects the primary water conveyance system to Tuolumne
County (i.e., the TMC), adjacent communities, and to improve the overall resiliency of the SF
Stanislaus River watershed;



To improve forest health in light of the ongoing drought and bark beetle epidemic; and,



To provide safe ingress-egress for the public and fire fighters in this critical WUI.

Public Involvement
The Forest Service first listed the TMCFR project online [http://data.ecosystemmanagement.org/nepaweb/current-sopa.php?forest=110516] in the “Current SOPA Report” on August 15,
2016. The project information was also posted on the project website:
[http://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=50054]. The Tuolumne Utilities District sent out a request for
letters of support for the collaborative LSFWFR project on August 3, 2016 to various community leaders
and agencies. A total of 15 individuals, organizations and agencies responded with letters supporting the
project.

Findings Required by Other Laws
This action is consistent with the Forest Plan; the National Historic Preservation Act; and all other
applicable laws and regulations (refer to Appendix A).

Implementation Date
The procedures for legal notice and opportunity to comment do not apply to this project; therefore,
implementation of the decision may begin immediately.

The mere presence of one or more of these resource conditions does not preclude use of a categorical exclusion (CE). It is the existence of a
cause-effect relationship between a proposed action and the potential effect on these resource conditions and if such a relationship exists, the
degree of the potential effect of a proposed action on these resource conditions that determine whether extraordinary circumstances exist. (36
CFR 220.6(b))
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Administrative Review or Appeal Opportunities
This decision is not subject to administrative review. 2

Contact Person
For additional information about this project, contact Chris Sorensen at the Mi-Wok Ranger District;
24695 Highway 108, Mi-Wuk Village, CA 95346; or, call (209) 586-3234 ext. 616.

Signature and Date

September 20, 2016
Date

FRED WONG
District Ranger
Mi-Wok Ranger District
Stanislaus National Forest

The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2014 (P.L. 113-76; January 17, 2014) directs that the 1992 and 2012 legislation establishing the 36
CFR 215 (post-decisional appeals) and 36 CFR 218 (pre-decisional objections) processes shall not apply to any project or activity
implementing a land and resource management plan that is categorically excluded under NEPA. The Agricultural Act of 2014 (P.L. 113-79;
February 7, 2014) repealed the Appeals Reform Act (P.L. 102-381) and directs that the pre-decisional objection process established in the
Consolidated Appropriation Act of 2012 shall not apply to categorically excluded projects or activities.

2
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Figure 1

Project Location Map
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APPENDIX A
Review of Extraordinary Circumstances
In accordance with FSH 1909.15 Section 30.3(2), the Responsible Official considered the following
resource conditions in determining whether extraordinary circumstances related to the proposed action
would warrant further analysis and documentation in an Environmental Assessment (EA) or an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
1. Federally listed threatened or endangered species or designated critical habitat, species
proposed for Federal listing or proposed critical habitat, or Forest Service sensitive species.
The proposed action may affect individuals, but is not likely to result in a trend toward Federal listing
or a loss of viability for the California spotted owl and northern goshawk in the planning area (Marcie
Baumbach, Wildlife Biologist; Biological Assessment and Biological Evaluation, 9/7/2016).
The proposed action may affect individuals, but is not likely to result in a trend toward Federal listing
or a loss of viability for the foothill yellow-legged frog and western pond turtle in the planning area
(Steven Holdeman, Aquatic Biologist; Biological Assessment and Biological Evaluation, 9/15/2016).
There are no federally listed threatened or endangered plant species or Forest Service sensitive plant
species in the project area (Margaret Willits, Botanist; Botany Input, 7/7/2016).
2. Floodplains, wetlands or municipal watersheds.
Floodplains: Executive Order 11988 defines floodplains as, “. . . the lowland and relatively flat areas
adjoining inland and coastal waters including flood prone areas of offshore islands, including at a
minimum, that area subject to a one percent [100-year recurrence] or greater chance of flooding in
any one year.”
-

Floodplains, as defined in Executive Order 11988 of 1977, do not apply to this project area. For
these mountain streams, the floodplain includes the immediate channel and its flood prone areas
and/or adjacent terrace. Streams and their flood prone areas would be protected by the
implementation of operating requirements for mechanized equipment operations in Riparian
Conservation Areas (RCAs) and Best Management Practices (BMPs) provided for the project. It
is anticipated that non-obligate vegetation removal will not occur and that there would not be
any in-stream work that could have an adverse impact on floodplains. (Fernando Perez,
Hydrologist; hydrology letter to project files, 8/24/2016).

Wetlands: Executive Order 11990 defines wetlands as, “. . . areas inundated by surface or ground
water with a frequency sufficient to support and under normal circumstances does or would support a
prevalence of vegetative or aquatic life that requires saturated or seasonally saturated soil conditions
for growth and reproduction. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas
such as sloughs, potholes, wet meadows, river overflows, mud flats, and natural ponds.”
-

There are no wetlands as defined in Executive Order 11990 within or adjacent to the project
units. Therefore, this project is not expected to affect wetlands. In addition, a standard
management requirement excludes machinery operations from meadows requiring an exclusion
zone around them and trees are required to be felled directionally away from stream channels
and special aquatic features. (Fernando Perez, Hydrologist; hydrology letter to project files,
8/24/2016).

Municipal Watersheds: FSM 2542.05 defines municipal watersheds as: “A watershed that serves a
public water system as defined in the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974, as amended (42 U.S.C. §§
300f, et seq.); or as defined in state safe drinking water statutes or regulations.”
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-

The project area is within or adjacent to a municipal watershed. The Central Valley Regional
Water Quality Control Board lists municipal supply as a beneficial use for the Stanislaus River
including all tributaries. Due to the limited nature and scale of this project, the potential effects
of the project on municipal water supplies are negligible. In addition, implementation of BMPs
provided for the project would minimize any actual effect to a minor or negligible amount.
(Fernando Perez, Hydrologist; hydrology letter to project files, 8/24/2016).

3. Congressionally designated areas such as wilderness, wild and scenic rivers, or national
recreation areas.
No congressionally designated Wilderness, Wild and Scenic Rivers, or National Recreation Areas
exist within the project area.
4. Inventoried Roadless Areas.
No Inventoried Roadless Areas exist within the project area.
5. Research Natural Areas.
No existing or proposed Research Natural Areas (RNAs) exist within or adjacent to the project area.
6. American Indians and Alaska Native religious or cultural sites.
Cultural Resource Management Report (CRMR) 05-16-1364 was completed for the Tuolumne Main
Canal Fuel Reduction project. A NO EFFECT RECOMMENDATION was made for all project
activities in accordance with the provisions set forth in the “Programmatic Agreement Among the
U.S.D.A Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Region (Region 5), California State Historic Preservation
Officer, And The Advisory Council On Historic Preservation Regarding The Processes For
Compliance With Section 106 Of The National Historic Preservation Act For Management Of
Historic Properties By The National Forests Of The Pacific Southwest Region (Regional PA), signed
February, 2013. Heritage resources of interest are located within the project area and are to be
protected using a variety of protection measures identified in the CRMR and in the management
requirements included in Appendix B. (Peter Wisniewski, District Archaeologist; CRMR 05-16-1364,
9/1/2016).
7. Archaeological sites, or historic properties or areas.
Refer to item 6 (American Indians and Alaska Native religious or cultural sites) above.
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APPENDIX B
Management Requirements
Air Quality
1. Complete all burning under approved burn and smoke management plans. Acquire burn permits from
the appropriate county Air Pollution Control District which will determine when burning is allowed.
The California Air Resources Board provides daily information on “burn” or “no burn” conditions.
Design and implement burn plans to limit particulate emissions.
Aquatic Wildlife
2. Do not pile and burn material within 50 feet of the SF Stanislaus River.
Cultural Resources
3. Project implementation will comply with the stipulations of the Programmatic Agreement Among the
U.S.D.A Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Region (Region 5), California State Historic Preservation
Officer, And The Advisory Council On Historic Preservation Regarding The Processes For
Compliance With Section 106 Of The National Historic Preservation Act For Management Of
Historic Properties By The National Forests Of The Pacific Southwest Region (Regional PA).
4. Cultural resources are to be protected using protection methods listed in CRMR 05-16-1364.
5. Should any cultural resources be discovered during implementation, cease all project activities and
notify the District Archaeologist.
Fire and Fuels
6. Complete all burning by qualified Forest Service personnel.
7. Pile and burn activity generated material on units where removal is not feasible.
8. Construct burn piles in areas where damage to surrounding vegetation or infrastructure will not occur
when the piles are burned. Piles should not exceed a size of 5 feet across and 4 feet high. Avoid
constructing piles where material will roll into roadways, infrastructure, or stream courses.
9. Lop and scatter material only where no other means of safe removal exists.
Hydrology
10. Best Management Practices: The following BMPs reduce problems that could occur from the action
as it relates to hydrologic function and sediment production. They are derived from the Water Quality
Management Handbook for Forest System Lands in California, Best Management Practices (USDA
2011) 3 and the National BMPs for Water Quality Management on National Forest System Lands
(USDA 2012) 4. Applicable National Core BMPs are noted below.
a. BMP 2.13 Erosion Control Plan (Veg-2 Erosion Prevention and Control)
b. BMP 1.8 Streamside Zone Designation, BMP 1.19 Streamcourse and Aquatic Protection, BMP
1.18 Meadow Protection during Timber Harvesting, BMP 5.3 Tractor Operation Limitations in
Wetlands and Meadows, BMP 5.5 Disposal of Organic Debris (Veg-3 Aquatic Management
Zones, AqEco-2 Operations in Aquatic Ecosystems)
c. BMP 1.6 Protection of Unstable Lands (Veg-4 Ground Based Skidding and Yarding Operations)
d. BMP 2.4 Road Maintenance and Operations (Road-4 Road Operations and Maintenance)
USDA 2011. FSH 2509.22 Soil and Water Conservation Handbook, Chapter 10 Water Quality Management Handbook, Best Management
Practices. USDA Forest Service Pacific Southwest Region.
4 USDA 2012. National Best Management Practices for Water Quality Management on National Forest System Lands, Volume 1-National Core
BMP Technical Guide. FS-990a. Washington DC.
3
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e. BMP 1.13 Erosion Prevention and Control Measures during Operations, BMP 1.21 Acceptance of
Timber Sale Erosion Control Measures before Sale Closure
f. BMP 1.17 Erosion Control on Skid Trails (Veg-2 Erosion Prevention and Control)
g. BMP 2.8 Stream Crossings (Road-7 Stream Crossings)
h. BMP 2.10 Parking and Staging Areas, BMP 2.11 Equipment Refueling and Servicing (Road-9
Parking and Staging Areas, Road-10 Equipment Refueling and Servicing)
i. BMP 5.6 Soil Moisture Limitations for Mechanical Equipment Operations (Veg-2 Erosion
Prevention and Control)
j. BMP 6.2 Consideration of Water Quality in Formulating Fire Prescriptions, BMP 6.3 Protection
of Water Quality from Prescribed Burning Effects (Fire-2 Use of Prescribed Fire)
k. BMP 2.5 Water Source Development and Utilization (AqEco-2 Operations in Aquatic
Ecosystems)
Invasive Plants
11. Avoid flagged noxious weeds and areas of Armenian blackberry (refer to Figure B-1).
12. All vehicles and equipment that leave the road must be free of soil, mud (wet or dried), seeds,
vegetative matter or other debris that could contain seeds to prevent new infestations of noxious
weeds in the project area. Dust or very light dirt that would not contain weed seed is not a concern.
13. If weeds cannot be avoided, clean equipment so that it is free of soil, seeds, vegetative matter or other
debris prior to leaving the infested area.
Soils
14. Maintain a well-distributed soil cover of 50% after operations are complete on slopes less than 25%.
Maintain 70% cover on steeper slopes and Riparian Conservation Areas (RCAs). Soil cover consists
of duff and litter, basal live plant cover, fine woody debris, and downed logs.
15. Limit skidding with rubber-tired or fixed track equipment to slopes less than 35%; limit low ground
pressure tracked equipment (e.g., masticator and feller buncher) to less than 45%; and, limit heelboom loaders to less than 40% unless otherwise approved by a soil scientist. Reuse existing skid trails
and landings whenever possible, unless unacceptable damage would occur.
16. When excessive soil displacement occurs, the sale administrator or soil scientist may require
replacing or recontouring soil.
17. Monitor ground-based operations occurring between November 1 and June 1 (tested for soil moisture
and trafficability) to prevent soil compaction. Ground-based equipment will operate on relatively dry
soils of high soil strength, or bearing capacity.
18. Protect any large constructed rock walls built in steep drainages by excluding mechanical equipment
and, where possible, directionally felling large trees (greater than 10 inches dbh) away from the rock
walls.
Terrestrial Wildlife
19. Downed Woody Material Retention: Retain 4 to 5 downed logs per acre greater than 20 inches
diameter at the midpoint, except where they pose a threat to infrastructure or human safety. Retention
guidelines can be met utilizing cull logs and hazard trees meeting minimum dimensions.
20. Snag Retention: Retain a minimum of 4 snags per acre in the largest size class available per acre
except where they pose a threat to infrastructure or human safety. Retain some mid and large diameter
trees (greater than or equal to 24 inches dbh) that are currently in decline, have substantial wood
defect, or that have desirable characteristics (teakettle branches, large diameter broken top, large
cavities in the bole, mistletoe platforms, witches brooms) to serve as nesting and roosting structures
and as future replacement snags.
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Figure B-1 Tuolumne Main Canal Weed Locations Map
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